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PART I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 32 

 33 

Purpose of the Guidelines 34 

 35 

The purposes of the Guidelines for Technology-Based Assessment are to provide information about the 36 

key factors and issues to consider when designing, delivering, and scoring tests via digital platforms and 37 

to provide guidance to test developers, test administrators, and test users on how best to ensure fair 38 

and valid assessment in a digital environment. The goal of these Guidelines is to promote best practices 39 

in test development, administration, and scoring to facilitate fair and valid measurement of the 40 

knowledge, skills, abilities, and other characteristics (KSAOs) targeted by contemporary assessments 41 

used by professionals around the world. As a guidelines document, the purpose is not to specify 42 

mandatory practices but rather to inform users of issues and considerations in applying technology-43 

based assessment. Thus, it may not be possible for testing agencies and others to adhere to all 44 

suggested guidelines in this document.  45 

Technology-based assessments (TBAs) comprise a wide range of digitally enabled formats and methods. 46 

In these Guidelines, any procedure that uses or leverages technology to describe or draw inferences 47 

about human characteristics, performance, or predicted outcomes is considered a technology-based 48 

assessment. 49 

Rationale and Salient Issues 50 

Technology has become an essential part of assessment throughout the testing lifecycle. Test/item 51 

design, development, delivery, scoring, reporting, data storage, evaluation, and maintenance are all 52 

heavily technology dependent. This is true in education, workplace testing and selection, clinical 53 

settings, and professional credentialing. Many technology-based applications have become 54 

commonplace, such as technology-enhanced items, Internet-based testing, remote online proctoring, 55 

data forensics, and biometric measures to authenticate examinees. Emerging trends, such as game-56 

based and gamified assessment, mining “big data” bases, digital social networks, and applications of 57 

artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) to devise alternative assessments, are now pushing 58 

the envelope, aspiring to become leading-edge practices. 59 

Regardless of these technological advances, the fundamental concerns with assessment remain the 60 

same. It is critical to ensure that the use of technologies in testing adds value through more accurate, 61 

accessible, engaging, fair, and secure assessments; without introducing new irrelevant variance in scores 62 

or unintended consequences. In other words, TBAs must remain valid for their intended purposes or 63 

improve that validity, yielding reliable and meaningful measurement in a manner free from bias. 64 

Further, as these new and enhanced technologies increase the global reach of assessment programs, 65 

they should be used to facilitate cross-cultural assessment and adaptation. 66 

Early efforts to address issues in the use of technology in testing were put forth by the Association of 67 

Test Publishers (ATP) Guidelines for Computer-Based Testing (ATP, 2002) and the International Testing 68 
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Commission (ITC) Guidelines for Computer-Based and Internet Delivered Testing (ITC, 2005). (See also 69 

related documents in the references.) . Since those guidelines were published, many changes have 70 

occurred as new technologies emerged and led to dramatic changes in assessment practices. Moreover, 71 

assessment developers and users must prepare for new trends on the horizon that signal even more 72 

change ahead. Accordingly, ATP and ITC have joined forces to revise and update the Guidelines for 73 

Technology-Based Assessment. 74 

Scope of the Guidelines 75 

The Table of Contents shows that these revised Guidelines represent a significant update to the 76 

previously developed ITC 2005 and ATP 2002 Guidelines. The present Guidelines address validity and 77 

fairness issues in testing, specifically how technology can help improve measurement of knowledge, 78 

skills, abilities, and other human characteristics, and counter any threats to valid measurement or 79 

remove barriers that the use of technology could introduce. The Guidelines specifically address: (a) the 80 

planning and design of assessments (including universal design, technology-enhanced items, and 81 

accessibility), (b) test delivery, (c) psychometric and technical quality issues, (d) security, (e) privacy and 82 

confidentiality, (f) accessibility), (g) integrating assessment and instruction, and (h) global testing 83 

considerations (e.g., test translation/adaptation). 84 

Although the scope of these Guidelines is considerable, it is important to note the Guidelines 85 

intentionally avoid duplicating the in-depth guidance provided in other documents pertaining to related 86 

topics such as test security, test adaptation, and fundamental issues such as validity, reliability, and 87 

fairness. While the Guidelines topics address these topics, the focus is on technology enhancements as 88 

they pertain to the testing industry. Foundational documents are referenced, where appropriate, to 89 

guide the reader for more comprehensive guidance. Furthermore, the Guidelines do NOT make 90 

prescriptions regarding how or when to use technology for testing. 91 

Audience 92 

These Guidelines have been prepared to assist multiple stakeholders in the assessment process. Though 93 

not exclusive, the following chart offers suggestions for using this document for diverse audiences 94 

interested in technology-based assessment.  95 
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Suggested Audience The Guidelines May be Useful For 

Test developers  Describing commonly accepted industry practices to ensure the 

content of a technology-based assessment and the process used to 

develop it result in a valid and fair assessment for all test takers. 

Educational programs Informing and enhancing the body of knowledge of computer-based 

testing and the testing industry.  

Public  Explaining the testing industry processes for determining a test’s 
purpose, the procedures for developing and administering it, and the 
meaning of its results. 

Researchers Guiding ongoing research and development of future uses of 

computer-based testing to enhance the industry. 

Technology organizations Giving the impetus to develop products and processes for  

continual improvement of technology-based assessment.  

Test sponsors   Providing the basics of technology-based assessment testing, including 

development and delivery of tests. 

Test Users Providing information about how to interpret results of technology-

based tests and use the results appropriately.   

Test takers Explaining the testing process, how to develop an assessment, what to 
expect when administering technology-based tests, and how to 
interpret results. 

Test administrators  Describing commonly accepted industry practices to ensure the 

delivery of a test provides a standardized and equitable experience for 

test takers. 

All Stakeholders in the 

testing process 

Presenting quality assurance and quality control procedures to ensure 

that scores are reasonable. 

 96 

  97 

Development of the Guidelines 98 

In 2018, the International Test Commission (ITC) and Association of Test Publishers (ATP) noted a need 99 

to update the aforementioned guidelines they released for using technology in testing. The two 100 

organizations decided to work together on revised guidelines that would inform the testing communities 101 

and lead to better assessment practices. 102 

 103 

During the ATP annual meeting in San Antonio in February 2018, a joint ATP/ITC meeting was held to 104 

secure commitment from the two organizations. At that meeting, John Weiner and Stephen Sireci 105 

agreed to co-chair a Steering Committee for the Guidelines, with John representing ATP and Stephen 106 

representing ITC. Each of the two organizations recruited three members to serve on the steering 107 

committee. The original three ITC representatives were Kadriye Ercikan, Dragos Iliescu, and April 108 

Zenisky. The three ATP representatives were Alina von Davier, Alex Tong, and Linda Waters. Dr. Ercikan 109 
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took on additional responsibilities that interrupted her participation, so Maria Elena Oliveri stepped in to 110 

take her place. Thus, the representation of the Steering Committee was as follows: 111 

 112 

 Steering Committee 113 

• Co-Chairs:     John Weiner (ATP) and Stephen Sireci (ITC) 114 

• ITC Representatives:   Dragos Iliescu, April Zenisky, Maria Elena Oliveri 115 

• ATP Representatives: Alina von Davier, Alex Tong, Linda Waters 116 

 117 

The Steering Committee’s organizational chart shown in Figure 1 indicates how different groups of 118 

stakeholders were involved in the Guidelines development and revision processes. Brief descriptions of 119 

the roles of the Steering Committee, Advisory Groups, and other participants follow. 120 

 121 
Figure 1. Guidelines Organization and Process Chart 122 

 123 

 124 

Co-Chairs: The taskforce co-chairs had overall responsibility in directing all phases of development of the 125 

Guidelines and served as editors of the entire document. 126 

Steering Committee: The Steering Committee advised in defining the purpose, process, and scope of the 127 

Guidelines and nominated and approved participants in the Advisory Groups. 128 
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Legal Reviewer: The legal reviewer advised on the Guidelines to ensure the process followed relevant 129 

legal requirements and the referenced salient legal considerations germane to technology-based 130 

assessment. 131 

Advisory groups: Advisory group members were solicited to review and provide input on draft 132 

documents. A leader for each advisory group practice area and geographic region was appointed to 133 

coordinate input from various stakeholders within each group. 134 

Content Authors: A select group of experts was invited to author components of the Guidelines in areas 135 

of their demonstrated expertise. The Steering Committee approved the components 136 

Ad hoc reviewers: A select group of experts was invited to serve as ad hoc reviewers of the draft 137 

Guidelines to provide editorial recommendations. 138 

Public Commentary: The development of the Guidelines will be announced to industry stakeholder 139 

groups, and the draft Guidelines document will be published for public commentary.   140 

 141 

Foundational Documents and References 142 

 143 

In addition to the preceding relevant guidelines from each organization (i.e., ATP Guidelines for 144 

Computer Based Testing, 2002; ITC Guidelines for Computer-Based and Internet Delivered Testing, 2005), 145 

the following documents were considered in the development of these guidelines: 146 

• Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (American Educational Research 147 

Association, American Psychological Association, & National Council on Measurement in 148 

Education, 2014). 149 

• Operational Best Practices for Statewide Large-Scale Assessment Programs (2013). Council of 150 

Chief State School Officers and the Association of Test Publishers. 151 

• European Union General Data Protection Regulation.  152 

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/priorities/justice-and-fundamental-rights/data-153 

protection/2018-reform-eu-data-protection-rules_en  154 

• ITC Guidelines for the Large-Scale Assessment of Linguistically and Culturally Diverse 155 

Populations. International Test Commission (2018).  156 

https://www.intestcom.org/files/guideline_diverse_populations.pdf  157 

• ITC Guidelines for Translating and Adapting Tests (2nd Edition) (International Test Commission 158 

(2017). https://www.intestcom.org/files/guideline_test_adaptation_2ed.pdf  159 

• ITC Guidelines on the Security of Tests, Examinations, and Other Assessments. International Test 160 

Commission (2014). 161 

• ITC Guidelines on Test Use. International Test Commission (2013). 162 

https://www.intestcom.org/files/guideline_test_use.pdf  163 

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/priorities/justice-and-fundamental-rights/data-protection/2018-reform-eu-data-protection-rules_en
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/priorities/justice-and-fundamental-rights/data-protection/2018-reform-eu-data-protection-rules_en
https://www.intestcom.org/files/guideline_diverse_populations.pdf
https://www.intestcom.org/files/guideline_test_adaptation_2ed.pdf
https://www.intestcom.org/files/guideline_test_use.pdf
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• ITC Guidelines on Quality Control in Scoring, Test Analysis, and Reporting of Test Scores. 164 

International Test Commission (2013). 165 

https://www.intestcom.org/files/guideline_quality_control.pdf  166 

• Testing and data integrity in the administration of statewide student assessment programs 167 

(National Council on Measurement in Education, 2012). 168 

https://www.ncme.org/publications/new-item  169 

• Code of Ethics of the American Educational Research Association (American Educational 170 

Research Association, 2011). 171 

http://www.aera.net/Portals/38/docs/About_AERA/CodeOfEthics(1).pdf  172 

 173 

https://www.intestcom.org/files/guideline_quality_control.pdf
https://www.ncme.org/publications/new-item
http://www.aera.net/Portals/38/docs/About_AERA/CodeOfEthics(1).pdf
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PART II. FOUNDATIONAL CONCEPTS AND 174 

CONSIDERATIONS 175 

 176 

Validity and Fairness 177 

 178 

The Guidelines published in this document address many of the fundamental aspects of testing 179 

necessary for reliable, valid, and fair assessment. Before presenting those guidelines, we provide in this 180 

section a brief overview of validity and fairness to set the stage for the more comprehensive 181 

descriptions of these concepts and their associated guidelines that follow. 182 

 183 

The Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing developed by the American Educational 184 

Research Association (AERA), the American Psychological Association (APA), and the National Council on 185 

Measurement in Education (NCME) define validity as “…the degree to which evidence and theory 186 

support the interpretations of test scores for proposed uses of tests” (AERA, APA, & NCME 2014, p. 11). 187 

This definition is important because it stresses that validity is not an “inherent” property of a test but 188 

rather a judgment that pertains to the use of test scores in a given context.  189 

 190 

A concept closely related to validity is fairness. The AERA et al. (2014) Standards describe fairness as a 191 

“…fundamental issue in protecting test takers and test users in all aspects of testing” (p. 49), and 192 

“…responsiveness to individual characteristics and testing contexts so that test scores will yield valid 193 

interpretations for intended uses” (p. 50). Essentially, fairness in testing requires test developers to 194 

consider the wide diversity of needs and potential inequities within the tested population in all aspects 195 

of testing (e.g., test development, developing test preparation materials, test administration, scoring, 196 

etc.). In these Guidelines, we consider these aspects of fairness and how to use technology to promote 197 

access to assessments or, conversely, inhibit examinees from demonstrating their true proficiencies, 198 

attitudes, and other educational and psychological “constructs.” 199 

 200 

The term “construct” refers to “some postulated attribute of people, assumed to be reflected in test 201 

performance” (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955, p. 283). Essentially, the knowledge, skills, abilities, or other 202 

attributes measured by a test are called constructs. In recent years, technology has helped test 203 

developers better measure constructs not amenable to more traditional testing conditions, such as 204 

paper-and-pencil testing. However, the degree to which technology may change the intended construct 205 

to be measured may be a concern in some situations. To understand these issues, we briefly discuss two 206 

threats to valid test score interpretations: construct underrepresentation and construct-irrelevant 207 

variance (CIV). 208 

 209 

Construct Underrepresentation/Construct-Irrelevant Variance 210 

  211 

While assessments can provide valuable information and insight, they are subject to potential threats to 212 

accurate measurement of the constructs they are intended to measure. Messick (1989) summed up 213 
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these threats as situations where tests either “leave out something that should be included according to 214 

the construct theory or else include something that should be left out, or both” (p. 34). The first threat is 215 

called construct under-representation, which means the test is not fully measuring what it intends to 216 

measure. Technology can help prevent this problem through innovative formats that address aspects of 217 

the construct not possible using traditional item formats such as selected response (e.g., multiple-218 

choice). The second imperfection, which Messick called “construct-irrelevant variance,” occurs when 219 

item or test scores reflect factors the test was not intended to measure. One example is when 220 

examinees differ in their proficiency with a computer interface; another is when scrolling on a particular 221 

device interrupts a test taker’s reading fluency. Similarly, if examinees take a computerized math test on 222 

desktops, their ability to work on a desktop computer may affect their performance to some degree, in 223 

addition to their math proficiency. Virtually all chapters provide guidelines related to these issues, 224 

particularly Chapters 7 (Psychometric and Technical Quality), 10 (Fairness and Accessibility), and 11 225 

(Global Testing Considerations). 226 

 227 

Reliability and Measurement Precision 228 

 229 

The scores test takers receive from assessments should be consistent with the information they provide. 230 

That is, if test takers repeatedly take an assessment, the scores they receive should be very similar and 231 

interpreted in the same way. This characteristic of quality in test scores is often referred to as reliability, 232 

although the AERA et al. (2014) Standards expand this terminology to reliability/precision to 233 

acknowledge how measurement precision is estimated on contemporary tests. The Standards define 234 

reliability/precision as “The degree to which test scores for a group of test takers are consistent across 235 

repeated applications of a measurement procedure and hence inferred to be dependable and consistent 236 

for an individual test taker” (p. 223). Such precision is required for all tests regardless of their use of 237 

technology. However, TBAs typically use item response theory (IRT) in test development and scoring. So 238 

the guidelines here address expressing measurement precision using test information functions and 239 

conditional standard errors when more traditional estimates of reliability do not apply. 240 

 241 

Summary. Our discussion of validity and fairness is brief since there are other important resources on 242 

this topic (e.g., AERA et al., 2014; Kane, 2006, 2013; Sireci & Randall, 2021). We also regard consistency 243 

of test scoring and measurement precision (i.e., score reliability) as a critical component of quality 244 

measurement in TBA, and many of the Guidelines speak to issues of measurement precision in TBA. 245 

Thus, issues of reliability, validity, and fairness were not only consistently considered throughout the 246 

development of these Guidelines, but they were also the impetus for us to create these Guidelines. Our 247 

development of these Guidelines is to inform test developers and users how technology can support 248 

more reliable, valid, and fair testing practices and inform them of technology issues that could interfere 249 

with the goals of a testing program. We hope that these Guidelines will promote testing practices that 250 

leverage and embrace technology and thus lead to more efficient and valid measurement. 251 

 252 
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 253 

Testing Contexts - High-stakes, Low stakes 254 

 255 

A key consideration in developing these guidelines is our recognition of the variability of the real-life 256 

contexts in which TBA occurs. We aim to ensure the utility of these guidelines across tests and test 257 

settings, and in this regard, we particularly acknowledge the differences in stakes associated with 258 

different tests. The stakes of a given test result from the consequences placed on the outcome(s) and 259 

can vary for different stakeholders even within the same testing context (e.g., instructors, agencies, 260 

geographical districts). We note that per the AERA et al. (2014) Standards, the higher the stakes for a 261 

test (be they technology-based or not), the greater the responsibility of test developers to ensure that 262 

evidence supports test quality and proposed or intended uses (Kane, 2006).   263 

The growing use of technology in testing can increase the extent to which examinees engage with a test 264 

due to the implementation of different test item formats and test formats in both high- and low-stakes 265 

tests. As noted in the AERA et al. (2014) Standard’, “Professionals should take into account the purpose 266 

of the assessment, the construct being measured, and the capabilities of the test taker when deciding 267 

whether technology-based administration of tests should be used” (p. 166). Any use of computer 268 

technology for test administration purposes should be thoroughly evaluated for fairness and ease of use 269 

within the intended testing population, as the extent to which the user interface is readily understood 270 

and accessible to test takers will impact their level of engagement (see Chapter 10). When used for test 271 

administration, technology can benefit examinees by permitting access to important and practical tools 272 

for accessibility and accommodations. However, it can also introduce issues of CIV and call into question 273 

the extent to which the data and the results are appropriate for the high- (or low-) stakes use. 274 

 275 

  276 
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PART III. GUIDELINES FOR TECHNOLOGY-BASED 277 

ASSESSMENT 278 

 279 

1. TEST DEVELOPMENT 280 

 281 

Background 282 

 283 

The potential for digital technology to enhance assessments has rapidly increased over the last several 284 

decades (Bennett, 2015). Innovative items that incorporate multimedia and the assessment of new 285 

constructs are two examples of such enhancements. Technology can also help increase test production 286 

efficiency, with tools such as automated item generation (AIG; Gierl & Lai, 2013) deployed to change the 287 

standard method of item production. Technology can also be used to integrate assessment with 288 

instruction, improve item development, and incorporate universal test design principles. In this chapter, 289 

we discuss issues related to the development of technology-based assessments (TBAs) and present 290 

guidelines in these test development areas. 291 

 292 

Planning for Technology-Based Assessments 293 

 294 

Anyone planning to incorporate technology into a test, regardless of the stage, should first consider the 295 

various manners in which the decision to include technology can directly impact the assessment 296 

experience. These ways can be grouped into three broad but interrelated aspects: the technical, the 297 

human, and the psychometric.   298 

 299 

The technical aspect refers to the technology being used to supplement, enhance, or transform an 300 

assessment experience. This aspect may be present across the entire assessment experience, including 301 

the item development, test design, test delivery, and scoring. Within item development, the use of 302 

algorithms, such as those used in the application of cognitive modeling for automated item generation 303 

(AIG), can be introduced without necessarily changing the nature of an item or the assessments. 304 

However, technology-enhanced items (TEIs; Sireci & Zenisky, 2016) change the nature of the items. As 305 

subsequently described, TEIs can improve the test-taker experience, the authenticity of the assessment, 306 

or the constructs that can be measured.  307 

 308 

The human aspect refers to how the introduction of technology may change the test-taker experience. 309 

All new technology should be introduced to the test taker in a way that avoids introducing CIV. 310 

Approaches to preventing construct-irrelevant variance (Haladyna & Downing, 2004; Messick, 1989) 311 

may be as simple as providing an enhanced tutorial to prepare test takers for an item type, such as drag-312 

and-drop, that may require practice. However, these approaches may need to be more substantial, 313 

depending on test takers’ familiarity with the specific technology involved in an assessment. There may 314 
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be not only new equipment to use but also a new approach to testing that is more interactive or more 315 

focused on the learning experience than has been common in the past. If the technology profoundly 316 

changes the nature of the assessment, the test taker will need to become familiar with the equipment 317 

as well as the purpose, the scoring model, and other new expectations that go beyond the typical 318 

standardized test. In all these cases, the standards of universal design (described later in this chapter) 319 

would continue to apply. New technologies should be introduced to assessments in ways that align with 320 

universal design and ensure that additional barriers to access have not been created (see below section 321 

on Integrating Assessments with Instruction).  322 

 323 

Finally, the psychometric aspect involves a cohesive analysis and understanding of how technology 324 

impacts test scores and the validity evidence to support their use. For example, when a paper-and-325 

pencil fixed form is converted to a computer-based testing (CBT) format, item performance often is 326 

expected to change. (This especially tends to occur if a lot of scrolling is involved or additional tools such 327 

as online calculators and scratch-paper are provided). However, the nature of the score-based 328 

inferences may not be intended to change at all. The psychometric aspect becomes more challenging 329 

and complex as the technology more significantly transforms the assessment’s nature. The rapid pace of 330 

technological developments means the challenges the innovative assessment methods presented a 331 

decade ago, such as linear-on-the-fly testing (LOFT), computer-adaptive testing (CAT), and multistage 332 

testing (Luecht & Sireci, 2011), are being surpassed by the question of what to do with the enormous, 333 

diverse sets of data that can now be provided within an assessment. The delivery of a virtual reality 334 

(VR)-based surgery simulation will likely engage test takers and feel quite authentic. These environments 335 

may produce so much performance data that simply choosing a logical and defensible scoring method 336 

remains a major undertaking (Mislevy et al., 2012). 337 

 338 

Technology-Enhanced Items 339 

 340 

Technology-enhanced items (TEIs) can include aspects of technology such as media, interactivity, or 341 

response methods that go beyond more traditional assessment methods. TEI complexity can range from 342 

the use of technology to supplement item information or response method (e.g., an audio clip within 343 

the item stem, hot spot items) to multi-step, integrated tasks or scenarios where technology is used to 344 

measure more complex skills.  345 

 346 

TEIs may be designed and developed from innovations that pertain to how individual items function and 347 

how items interact. Item functionality features may include (but are not limited to) item format (e.g., 348 

drag-and-drop, hot spot, simulations), how test takers respond to the item (e.g., voice recognition), the 349 

input devices required for responding (e.g., keyboard, mouse, microphone), and stimuli to be delivered 350 

with the item (e.g., use of audio, video, etc.). Item interaction features may include (but are not limited 351 

to) the use of item sets, how test takers navigate between items, and how particular items are selected 352 

for presentation to particular test takers (e.g., within an adaptive exam). 353 

 354 
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A TEI should be designed to expand an assessment program’s ability to measure test takers’ knowledge, 355 

ability, skills, and other characteristics. Thus, a fundamental goal when including TEIs on an assessment 356 

is to use them to counter any existing construct underrepresentation by increasing the scope of an exam 357 

program’s content or construct. For example, TEIs on a language test can be designed to measure 358 

listening and speaking skills. TEIs in credentialing exams may also be designed with greater authenticity, 359 

whether through realistic software coding tasks, audio clips of heart sounds, or a video clip showing a 360 

manager interviewing a potential new hire. In addition to broadening the assessment of existing 361 

constructs, TEIs may be included to target higher-order thinking skills not previously assessed. 362 

 363 

TEIs may also be included in an assessment to increase student engagement (Huff & Sireci, 2001). 364 

Greater engagement can increase student motivation and effort, which can contribute positively to the 365 

validity of the test scores (Wise, 2015). Additionally, it can improve the face validity of the exam, which 366 

can enhance stakeholders’ (e.g., test takers, employers) perceptions of the value of the assessment and 367 

the resulting qualifications.  368 

 369 

TEIs should strive to avoid the presence of CIV in test scores. Simply substituting a TEI for a more familiar 370 

item type can contribute CIV if test takers are not given time and opportunity to become familiar with 371 

the novel technology before testing. A test taker’s low score on the item may indicate a lack of 372 

familiarity with the technology rather than a lack of knowledge of the assessed construct. There are 373 

additional risks when technology is added to an item. For example, if audio is added to a test item, the 374 

item’s performance becomes dependent on correctly functioning headphones. If video is added to test 375 

items, the file size of the video clips may require additional bandwidth for test delivery.  376 

 377 

These training and technical issues should be investigated to ensure CIV does not affect test scores. 378 

Similarly, each new TEI should be examined to verify it does not introduce bias for any subgroup of test 379 

takers (e.g., gender, ethnicity, test takers with disabilities, country of education; see Chapter 10). In 380 

addition, some TEIs may require more exam time for a test taker to respond than a traditional item type. 381 

In this case, the time limits or item counts may need to be adjusted.  382 

 383 

TEIs can be easier to remember than traditional items, and are sometimes worth multiple score points, 384 

and thus may have a potentially greater impact on test-taker scores. If a test administration schedule is 385 

long, there is a risk that test takers who test late in the window may gain prior knowledge about the 386 

content of a TEI and benefit from this prior knowledge.  387 

 388 

This brief overview indicates technology can enhance items and tests in important ways. However, TEIs 389 

must be designed, developed, and evaluated carefully to fulfill that vision of improved measurement. 390 

The use of “technology for the sake of technology” should be avoided despite the appeal of emerging 391 

technology that may seem especially engaging in assessment. Research will always be needed to ensure 392 

a successful TEI, with studies likely to include cognitive labs, usability studies, accessibility analyses, and 393 

comparability research. Technical issues will need to be considered, and these are likely to include 394 

delivery platforms, bandwidth, and security. 395 

 396 
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Gamification and Game-based Assessment 397 

Game-based assessment (GBA) and gamification are relatively nascent endeavors compared to the 398 

maturity of the field of assessment overall. As such, their development will involve more 399 

experimentation and revision in design phases than assessment developers may be used to. Thus, the 400 

costs in terms of budget and time of creating GBA can be high, or at least higher than traditional 401 

assessment types. Also, the use of process or activity stream data, and techniques for analysis are 402 

evolving. Technology systems must be built to accommodate the storage and efficient querying and 403 

retrieval of these data (and may require subject consent under some privacy laws). Formerly distinct 404 

fields, including educational data mining and psychometrics, must come together to develop ways to 405 

turn these data into inferences and insights. Given the emergent nature of the practice, standards 406 

themselves are emergent, so those presented here are based on practical experience.  407 

The engagement and motivation that games produce are attractive to those who struggle to ensure test 408 

takers’ performances represent best, or even good, effort. Games can be engaging and promote 409 

complete absorption in an activity by using well-calibrated challenges and motivating objectives. In 410 

addition, games can provide rich, novel environments in which students can apply their skills. Also, the 411 

application of newly acquired knowledge to new contexts is often the ultimate goal of learning. Games 412 

allow test takers to interact in ways that traditional assessments do not, allowing more than +-413 

correctness of response as evidence of learning. The advent of digital environments means it is possible 414 

to gather problem-solving information from test takers as they engage in activities and use it to make 415 

inferences about what they know and can do without having them stop and take a traditional test. 416 

Others have sought to borrow particular elements of games and use them in assessments to increase 417 

motivation without designing a full game experience, a practice termed “gamification.” 418 

GBAs should be considered for constructs that are otherwise difficult to measure and contexts in which 419 

motivation is a concern. Games provide different types of environments and interactions, which enables 420 

gathering different types of evidence. For example, when assessing systems thinking, games can 421 

immerse players in a system and provide choice points woven into game play that evaluates their 422 

understanding of that system. These assessments should also be considered for situations where there 423 

is a desire to combine learning and assessment in the same experience. Games implicitly teach students 424 

while gathering data on student choices. 425 

Universal Test Design  426 

Universal Design is an approach to design and development that originated in the field of architecture 427 

(Mace, 1998) to ensure access to and use of buildings and physical devices for all individuals, including 428 

those with sensory and physical disabilities. Since its first appearance, its application to other fields has 429 

grown. One of many areas in which universal design principles have been applied is assessment design, 430 

development, administration, and interpretation (e.g., Ketterlin-Geller, Johnstone, & Thurlow, 2015; 431 

Thompson, Thurlow, & Malouf, 2004). This application to educational assessment has a complementary 432 

parallel in the emergence of Universal Design for Learning (UDL, e.g., Rose, Meyer, & Hitchcock, 2005). 433 

 434 
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The AERA et al. (2014) Standards define universal test design (UTD) as “An approach to assessment 435 

development that attempts to maximize the accessibility of a test for all of its intended test takers” 436 

(p. 225). Other organizations provided similar definitions. For example, the Operational Best Practices 437 

(CCSSO & ATP, 2013) defined UTD as “a set of construction principles that seeks to maximize the 438 

accessibility of an assessment for all students by developing items and content without distractions or 439 

irrelevancies” (p. 216). As described by the National Center on Educational Outcomes (NCEO; 2020), 440 

“Universal design principles address policies and practices that are intended to improve access to 441 

learning and assessments for all students. Universal design principles are essential to the development 442 

and review of assessments because some assessment designs pose barriers that bar students with 443 

disabilities from showing what they know. Universal design techniques can yield a more accurate 444 

understanding of what students know and can do.  445 

 446 

UTD is a means for creating accessible assessments for special populations (e.g., individuals with 447 

disabilities, multilingual learners) that benefit all individuals, not just those with disabilities or language 448 

learning needs or individuals from different age, gender, or cultural groups. It applies to technology-449 

based assessments and paper-and-pencil tests, and its principles are recognized and applied in many 450 

countries (Hayes, Turnbull, & Moran, 2018). Elements of a universally designed assessment include the 451 

removal of barriers that are irrelevant to the construct being assessed. So it is critically important to 452 

define the target skills for the construct being assessed and the construct-relevant and irrelevant skills 453 

needed to access the assessment (Ketterlin-Geller, 2008). 454 

 455 

Integrating Assessments with Instruction 456 

 457 

The best-known approach to assessment integration with learning is likely formative assessments (Black 458 

& Wiliam, 1998), which involve gathering evidence about student learning and adjusting instruction 459 

accordingly. Such integration should reflect a system of evidence collection and communication that 460 

directly relate to the goals and outcomes for learning that are provided to and used by both teachers 461 

and students (Council of Chief State School Officers [CCSSO], Formative Assessment for Students and 462 

Teachers State Collaborative on Assessment and Student Standards [FAST SCASS; CCSSO, 2019]).  463 

 464 

As with any valid assessment design, assessments integrated with learning should reflect their purpose 465 

and use--to inform and drive instruction and learning, where both the teacher and student are engaged 466 

and empowered to act based on the results, and where learning is not static. Ensuring the validity of 467 

TBAs integrated with learning thus requires an intentional and continual focus on how the assessment 468 

design considers the context of administrations in learning environments, valid interpretations, and 469 

appropriate decisions and use relative to the intended purpose. Integrating learning content into the 470 

assessment using adaptive technology can be a valuable component of assessments designed to be 471 

integrated with instruction. 472 

 473 

Context is uniquely vital to the design of integrated assessments, given the variability of teachers, 474 

students, and learning environments. The volume of information to learn, and the pace and modality of 475 
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both instruction and learning, can vary across time, teachers, students, and subject areas. With 476 

seemingly infinite variations in learning contexts, designing valid assessments that integrate with such 477 

dynamic situations can present complex challenges not typical of other standalone assessments, 478 

especially TBAs. For example, when assessments take place in classrooms as part of a learning program, 479 

there is often greater flexibility and less standardization in administration conditions and can be 480 

particularly challenging when the assessments are technology based. There can be very real logistical 481 

burdens for the administration of TBAs on students and teachers, such as limited access to technology 482 

or constraints on class schedules limiting dedicated administration time. The design challenge for 483 

integrated assessments is to balance standardization intended to maximize trust in the results (reduce 484 

measurement error, increase reliability and validity) with the reality of the unstandardized manner in 485 

which they may be administered. 486 

 487 

Given the complexity and diversity of learning environments and administration contexts, assessments 488 

integrated with learning should be part of a system of complementary assessments that are ultimately 489 

useful and valid for dynamic learning. In 2011, the National Research Council in 2001 made these 490 

recommendations, which are still relevant today: Assessment systems should be comprehensive, with 491 

a range of approaches and types of measures so students can truly demonstrate what they 492 

know; coherent, such that models of learning are connected across both instruction and assessments; 493 

and continuous, to capture and demonstrate progress over time. A well-designed system of integrated 494 

TBAs is an appropriate solution for developing flexibly and validly designed assessments that are 495 

comprehensive in coverage, coherent with and reflecting instructional models for a given program, and 496 

supporting ongoing opportunities for collecting and providing feedback about performance evidence 497 

(OECD, 2020).  498 

 499 

Therefore, a valid system of TBAs integrated with learning should be designed with intentionality of 500 

purpose and use. This system should also consider and attend to varied contexts and dynamic learning 501 

and provide helpful evidence-based information for students and teachers. TBAs integrated with 502 

learning are not limited to traditional schools; they also include credentialing contexts such as 503 

longitudinal continuing certification programs in medicine and other professional practice areas. Other 504 

guidelines related to integrating assessments with instruction can be found in Chapter 6 (Data 505 

Management). 506 

 507 

Item Authoring 508 

 509 

Item authoring is a fundamental aspect of test development. Strong item-authoring processes can lead 510 

to high-quality items, which are a necessary part of the validity argument that justifies what is being 511 

measured. Item authoring revolves around item writing and review. Traditionally such activities have 512 

involved empaneling a group of subject matter experts (SMEs) to carry out the necessary tasks. 513 

However, remote work is an option for accomplishing these same tasks. This change in the traditional 514 

panel’s structure has some important considerations unique to conducting work in a distributed and 515 

remote manner. The guidelines on item authoring intend to help guide the transition from more 516 
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traditional in-person item author panels to the use of digital technology and remote tools for completing 517 

this work. 518 

 519 

A first consideration when using technology to facilitate item authoring (e.g., item banking applications 520 

that allow for secure group review of the same items) is managing a remote group’s workload, 521 

assignments, and interactions. It may be important to check in regularly on member productivity when 522 

working remotely. Managing an in-person group gives individuals the visual context for verbalizations of 523 

others, whereas managing a remote group may require mitigating misunderstandings that evolve due to 524 

the lack of physical context. Video conferencing applications that allow members to interact can help 525 

with this issue. It may be helpful to have both a method of interacting as a group and private 526 

communications channels outside of the group to ensure quality group interactions. Of course, privacy 527 

laws will apply to any video or other recordings of SMEs (see Chapter 9). 528 

 529 

A second consideration is the security of items. It is vitally important to ensure the security of the items 530 

being distributed across the internet, whether through a dedicated item-authoring/review portal 531 

coupled to a content management system or the use of video conferencing applications. Remote 532 

proctoring applications may also be helpful. Allowing remote proctoring applications to monitor video 533 

and audio feeds while listeners focus on screen and keyboard activity can help proctors observe and 534 

control the environment and alert test developers to potential risks and threats. For instance, if a 535 

keyboard listener recognizes a keystroke, e.g., ‘print screen,’ or a combination of keystrokes, e.g., 536 

Windows key + Shift + S, it can alert the proctor and/or facilitators of the potential for content theft. As 537 

AI becomes more embedded in proctoring applications, there is the potential to mitigate risks in remote 538 

authoring contexts. Chapter 12 provides an additional discussion of AI.  539 

 540 

Guidelines for Test Development 541 

 542 

Guidelines for Planning a Technology-Based Assessment 543 

 544 

1.1 TBA development plans should include definitions and descriptions of the use of technology and 545 

its impact on measurement properties and non-psychometric features, including:  546 

 547 

(a) expected impact of technology on the test purpose. 548 

Comments: If a testing program transitions from a paper-based format to a TBA, the reasons for 549 

the change such as improved validity via construct representation, efficiency (e.g., shorter testing 550 

time or immediate score reporting), and fairness (reduction of construct-irrelevant variance) 551 

should be explicitly described to all stakeholders. In addition, test results should be evaluated to 552 

assure technology did not introduce unexpected effects.  553 

 554 

(b) intended changes that will affect the psychometric properties of the test (e.g., measurement 555 

precision, validity, comparability of scores). 556 
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(c)   intended changes to test characteristics that are not psychometric in nature (e.g., reducing  557 

       cost or increasing accessibility to the test). 558 

(d) how technology will impact the assessment of the constructs of interest.  559 

Comments: If technology is used to improve an existing testing program, plans should clearly 560 

indicate whether the intent is to measure the same constructs measured by the older testing 561 

program, whether new constructs will be measured, or whether the technology will be used to 562 

measure the same construct in an improved way. An explanation of the expected gains from the 563 

changes should be provided, and a validity research agenda to evaluate whether the expected 564 

gains are realized should be planned. If the assessment will measure new constructs, an 565 

explanation of the reasons for measuring these new constructs should be provided (e.g., an 566 

emerging competency in the field of practice demands new assessments). Any aspects that may 567 

be expected to impact test security (positively or negatively) should be made explicit, as these can 568 

impact validity arguments. 569 

 570 

(e)  costs of the technology weighed against the expected benefits. 571 

Comments: These costs may include: the initial costs of technology investment, costs to retrain 572 

item writers and test developers, costs to increase or change the size of the item pool, costs to 573 

inform and retrain test takers to use the new technology, license costs of using the technology 574 

during testing, and costs to educate other stakeholders such as test score users. 575 

 576 

(f) how the additional technology should inform item development.  577 

Comments: Information technology experts should fully evaluate the software used to develop 578 

the items. Resources should be devoted to retraining/recruiting item writers for the new method. 579 

   580 

(g) how the additional technology should inform test design and delivery.   581 

Comments: The potential impact of test-taker access to new technology should be fully evaluated 582 

(e.g., consider the impact of enhancements that require the internet for test takers in areas where 583 

internet access may be inconsistent--see chapter 11). Also, alternate design solutions should be 584 

considered. And where relevant, descriptions should also be provided regarding how technology 585 

can support access to the test for test takers with disabilities and multilingual learners. 586 

 587 

(h) how the additional technology is expected to impact scoring. 588 

Comments: The impact of new technology for scoring (e.g., automated scoring of essay items) 589 

and new data for scoring (e.g., multiple responses to a problem-solving item) should be 590 

evaluated. Steps should be taken to reduce the potential for the scoring to seem like a black box 591 

(e.g., test takers can take many actions but do not know how their actions are being scored). Any 592 

potential biases in scoring technology should be properly evaluated and tested (see Chapter 10). 593 

 594 

1.2 Planning for TBAs should include studies to survey test takers about their experience with the 595 

new technology, including usability, efficiency, and any technological failures or mishaps. 596 
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Comments: Data should be collected to ensure usability or access issues did not impact test-taker 597 

performance (e.g., analysis of omit rates or item display failures for a new item type). Efforts should 598 

be made to reduce potential confusion on the part of the test taker in using the new technology, to 599 

minimize the introduction of construct-irrelevant variance (CIV). 600 

 601 

1.3 Planning for TBAs should identify groups of test takers who may be differentially impacted by 602 

technology to identify and minimize the introduction of CIV. 603 

Comments: Experience with technology is likely to interact with culture, disability, socioeconomic 604 

status, and other test-taker characteristics. Testing agencies should study the diversity of the test-605 

taker population to identify and address any of these interactions and plan accordingly (Sireci, 606 

2020).  Similarly, universal test design should be included to prevent the introduction of obstacles 607 

for test takers with disabilities or access challenges. 608 

 609 

1.4 Planning for TBAs should include the design of tutorials for navigation of test elements. 610 

 611 

Guidelines for Technology-Enhanced Items 612 

 613 

1.5 The development of TEIs should begin with an analysis of construct needs. 614 

Comments: Construct needs analysis should be based on the exam program’s goals and 615 

requirements as reflected in the existing test specifications, content blueprint, and/or skills map.  616 

The analysis should involve SMEs representative of the target testing population and score-user 617 

population--and consider test taker diversity (Randall, 2021). The use of TEIs may be reserved for 618 

those constructs or cognitive processes for which it is difficult to assess the depth and/or breadth 619 

of the construct with more traditional item types. The result of the construct needs analysis should 620 

be a listing of the specific areas of construct or cognition that the technically enhanced items are 621 

targeted to address. 622 

 623 

1.6 The specific innovation/type of TEI selected for a program should support psychometrically 624 

sound assessment while minimizing construct irrelevant factors. 625 

 626 

Comments: TEIs should be designed not to require knowledge, skills, or abilities irrelevant to the 627 

construct being assessed. TEIs should maintain test fairness and avoid any new group differences. 628 

 629 

1.7 The exploration of TEI innovations should include a cost-benefit analysis that estimates the costs 630 

associated with the innovations weighed against the potential benefits derived from 631 

implementation. 632 

Comments: The cost-benefit analysis should begin early in the process of implementing TEIs and 633 

should consider not only financial costs but other less tangible costs related to the development 634 

and implementation of the TEIs. These considerations include ongoing content development 635 
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efforts, scalability of the innovations, the capability of the item to provide multiple measurement 636 

opportunities, the efficiency of the item (i.e., the time it might typically take a test taker to respond 637 

versus the assessment information provided through the item), the complexity of the user 638 

interface, technical difficulty in delivering the item (e.g., large file sizes in low bandwidth 639 

situations), and speededness. 640 

 641 

1.8 An evaluation of the feasibility of TEIs should be conducted using prototypes, where these may 642 

involve SMEs, test developers, technical experts, and software developers. 643 

Comments: Information gathered from feasibility evaluations should be used to revise 644 

prototypes and select those most promising for further consideration. TEIs can be iteratively 645 

refined through SME judgments and user-centered research (e.g., think-aloud protocols, 646 

cognitive labs) to ensure the intended functionality. Usability studies may help ensure the 647 

tested population will understand and be able to use the item interface, so no CIV interferes 648 

with measurement. The result of iterative refinement should be a prototype that has been 649 

adequately specified and includes consideration of instructions needed to respond to the 650 

item, the physical layout of the item on the screen, how to score the item, requirements 651 

related to assets (e.g., images, video) to be delivered with the item, and any directions 652 

necessary as to the format of the item prompt, scenario, and response options. 653 

 654 

1.9 Item analyses such as differential item functioning analyses should be applied to identify 655 

potential construct-irrelevant variance in TEIs. 656 

Comments: The degree to which TEIs may interact with test-taker characteristics such as gender 657 

and race/ethnicity should be studied both quantitatively and qualitatively to ensure TEIs are 658 

appropriate for all test takers. Psychometric modeling in general, such as item and person fit 659 

analyses, should be fully leveraged to evaluate CIV associated with TEIs. 660 

 661 

1.10 Procedures should be developed to address workflow management and storage of TEIs and 662 

associated ancillary materials.  663 

Comments: Workflow management systems for TEIs should address media requirements, complex 664 

response strings, procedures to address workflow management and storage outside of an existing 665 

item-authoring system (e.g., how media will be stored securely outside of the system, how a TEI 666 

will be stored within an existing item bank). 667 

 668 

1.11 Item writing guidelines should address the technical requirements of the TEI to encourage 669 

production of consistent, high-quality items. 670 

Comments: TEIs may be supported with item writing guidelines that instruct the item writer to 671 

specify the graphical file types supported in the exam, define the response marker displayed with 672 

the item, and denote likely incorrect regions, along with the key region, on the item image. Audio 673 

items may have item writing guidelines that include specifications for the minimum and maximum 674 
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length of any audio clip to be included, a limit on the number of speakers within a single audio clip, 675 

and specifications for the types of item content that may be provided in audio form.  676 

 677 

1.12 Pilot testing of TEIs should include testing technical requirements with the appropriate delivery 678 

platforms to confirm the intended rendering and verify the TEI is functioning as intended. 679 

Comments: The purpose of the pilot test is to gather item statistics that will provide information on 680 

how the TEI performs and as a final indication for operational use. Pilot testing should specify the 681 

data collection method, sample size, and characteristics desired to generalize findings to the 682 

intended population, the analyses to be conducted, and the criteria required to determine whether 683 

elements need further iteration and testing. If multiple devices or platforms are used, studies should 684 

ensure the TEIs operate similarly and CIV is not introduced. For example, a study of interface 685 

differences, such as screen size, or the amount of scrolling needed, can reveal any effects on item 686 

timing and/or performance. 687 

 688 

1.13 When feasible, the pilot test for the TEI should be administered under the same testing 689 

conditions that will apply when the TEI is delivered operationally.  690 

Comments: An alternative approach may be needed if TEIs cannot be piloted within the existing 691 

exam. In these instances, a special pilot administration may be required, with special effort to 692 

obtain motivated responses. 693 

 694 

1.14 Tutorials, practice items, and other communications should be developed so test takers will have 695 

the opportunity to familiarize themselves with the TEIs before testing.  696 

Comments: Communication to all exam program stakeholders (e.g., test takers, educators, 697 

employers, parents, and the public) about TEIs should be available in advance of the launch of TEIs 698 

to provide the opportunity to prepare for them. Tutorials should include information about the test 699 

(e.g., number of items, timing, types of items), the testing procedures (e.g., how to navigate 700 

through the system, how to exit), and how to respond (including how to change a response). 701 

Information to be communicated before the initial administration of a new TEI should include the 702 

test blueprint areas addressed by the new TEI, how the TEIs look and function, and how the TEIs will 703 

be scored. 704 

1.15 Clear and sufficient on-screen instructions regarding how to interact with a TEI should be 705 

provided during the test on each item screen as “just in time” instruction.  706 

 707 

Comments: Some TEIs may be multi-part, where scoring of one part is dependent on the response 708 

to another part. When a TEI is dependent on multiple parts, a rational scoring model (with or 709 

without partial credit) should be developed and clearly communicated to test takers. 710 

 711 

1.16 Some TEIs may need additions or adaptations to address accessibility needs.  712 
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Comments: For example, to meet the needs of deaf and hard-of-hearing candidates, a video clip 713 

that includes speech may need to be delivered with captioning or a text transcript. See section 10.1 714 

for guidance on test accommodations. 715 

 716 

1.17 TEIs should be designed to reduce the impact of memorability.  717 

Comments: TEI scoring should be designed to reduce the impact of memorability. For instance, a TEI 718 

may be scored polytomously, with partial credit possible, where only the high-level scoring rubric is 719 

shared with test takers. Some test delivery designs (Chapter 2) can help reduce memorability. 720 

 721 

Guidelines for Development of Game-Based Assessment and Gamification 722 

1.18 The appropriateness of game-based assessment or gamification of an assessment should be 723 

evaluated for suitability for the assessment’s purposes. 724 

Comments: Evidence supporting the validity, reliability, and fairness of GBAs is nascent and 725 

developing. GBA may be sufficient to support low-stakes decisions but may not be sufficient to 726 

support decisions in high-stakes environments.  727 

1.19 The degree to which different groups of test takers may interact differently with features of the 728 

GBA or gamified features of the assessment should be studied. 729 

 730 

Comments: When studying test-taker interactions with assessments, it is recommended to notify 731 

test takers of the intended use of the data for such research purposes and that their data will be 732 

anonymized (see chapter 9). 733 

 734 

1.20 When gamification is used in TBA, collaborative teams of test and game designers should work 735 

together to ensure testing purposes are being met. 736 

Comments: Collaborative game-based test development requires establishing common ways of 737 

working together across teams and collaborative design sessions. Games, assessment, and content 738 

experts use different terminology and processes. Thus, time is needed to establish common ground. 739 

People who have created traditional assessments may need to think differently about authoring 740 

and evidence.  741 

1.21 A principled design process should be used in GBA, including models of skills, task design, and 742 

evidence derived from the tasks.  743 

Comments: While important for all assessment, the complexity of GBA requires building the chain 744 

of evidentiary reasoning. Use research-based skill models where possible to identify or create a 745 

student (learner) model. Learning progressions make excellent models, as a progression’s stages 746 

can become game levels.  747 
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1.22 When designing games, game play should be aligned to the constructs of interest and should 748 

cover all intended aspects of the construct required to make the intended construct inferences.  749 

The impact of experience with game play should be mitigated in the design 750 

Comments: Merge game design and assessment design practices. Consider which game genres 751 

align to the type of activity the target construct suggests. Also, consider which game mechanics 752 

align with the types of activity needed to generate assessment evidence. 753 

1.23 When used to assess learning, game loops should be linked to the skills to be learned.  754 

Comments: The game loop actions players engage in repeatedly should be tied to the knowledge 755 

and skills to be learned or assessed. 756 

1.24 When designing gamification, a range of game mechanics should be considered. 757 

Comments: When implementing game features in an assessment, the design should consider more 758 

than just scoring “points.” Games are attractive for many other reasons, such as quests, narrative, 759 

collaboration, and challenges. Non-desirable and inauthentic potential test-taker behaviors (e.g., 760 

taking extreme risks just to see what happens) should also be considered. 761 

1.25 The potential negative effects of competition on test scores should be avoided, particularly those 762 

related to reinforcing negative stereotypes. 763 

 764 

1.26 Game design tools should be used to build early wireframes, storyboards, and level and game 765 

descriptions.  766 

 767 

1.27 “Play testing” should be used early in the GBA development process to revise and improve the 768 

assessment and gather evidence of the skills and knowledge players use to advance in the game. 769 

Comments: Play testing can be helpful in test design. Such testing could involve recruiting a small 770 

number of individuals in the target demographic, observing them interacting with the prototype, 771 

having them think out loud while engaging in the test, and noting the knowledge and skills they use 772 

to complete the activities.  773 

  774 

1.28 Alpha and beta testing should be used to gather data to evaluate a GBA.  775 

Comments: Ideally, alpha tests should involve hundreds of learners, and beta tests should involve 776 

thousands. Get the user interface and experience to a good enough level before these tests that the 777 

interface does not inhibit learners. Collect enough information from this testing to test your 778 

evidence aggregation models (e.g., item response theory (IRT), diagnostic classification models, 779 

BayesNets). Allow sufficient time in the schedule between alpha and beta to make revisions. 780 

1.29 Design of assessment tasks and scoring rubrics should focus on features of the performance 781 

rather than right and wrong or dichotomous scores, including presence or absence of actions, 782 
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counts of actions, and sequence of behaviors, all within the context of the game (i.e., which 783 

actions were taken at what place in the game). 784 

 785 

1.30 Exploratory data analysis and data mining can be used to verify hypotheses about the construct 786 

of interest and identify other game evidence that may improve inferences. 787 

Comments: The evidence available in GBA flows from the game mechanics built into the design. It 788 

may be helpful to develop initial hypotheses about what actions in the game are validity evidence 789 

during the authoring stages. Multidimensional IRT, diagnostic classification models, and Bayesian 790 

networks are all possible forms of evidence aggregation.  791 

 792 

1.31 Traditional estimates of test score reliability may be less appropriate in GBA. 793 

Comments: Test-retest reliability estimates should be interpreted with caution if it is likely that 794 

players will learn about the construct as they are playing the game. Generalizability Theory studies 795 

may be more appropriate if players all play the same scenarios and produce the same evidence or if 796 

it is possible to manipulate certain components in an A/B trial setup to build evidence. It may be 797 

helpful to review internal structure and beware of level effects in which data gathered from the 798 

same level may share common covariance (similar to testlet effects). These effects can be 799 

statistically modeled. 800 

 801 

1.32 Reporting of assessment results should make explicit how actions in the game relate to 802 

constructs of interest. 803 

 804 

Guidelines for Universal Test Design (UTD) in TBA  805 

 806 

1.33 UTD principles should be embedded in the description of the constructs measured at the design 807 

and development phases and during administration.  808 

 809 

1.34 The access needs of the population of individuals to be tested should be identified in the design. 810 

 811 

1.35 UTD principles should be applied to test administration to enhance access for the broadest range 812 

of the target population without disrupting the construct-relevant aspects of each item and the 813 

assessment as a whole. 814 

 815 

1.36 Test administrators should be trained in universal design principles to ensure access for all 816 

students during test administration. 817 

 818 

1.37 Access needs should be continually evaluated to ensure the technology-based assessments 819 

address them. 820 

Comments: Several studies could be conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of specific UTD 821 

applications. These studies include cognitive lab studies with individuals in the target population 822 
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and statistical procedures, adjusted for small populations if needed, to evaluate the differential 823 

performance of sub-populations within the population to be assessed.  824 

 825 

Guidelines for Developing TBAs Integrated with Instruction 826 

 827 

1.38 Prior to design, a theory of action should be developed for the system of TBAs to be integrated 828 

with learning.  829 

Comments: In developing an assessment/instruction theory of action, specify the decisions to be 830 

made from the results and who should make them. The anticipated evidence relevant and 831 

necessary for those decisions should be well documented. In addition, clearly describe the TBA 832 

design elements, components, and processes, including considerations for administration and 833 

providing feedback in learning contexts, as well as a defined process to ensure quality, accuracy, 834 

and validity across stakeholders and end users. The context of assessment and instruction should be 835 

considered to ensure assessment information will be aligned with the intended uses as specified in 836 

the theory of action. The theory of action should specify the end users of the information, including 837 

learners, to ensure the assessment design provides actionable information. The Theory of Action 838 

should specify empowering students to be involved in and responsible for their own learning. 839 

1.39 Software tools and data management system(s) should support the development of assessment 840 

content that can be tagged with metadata important for learning.  841 

Comments: TBAs that go beyond providing evidence of what a student knows and provide 842 

information regarding why a student does not do well on an item or task (e.g., evidence of misuse 843 

of strategies, misconceptions, misunderstandings, errors, etc.) will be more helpful for instructional 844 

purposes. The system should provide information regarding actions teachers can take in response 845 

to the evidence. (ex. What will the teacher consider next if a student does well on the item/task? If 846 

a student does not do well on the item/task, what specific misunderstanding might the student 847 

have?). Program level metadata useful for instruction, learning, and validity evaluation should be 848 

considered and documented during development to support decision making and use--and later 849 

collected from actual users. Provide immediate and relevant feedback directly in the system to drive 850 

student learning, including redirecting, scaffolding, or correcting 851 

misunderstandings/misconceptions.  852 

1.40 Where appropriate, item presentation and response modes should be diverse to provide 853 

meaningful, non-redundant information and reflect instruction pace, depth, and design.  854 

Comments: TBAs can reflect various item and task types used in instruction, which may better 855 

reflect how instruction and learning occur. The assessment should consider offering a range of 856 

response methods that best align with the targeted concepts and relative complexity. 857 

1.41 When adaptive TBAs are used, reported information should include what the test measures for 858 

specific individuals or groups of test takers. 859 
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Comments: Information should be provided to students and teachers about the concepts measured 860 

and how the items/tasks contribute to a domain of learning and an overall score. If the assessment 861 

is intended to drive “personalized learning,” the results should integrate into an instructional 862 

environment that supports personalized instruction where the range and pace of learning and 863 

instruction varies. Suppose the results will be used in a more traditional learning environment 864 

(classroom, groups of learners, not self-paced), where instruction is targeted and delivered within a 865 

grade-specific classroom. In that case, it may be helpful to adapt the assessments deeper into the 866 

grade rather than merely across grades (Barton, 2020).  867 

1.42 Consider building instructional examples within reporting to reflect evidence and support 868 

instructional decision-making when possible.   869 

Comments: It may be helpful to provide examples of what the items measure and examples of 870 

student work that represent both mastery and misunderstandings.  871 

1.43 Integration testing (i.e., how the assessments connect to and work alongside learning 872 

environments) should be conducted early in assessment development, rather than solely at the 873 

time just before or after deployment.  874 

Comments: Specific TBA features such as the ability for teachers and students to set goals, 875 

determine criteria for success, and track performance should be an essential part of integration 876 

testing. 877 

1.44 If a recommender system is leveraged, ensure assessment designers or content experts evaluate 878 

the validity of the process the engine uses.  879 

Comments: Evaluate the data considered and algorithm constraints invoked to select recommended 880 

content. Conduct studies to ensure assessment engines are efficient, accurately connected to data, 881 

and that the resulting recommendations are useful.  882 

Guidelines for Item Authoring and Review 883 

1.45 When item authoring is conducted remotely, ensure remote participants have enough internet 884 

bandwidth and other technology resource requirements to allow for efficient working capacity in 885 

a secure environment.  886 

Comments: Ensuring internet bandwidth is vital as members will potentially be using audio and 887 

video over the internet along with any web-based applications for completing their work. Degraded 888 

connectivity can cause issues during the panel and inhibit productivity. Use trusted encryption or 889 

other security methods (e.g., secure file transfers, secure virtual private networks, etc.) to keep 890 

transferred information secure. Provide a specifications sheet outlining technology requirements to 891 

ensure panelists have the necessary resources loaded on their home-based work machines. Ensure 892 

all panelists have the correct digital screen configurations and hardware specifications. Technology 893 

experts should be available to troubleshoot if issues arise. Have a backup plan to continue the 894 

facilitation of the panel should disruptions occur to the connectivity or video conferencing platform 895 

being used. A secure environment also requires adhering to appropriate privacy laws.  896 
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1.46 Authoring systems should provide a useful workflow for item-authoring panel members and 897 

content managers to create and manage item content in various stages. 898 

Comments: An effective item-authoring system will likely include monitors and alerts that inform 899 

facilitators when items have been written, ensure team members understand where items are in 900 

the workflow, and alert participants when new work is available for access and interaction. Also, 901 

ensure panel member status in the system is changed after each event from the access and 902 

permissions needed for the event to non-access status.  903 

1.47 When using remote item-authoring panels, support group-related work with a group interaction 904 

method that enables members to interact with each other (e.g., group video conferencing). 905 

Comments: It may be helpful to have a private channel available for facilitators to interact with 906 

item authors. In such cases, video conferencing and chat functions should be private and outside 907 

the communications with others in the group. This arrangement might be needed to provide 908 

specific feedback to an individual that should not be privy to others in the group. Allow members to 909 

give feedback on what works well and what is problematic to help improve the process in the 910 

future. Use audio/video and screen-sharing applications to allow for a face-to-face interactive 911 

engagement that emulates the type of discussion and focus on work product that one would see in 912 

an in-person panel and use chat or text features to provide written feedback when needed. 913 

1.48 When using an internet-enabled content management system, configure as many item writers’ 914 

guidelines as possible by default in the system. 915 

Comments: For example, if some aspects of an item must have at least a certain number of 916 

characters or a specific number of options/keys, etc., configure the system to enforce as many of 917 

those business rules as possible. Ensure panelists have access to item-writing guidelines, style 918 

guides, and needed reference materials while completing their work. 919 

1.49 Privileges for participants in the development and management of test content should be set to 920 

meet the participants’ specific needs (e.g., item writer, review panel, program administrator). 921 

Comments: For instance, sensitivity review panel members might need read-only access if they are 922 

allowed to do their first reviews on an individual basis and make ratings or remarks. However, an 923 

editorial review by content editors would need to have read/write/update privileges.  924 
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2. TEST DESIGN AND ASSEMBLY 925 

 926 

Background 927 

 928 

The use of technology enables advanced test design and assembly models that are made scalable 929 

through computer automation of test construction methods, utilizing item banking and delivery systems 930 

and software. This chapter outlines guidelines and best practices for assembling linear and adaptive 931 

tests, highlighting considerations to ensure valid and fair assessment. Overviews of the most common 932 

test designs are provided, followed by guidelines for implementing these designs effectively. 933 

Linear Test Design 934 

Linear test design refers to a fixed test form administered to test takers. The linear test is assembled 935 

either a priori, or on the fly, but it is fixed, and the items will not change or update once the candidate 936 

starts taking the test.   937 

There are two dominant types of linear tests. One type is the linear test that is built ahead of time, 938 

published, and is available for a certain number of candidates for a period of time. This type of test will 939 

be referred to as fixed-form testing (FFT). The other type of linear test is called linear-on-the-fly testing 940 

(LOFT) (Folk & Smith, 2002; Stocking, Smith, & Swanson, 2000). LOFT forms are also fixed in length, but 941 

they are built “on the fly,” drawing from a pool of pre-calibrated items such that each test taker receives 942 

a combination of test items that is not exactly the same as other examinees. LOFT forms are fixed once 943 

the test taker begins the test.  944 

For both FFT and LOFT, classical test theory (CCT) or item response theory (IRT) can be used to calibrate 945 

test items and assemble equivalent forms (Gibson & Weiner, 1998). While FFT can readily be delivered 946 

either on paper or via computer, LOFT is delivered via computer using algorithms to build the test “on 947 

the fly.” Rather than constructing a large number of FFTs, a carefully sculpted item pool is made for 948 

LOFT assembly. The same test specifications are followed for each LOFT form generated to ensure 949 

fairness for all candidates.  950 

 951 

FFT and LOFT are both effective test designs under the right conditions. Test developers should choose a 952 

design that aligns best with the purpose and use of the assessment. FFT can be an effective design for 953 

both measurement and cost considerations when test administrations are event-based and less 954 

frequent, or the volume of test takers tends to be small. LOFT can be advantageous when the testing 955 

window is long or on-demand, when the volume of test takers is high, and when there are security 956 

concerns, as in high-stakes testing.  957 

Security is another consideration in the use of FFT and LOFT. The test-delivery system may randomize 958 

item ordering and answer choice order to enhance FFT security. Additionally, some testing organizations 959 

may opt to have many FFT tests available during the same administration window. During that time, 960 
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individuals taking a test will be administered one of the many available forms. On the other hand, LOFT 961 

uses dynamic forms generation software algorithms to assemble a unique combination of test items to 962 

comprise an equivalent test for any given test taker. This provides more security as receiving a unique 963 

exam form makes memorizing and sharing exam content difficult. Another advantage of LOFT is that 964 

pilot questions can be rotated to gather sufficient data while minimizing exposure before operational 965 

use.  966 

Adaptive Test Design 967 

Adaptive testing, often called computerized-adaptive testing (CAT), refers to the personalized delivery of 968 

assessments to examinees with optimized precision in estimating ability. The personalization can occur 969 

in at least one of two ways. The test can adapt the number of items, whereby some examinees 970 

experience shorter/longer tests than others. It can also adapt the nature of the items, typically by 971 

matching item difficulty to examinee ability. Still, it can also be based on machine learning models, 972 

cognitive diagnostic models, or other approaches. Adaptive tests offer several significant advantages 973 

over traditional linear testing, leading to much shorter tests, while increasing score precision, fairness, 974 

test security, and examinee engagement.   975 

An adaptive test consists of several components (Kingsbury & Weiss, 1984; Luecht, 2016): 976 

– Calibrated item bank 977 

– Starting point or initial ability estimate 978 

– Item selection algorithm 979 

– Scoring algorithm 980 

– Termination criterion (or criteria). 981 

Additional sub algorithms are often added, such as introducing content or exposure constraints to the 982 

item selection algorithm, but the general approach remains the same. These components and 983 

parameters serve as the basis for design of an adaptive test and should be documented. 984 

In general, there are two types of adaptive test designs: item-level and multistage. Item-level designs 985 

adapt to the test taker after every item. Multistage-adaptive designs adapt after pre-designated blocks 986 

of two or more items (sometimes referred to as “testlets” or “modules”). There are advantages and 987 

disadvantages of item-level and multistage-adaptive designs. For example, item-level designs may have 988 

increased measurement precision. In contrast, multistage designs may allow test takers to review items 989 

within a stage and provide more balanced use of the item pool (Luecht & Sireci, 2011).   990 

The stakes of the test are one of the primary drivers of adaptive test designs. As with all tests, sufficient 991 

measurement precision and content coverage are essential criteria. Additional considerations for 992 

adaptive test design include reduction in testing time, content domain representation, costs (for 993 

organizations that pay for seat time), improved examinee engagement, increased precision, test 994 

security, and item pool usage.  995 
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Test Assembly 996 

 997 

Considerations for test assembly are similar to those for the test designs discussed in this chapter. The 998 

tests will be assembled to meet a series of constraints such as content outlines, timing considerations, 999 

desired statistical characteristics (Classical, IRT, or other), and item exposure controls. For higher-stakes 1000 

and some formative tests, test forms will be assembled from a bank of items with known statistical 1001 

properties derived from pre-testing. The test assembly constraints are designed to produce equivalent 1002 

score interpretations across multiple forms of the test. Automated test assembly (ATA) algorithms are 1003 

often used to produce multiple forms of linear tests that meet the same constraints. Adaptive item 1004 

selection algorithms also assemble tests based on these constraints but incorporate an additional factor 1005 

in test assembly--the test taker’s performance on previous questions or groups of questions. 1006 

 1007 

Guidelines for Test Design and Assembly 1008 

 1009 

2.1 Design and development of a TBA should take into consideration important factors related to the 1010 

purpose, content, and psychometric characteristics of the assessment as used in a digital 1011 

environment.  1012 

Comments: Considerations should include but are not limited to content domain representation, 1013 

item types, testing volume (annual number of tests administered), the psychometric model used to 1014 

calibrate items and score tests (e.g., CTT versus IRT), the size of the available item pool, and the 1015 

costs associated with developing a sufficient pool of items. 1016 

 1017 

2.2 TBAs should be built to the content and statistical specifications of the test blueprints. If multiple 1018 

linear forms are being administered, they should be parallel. 1019 

Comments: Parallel forms are equivalent in psychometric properties, including content coverage 1020 

and difficulty. Content equivalence can be ensured via item selection algorithms that require 1021 

fulfillment of test specifications. Random forms may be sufficient for certain low-stakes scenarios 1022 

(e.g., practice). Total test time and other practical considerations might be relevant here as well. 1023 

 1024 

2.3 A field-testing design should be developed, and items should be field-tested and calibrated with 1025 

an appropriate model (e.g., IRT or another model) with sample size thresholds sufficient for 1026 

stable item parameter estimates. 1027 

 1028 

Comments: Issues to consider in the field-test design include security of the items and ensuring test 1029 

takers are motivated and representative of the intended examinee population. Also, consider 1030 

avoiding cueing operational items and ensuring adequate time for test takers to complete the 1031 

items. A common approach for LOFT is to embed experimental (unscored) items in an operational 1032 

exam. Post equating is more common for FF exams, wherein a final equivalent form is selected after 1033 

the test administration. 1034 
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 1035 

2.4 Statistical analysis should be carried out at both the test and item levels to support test form 1036 

development. 1037 

 1038 

Comments: Such analyses may include item parameter drift studies to ensure the items remain 1039 

stable across administrations, timing analysis to assess speededness, item psychometric properties, 1040 

differential item functioning analyses, and test form psychometric properties. 1041 

 1042 

2.5 The item bank should be evaluated routinely to inform test assembly, maintain security, and 1043 

plan for future item development.  1044 

 1045 

Comments: Such evaluations may include item exposure and usage, alignment with the blueprint, 1046 

depth, availability of items in the existing item bank, security threats, testing volume, and other 1047 

factors. 1048 

 1049 

2.6 When FFT is used for an assessment program, multiple linear fixed forms should be developed 1050 

when possible and as needed to manage content exposure. 1051 

 1052 

Comments: It is important to consider testing volume, content exposure, retest policies, and 1053 

security threats in planning the number of alternate forms. 1054 

 1055 

2.7 When using LOFT for an assessment program, consider the item bank composition, its ability to 1056 

support the LOFT model, and rules that will govern or constrain test assembly. These would 1057 

include the amount of form overlap, masking of field-test items, content domain representation, 1058 

and handling of accommodations. 1059 

 1060 

Comments: Before the test administration, simulations ensure the item pool will be able to support 1061 

robust, parallel, and reliable tests for each potential test taker. It is important for assessment 1062 

programs to evaluate and consider establishing rules regarding the overlap between item pools for 1063 

adjacent administration windows for security reasons. During the administration, if certain items 1064 

need to be masked (no longer used operationally), simulation may be necessary to ensure LOFT 1065 

continues to work with the revised item pool and that no additional bias in item selection is 1066 

introduced. The size and representation of the item bank across content domains and statistical 1067 

properties are essential considerations to support a reliable and efficient LOFT design.  1068 

 1069 

2.8 Development and implementation of an adaptive test include many choices regarding test 1070 

design and algorithm parameters, and these choices should be researched and documented for 1071 

validity and defensibility purposes.  1072 

 1073 

Comments:  Such choices include item bank size, item response theory model, distributions of item 1074 

parameters, item selection method, exposure constraints, content constraints, scoring method, and 1075 
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termination criteria. Characteristics of the item pool (e.g., size, parameter distribution) should be 1076 

investigated early in the process to determine what is necessary to meet the desired measurement 1077 

properties of the test. These test properties may include score standard error, average test length 1078 

(for variable-length CAT), item bank utilization, content domain coverage, and item exposure rates. 1079 

These choices, and their reasons/research, contribute significantly to validity, for example, 1080 

documentation that shows that content coverage is achieved with CAT. 1081 

 1082 

2.9 CAT design should be informed by simulation studies to investigate how a final version of the 1083 

adaptive test would perform under various situations. Simulation studies should be designed to 1084 

support the goals of the CAT program (e.g., producing much shorter exams or producing more 1085 

precise scores).   1086 

 1087 

Comments: All independent variables in such a study should be realistic, to the extent possible. 1088 

Dependent variables of the simulation studies should reflect the results of interest. If the test is 1089 

multistage, the simulation should reflect the statistical properties of the testlets (modules) and the 1090 

testlet selection criteria that will be used. Before implementation, a CAT item bank should be 1091 

investigated for needed exposure constraints and appropriate termination criteria to inform final 1092 

decisions. 1093 

 1094 

2.10 Time limits should be based on an empirically derived threshold rather than an arbitrarily 1095 

selected one. Additional research and consideration should be given for examinees who require 1096 

extra time. 1097 

 1098 

Comments: Time limits can be informed by analyzing item response times from field-test or 1099 

operational data.  1100 

 1101 

2.11 A published CAT should include appropriate documentation for technical stakeholders (testing 1102 

experts, regulators, lawyers) and non-technical stakeholders (e.g., test takers, parents, 1103 

supervisors). 1104 

Comments: For technical audiences, results of the simulation studies and the test development 1105 

process are typically documented in a technical report, including the adaptive algorithms and 1106 

parameters used and why they were selected. For non-technical stakeholders, it is helpful to 1107 

provide an overview of CAT, explain what to expect when taking the exam, how IRT works, and how 1108 

scores are reported). 1109 

 1110 

2.12 The software platform used to deliver the test should be fully capable of meeting the technical 1111 

and practical needs of adaptive testing, including CAT and MST algorithms, use of IRT data, and 1112 

technology requirements for fast and reliable implementation, without introducing construct 1113 

irrelevant variance.                     1114 

 1115 
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Comments: IRT item calibrations may be calculated within the system or externally and imported 1116 

into the testing software platform for use in CAT. Potential latency should be considered in 1117 

evaluating the system capability.1118 
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3. TEST DELIVERY ENVIRONMENTS 1119 

 1120 

Background 1121 

 1122 

There are many environments in which TBAs can be administered. These environments include 1123 

web-based, offline, local, mobile, and locked-down delivery systems. TBAs are also taken at 1124 

home. All these environments call for careful consideration of interoperability issues and 1125 

potential test-taking disruptions. This section discusses issues and guidelines associated with 1126 

TBA delivery environments. 1127 

Web-based Delivery 1128 

 1129 

Web-based test delivery--also referred to as “internet testing, internet-based testing, or online 1130 

testing” (Foster, 2016, p. 36)--affords flexibility in administering assessments and capturing and 1131 

relaying data between repositories and other points in the testing system. Although testing 1132 

centers also use internet-based services for receiving and delivering tests, the opportunity to 1133 

expand assessment administration beyond dedicated testing centers can enhance the 1134 

scalability of computer-based testing. However, web-based delivery also brings with it the need 1135 

for additional consideration of efficient, appropriate, and secure data structures, repositories, 1136 

and transmission methods (Luecht, 2016). Increasing test complexity also increases the need to 1137 

evaluate system capacity. Adaptive tests (Chapter 2) and technologically enhanced item and 1138 

task types (Chapter 1) put additional demands on delivery and data transfer, especially when 1139 

that transfer occurs in real time over the internet. In adaptive tests, the system requires input 1140 

from the test taker (e.g., an item response) to be actively captured and used to make an on-1141 

time decision (e.g., selecting the next item). With technologically enhanced content,  bandwidth 1142 

issues may arise from transferring large files (e.g., audio or video components or high-1143 

resolution graphics) or supporting interactive elements.  1144 

As one example, web-based delivery is increasingly employed in K–12 learning and testing in 1145 

the United States. The finding that many schools and districts do not have adequate 1146 

technological infrastructure and bandwidth has led to efforts to improve the quality and 1147 

availability of internet access in schools (e.g., Fox & Jones, 2019). Similarly, there are efforts to 1148 

expand internet availability across the globe. Therefore, inequities in access to robust and 1149 

sound technology must be considered in developing and delivering web-based assessments. A 1150 

robust and smoothly functioning web-based delivery environment can provide a secure 1151 

assessment session while mitigating lags and other test-taking delays that introduce CIV and/or 1152 

demotivate test takers.  1153 
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The guidelines for web-based assessment delivery are high level. Other sections in this chapter 1154 

discuss more detailed guidelines that also apply. They include those focusing on interoperability 1155 

and test-taking disruptions. Additional relevant passages in this document address security 1156 

(Chapter 8), data privacy and confidentiality regulations (Chapter 9), and accessibility for 1157 

individuals with disabilities and other special needs (Chapter 10). As is true in the other 1158 

sections, web-based delivery guidelines should be considered in the context of the stakes of the 1159 

assessment, the level of supervision or proctoring of the test taker, and the specific laws and 1160 

regulations that apply to particular tests or regions of testing. Protecting secure test material 1161 

and test-taker rights must be prioritized, regardless. 1162 

Offline, Local, and Mobile Delivery 1163 

 1164 

Availability and continuity of the test-taking experience are crucial in TBA, particularly in high-stakes 1165 

testing. Ideally, testing should be able to continue under the most challenging circumstances, such as 1166 

power outages, internet unavailability, local network congestion, and device issues. Depending on the 1167 

nature and stakes of the assessment, different solutions can be implemented to mitigate risks related to 1168 

the availability and continuity of the assessment, varying from entirely web-based to computerized to 1169 

mobile delivery. Offline and local delivery are considered specialized options of computerized delivery, 1170 

where “the test content is downloaded in its entirety before the beginning of the test administration 1171 

event” (Foster, p. 236). 1172 

Offline test delivery occurs when test content is installed or downloaded to the individual device, after 1173 

which the test can be administered without any network connectivity. In local delivery, local 1174 

infrastructure, such as a local server on a school or test center, is leveraged to store and serve test 1175 

content, eliminating the dependency on live internet connections during the test-taking process but still 1176 

requiring a (local) network connection. Hybrid models are also potentially possible, combining aspects of 1177 

web-based, computerized, and mobile delivery (e.g., a local computerized infrastructure, which receives 1178 

occasional content updates over the internet a couple of days before a major testing event). 1179 

These different delivery options have benefits and challenges concerning functionality, bandwidth, 1180 

connectivity, implementation, security, and other logistics. Regarding functionality, restrictions in the 1181 

use of external sources (e.g., YouTube videos), item types (e.g., online simulations), and test designs 1182 

(e.g., item-by-item adaptive testing leveraging a live algorithm and item-bank) are influenced by the 1183 

testing purpose and practical factors (e.g., item and other test development resources, stakeholder 1184 

perceptions, construct representation, testing time). As for bandwidth/connectivity, some solutions only 1185 

require connectivity up-front to download complete test packages. Other web-based options cache 1186 

some items in advance, but still require some connectivity during the test. Solutions with local storage 1187 

typically require a synchronization mechanism and exchanging test content, results, and administrative 1188 

data, which can be harder to implement. Solutions should also address security and privacy, and 1189 

confidentiality. Storing (encrypted) assessment content and results on a local network or device poses 1190 

security risks such as potential data tampering and manipulated synchronization, as data could be 1191 

remotely stored for an extended time. In addition, the effort to deploy and manage a solution with 1192 
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offline capabilities can pose a significant burden on (local) administrators required to install software, 1193 

synchronize data, prepare workstations, and other tasks. 1194 

Mobile delivery provides additional opportunities and challenges in end-user experience and validity, 1195 

requiring accounting for various form-factors, screen sizes, and input types (Wools, 2019). Finally, bring-1196 

your-own-device (BYOD) policies and remote proctoring options, allowing testing from home computers 1197 

or other non-managed devices, can pose additional challenges in the areas of lockdown (detailed 1198 

below). 1199 

The guidelines in this chapter provide recommendations for implementing a robust test-taking 1200 

experience. This section should be read in conjunction with Chapter 6 on Data Management, Chapter 8 1201 

on Security, Chapter 9 on Privacy, and Chapter 10 on Fairness and Accessibility.  1202 

Locked-Down Browsers 1203 

 1204 

In the late 1990s and early 2000s, computer-based testing began migrating from proprietary 1205 

applications for displaying questions to systems that use an underlying HTML rendering engine. Like 1206 

many of the changes in the internet revolution, the advantages were obvious: more powerful display 1207 

capabilities, standard formatting controls, and cross-platform support. Today, almost all software that 1208 

delivers tests use HTML rendering engines to display questions, including center or desktop-based 1209 

systems that are not connected to servers or the internet.   1210 

Online testing opened new opportunities and quickly grew to be a significant method for test delivery.  1211 

One big challenge with online testing was test security: the browsers used for everyday browsing to 1212 

popular websites are not acceptable mechanisms to deliver a test. Testing companies created the 1213 

locked-down browser to address this problem. A locked-down browser delivers online content on a full 1214 

screen, securing the environment to prevent test fraud. These secure browsers are used across the 1215 

testing spectrum: in testing centers, classrooms, and at home. Most remote proctoring systems have an 1216 

integrated locked-down browser, and some companies use them for personnel training, item banking, 1217 

and item reviews.   1218 

Locked-down browsers are just one key piece in the greater security discussion. They have three primary 1219 

functions: full-screen display, preventing access to non-authorized digital tools, and preventing content 1220 

from being stolen. The locked-down browser displays the content on a full screen, typically with browser 1221 

features such as a hidden address bar. Users may or may not be restricted from switching to other 1222 

applications on the computer or device. In addition to seeing a full-screen display of the testing 1223 

application, users will be prevented from accessing non-authorized tools such as email, the internet, or 1224 

messaging. A locked-down browser may allow the test taker to access tools such as a calculator or do 1225 

limited browsing of external sites. Of course, the browser does not help prevent the user from accessing 1226 

external resources such as books, paper documents, or other devices. Locked-down browsers aim to 1227 

prevent content exposure, visibility, or theft.  1228 

It is essential to recognize that a locked-down browser does not prevent all forms of test fraud. Methods 1229 

for bypassing locked-down browser security range from a simple hidden camera in the room to a more 1230 
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sophisticated attack (e.g., where the secure browser is running in an undetectable virtual machine 1231 

window on a host computer). Locked-down browsers create barriers but do not prevent all cheating and 1232 

content theft methods.   1233 

Interoperability  1234 

 1235 

Interoperability is the ability of technology systems to communicate with one another through an 1236 

agreed-upon set of minimum shared information fields and in an agreed-upon format. While there are 1237 

many specification-setting bodies, here we cover only fundamental interoperability requirements for 1238 

creating and exchanging accurate data. Being able to accurately allow test takers to test on a wide 1239 

variety of devices and platforms is necessary with the internationally recognized interoperability 1240 

specifications available today. Systems that make (assessment) data interoperable can more easily 1241 

exchange data, prevent vendor lock-in, protect investments (in content creation and data collection) 1242 

and allow for a multi-vendor, best-of-breed ecosystem--as outlined by Educause (Brown, Dehoney, & 1243 

Millichap, 2015) on the Next Generation Digital Learning Environment. 1244 

There are many open specifications and standards, some targeting specific countries, regions, cultures, 1245 

or (sub) industries, and new standards are likely to arise during the lifetime of this document. In addition 1246 

to providing guidelines on technology standards for exchanging (assessment) content, metadata, and 1247 

statistics; the interoperability guidelines in this section provide an overview of good practice, 1248 

specifications, accessibility requirements, and digital credentials and pathways by standards 1249 

organizations such as Advanced Distributed Learning Initiative (ADL), Access 4 Learning (A4L) 1250 

Community, Aviation Industry CBT Committee (AICC), Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI), HR Open 1251 

Standards, IMS Global, the IEEE Learning Technology Standards Committee (LTSC), Common Education 1252 

Data Standards (CEDS) and the Ed-Fi Alliance. The interoperability guidelines in this section provide an 1253 

overview of the most relevant and universally applicable guidelines today and are not intended to 1254 

comprise an exhaustive list.  1255 

 1256 

Test Disruptions 1257 

 1258 

For many testing programs, one of the most damaging events is a significant disruption during test 1259 

administration. Unfortunately, significant testing disruptions have been common, with examples coming 1260 

from both the education (e.g., the state of Florida in 2015) and the credentialing (e.g., the Canadian 1261 

CPAs in 2019) communities. Disruptions have included examinees being unable to enter the system to 1262 

begin their test,1 being thrown out of the system while completing the test,2 and being unable to access 1263 

critical reference material required to complete the test.3 These disruptions may come about due to 1264 

simple misfortune or poor planning by the testing agencies. Still, they can also result from deliberate 1265 

 
1 https://abovethelaw.com/2018/03/bar-exam-software-debacle-causes-testing-delays-across-the-country/), 
2 https://www.ajc.com/news/local-education/statewide-internet-outage-disrupts-delays-georgia-milestones-
tests/U48hiQ9SviZ1rvFBw1cJxK/ 
3 https://business.financialpost.com/news/fp-street/further-delays-add-up-to-major-frustration-for-8000-would-
be-accountants-after-testing-snafu. 

https://adlnet.gov/
https://www.a4l.org/
https://www.a4l.org/
https://www.aicc.org/
http://dublincore.org/
https://www.hropenstandards.org/
https://www.hropenstandards.org/
https://www.imsglobal.org/
https://www.computer.org/volunteering/boards-and-committees/standards-activities/committees/learning-technology
https://ceds.ed.gov/Default.aspx
https://ceds.ed.gov/Default.aspx
https://www.ed-fi.org/
https://abovethelaw.com/2018/03/bar-exam-software-debacle-causes-testing-delays-across-the-country/
https://www.ajc.com/news/local-education/statewide-internet-outage-disrupts-delays-georgia-milestones-tests/U48hiQ9SviZ1rvFBw1cJxK/
https://www.ajc.com/news/local-education/statewide-internet-outage-disrupts-delays-georgia-milestones-tests/U48hiQ9SviZ1rvFBw1cJxK/
https://business.financialpost.com/news/fp-street/further-delays-add-up-to-major-frustration-for-8000-would-be-accountants-after-testing-snafu
https://business.financialpost.com/news/fp-street/further-delays-add-up-to-major-frustration-for-8000-would-be-accountants-after-testing-snafu
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attacks from individuals or groups with malicious intentions. The guidelines on this topic aim toward 1266 

reducing and eliminating test disruptions.  1267 

There are two key components every testing organization should consider for minimizing test 1268 

disruptions. First, testing agencies should systematically identify the risks of testing disruptions 1269 

associated with their specific program. For each risk, agencies should create a list of activities designed 1270 

to mitigate this risk. These activities should include the proactive collection of data and information that 1271 

can be used to monitor the test administration and identify areas that may be experiencing issues in 1272 

real-time as the events occur. Second, testing agencies should develop a comprehensive Incident 1273 

Response Plan that can be followed if a testing disruption occurs.  1274 

It should be noted the guidelines in this section are somewhat generic and not as specific as what will be 1275 

needed for an individual testing program. While some programs may need to determine procedures 1276 

that will fit with a remote proctoring model, other programs may have only testing in schools or testing 1277 

centers. Readers are advised to review the other chapters in this section for additional information on 1278 

different administration models. 1279 

 1280 

Guidelines for Test Delivery Environments 1281 

 1282 

Guidelines for Web-based Delivery 1283 

 1284 

3.1 The test delivery system should support the secure exchange of test material and test-taker data 1285 

as appropriate for the testing purpose. 1286 

Comments: The inclusion of technologically intensive test elements should be limited to those 1287 

required to support accessibility and to support making valid inferences about the constructs 1288 

measured. Identify dead zones and other areas of lower capacity that may not be suitable for 1289 

testing. If the expected architecture is not sufficient, consider options such as boosting the wireless 1290 

signal, throttling the bandwidth to prioritize usage by test takers, planning administrations at non-1291 

peak usage times, staggering administration to limit the number of simultaneous test takers, or 1292 

switching from events/windows to on-demand testing to reduce the number of concurrent test 1293 

takers. 1294 

3.2 Technological requirements of the assessment system should be provided in advance (e.g., 1295 

bandwidth required per individual test taker, hardware, and software needs), and scalability of 1296 

system resources should be commensurate with the number of test takers.  1297 

Comments: This includes the appropriate balancing of test-taker load on the system across system 1298 

resources and capitalizing on the geographic proximity of test takers to servers. Consider buffer 1299 

size, capture rates, and temporary data storage (e.g., in the cloud or required locally) for securely 1300 

storing and retrieving data in case of an internet outage. Include system redundancies (failover 1301 

solutions) to prevent disruptions to test-taker sessions. Using a specialized content delivery network 1302 

(CDN) is recommended when test content leverages extensive rich media such as streaming video.  1303 
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3.3 Web-based delivery systems should be designed to prevent the loss of test-taker response data 1304 

(e.g., recording each test-taker response when submitted, where possible). 1305 

 1306 

3.4 Extraneous or unwanted computer functions should be disabled (e.g., sticky keys or other 1307 

accessibility settings that may be inadvertently triggered and impede the test administration). 1308 

Comments: One option would be to use technology such as a locked-down browser to prevent 1309 

individuals from engaging in activities disruptive to the test session (e.g., locking out key 1310 

combinations) or that may negatively impact test security. Functions the test taker requires or 1311 

prefers may be exceptions to this guideline.   1312 

3.5 Access to the test system should be provided in levels commensurate with the minimum 1313 

required for specific roles (e.g., system administrator, proctor, test taker, in decreasing order of 1314 

privilege) to allow adequate control of the testing scenario and limit test security risks. 1315 

Comments: Use systems architecture aligned with the security level required to ensure the integrity, 1316 

availability, privacy, and authenticity of data transmitted and received.  1317 

3.6 Scoring should be conducted at the server level to prevent subversion at the browser level (or 1318 

device/hard disk level), where possible.  1319 

 1320 

3.7 The test delivery system should be evaluated and confirmed to be accurate before operational 1321 

testing, including opportunities for users to engage with the system. 1322 

 1323 

Comments: It is vital that firewalls and other security measures (e.g., pop-up blockers) not impede 1324 

key aspects of the test from being administered. The system as a whole must be tested before 1325 

operational use to identify interoperability or other issues. Provide tools for administrators to run 1326 

system and connection tests in advance to ensure everything is set up correctly before the test 1327 

administration and to troubleshoot any problems during test administration. 1328 

 1329 

3.8 System performance should be monitored throughout testing.  1330 

 1331 

3.9 Test users should be allowed to resume the test (where they stopped) after a service disruption 1332 

or a planned break. 1333 

 1334 

3.10 Appropriate security protocols should be implemented to restrict access to the wireless network 1335 

and prevent hacking and data theft. 1336 

 1337 

3.11 Troubleshooting information should be provided in a timely and appropriate fashion for 1338 

addressing technical issues and errors that arise during administration. 1339 

Comments: This information should include contact information (e.g., hotline) for real-time 1340 

technical support and logging and escalation of delivery issues. A guide to the delivery system that 1341 

details the typical causes of errors and their manifestations and the actions a test user can take or 1342 
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that can be handled remotely may promote better communication between test developers and 1343 

users and more timely intervention. 1344 

The system should capture error messages and detailed information necessary to diagnose 1345 

administration errors and facilitate data recovery across multiple sessions (e.g., for an individual 1346 

whose test session terminates prematurely and must restart or resume the test). Error messages 1347 

should be designed to be informative and factual without being unnecessarily alarming or raising 1348 

security concerns. If message security is an issue, one option is to provide an error number the test 1349 

taker can relay to help desk staff, who can troubleshoot accordingly. 1350 

3.12 Contact staff should be trained to answer routine questions and escalate those requiring more 1351 

technical assistance. Points of contact should be able to facilitate the resolution of test delivery 1352 

issues efficiently and effectively. 1353 

 1354 

3.13 Ethical issues surrounding the impact of negative feedback should be taken into consideration, 1355 

and directions for accessing support should be provided where possible.  1356 

Comments: Aspects for which this consideration is important include but are not limited to the 1357 

language used to convey incorrectness of test-taker responses, score interpretation guidelines, and 1358 

psychological assessments that evaluate personality or job fit.  1359 

3.14 Testing should be conducted under appropriate environmental conditions, and outcomes should 1360 

be interpreted in light of those conditions. 1361 

Comments: Provide guidelines on required testing conditions (testing workspace, lack of 1362 

distractions, internet capability, computer specifications, etc.). These conditions should be optimal 1363 

for test takers and consider practical issues such as taking breaks. Provide appropriate guidance for 1364 

the level of supervision required, which will be dependent on the testing stakes and context. In the 1365 

case of unproctored, self-administered testing in a low-stakes environment, guidance should be 1366 

provided to the test taker detailing required test-taking conditions and procedures. 1367 

3.15 Guidance should be provided regarding the required level of authentication of test-taker 1368 

identity. 1369 

 1370 

Comments: This information should be provided clearly and in advance, so test takers understand 1371 

what is expected. The appropriate level of authentication will depend on the nature/stakes of the 1372 

exam. Security (Chapter 8) and privacy and confidentiality (Chapter 9) should also be considered 1373 

with respect to the collection and storage of test takers’ personal information (PI). 1374 

 1375 

3.16 Testing procedures should be monitored to ensure that security is maintained (e.g., through in-1376 

person proctoring or supervision, or by using remote monitoring through cameras if the stakes of 1377 

the assessment warrant).  1378 

Comments: Test takers should be provided with accurate information in advance regarding the type 1379 

of monitoring to be used, including information legally required in the relevant jurisdiction. This 1380 
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information may be provided within a candidate agreement or exam procedures document, given 1381 

to and agreed by the test taker in advance of test administration. 1382 

 1383 

Guidelines for Offline, Local, and Mobile Delivery 1384 

 1385 

3.17 Test delivery systems (whether offline, local, or mobile) should be robust and secure, including 1386 

capabilities for graceful degradation, encryption, auditing, and meaningful system messaging. 1387 

Comments: Graceful degradation of systems permits test sessions to continue as long as critical 1388 

functionality required to take the test is not impacted (i.e., be robust).  1389 

 1390 

(a) Encryption should be used in transit and at rest when dealing with confidential test content, 1391 

test-taker data, test results, and administrative data. 1392 

 1393 

(b) An auditing system should be in place to keep track of all actions performed by all actors (test 1394 

takers, proctors, administrators) and incidents (automatically) logged by systems to replay 1395 

events and incidents when required. 1396 

Comments: The actual conditions in which the test was delivered should be (anonymously) 1397 

recorded for analysis and validation purposes. 1398 

(c) Meaningful messaging should be provided to all end users in case of incidents such as severe 1399 

system failure. 1400 

 1401 

Comments: See also 3.10. 1402 

 1403 

3.18 Web-based delivery methods should allow for (central/cloud) availability and temporary drops in 1404 

(local) internet connectivity. 1405 

 1406 

(a) Central (cloud-based) systems should (automatically) provide for failover and scale up system 1407 

resources when the number of concurrent end-users increases. 1408 

 1409 

(b) System resources should be scaled up (automatically) when the number of concurrent end-1410 

users increases. 1411 

 1412 

(c) In case of system failure, new instances should be spun up automatically and take over 1413 

required tasks without impacting ongoing end-user sessions. 1414 

 1415 

(d) End-users should be evenly distributed across available resources to handle increased loads. 1416 

 1417 
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(e) Test takers (traffic) should be distributed across multiple (cloud provider) availability zones 1418 

and regions to ensure responsiveness and short loading times when testing across multiple 1419 

geographic locations. 1420 

 1421 

Comments: Specialized DDoS prevention is recommended for high-profile testing programs and 1422 

events. 1423 

 1424 

(f) Disconnected testing sessions should be able to continue during temporary drops in (local) 1425 

connectivity or network congestion. 1426 

Comments: Test content and results should be configurable to be cached to allow for testing to 1427 

continue during temporary drops. Test content could be cached up to X items up front, 1428 

configurable based on exact testing program requirements and stakes unless the testing format 1429 

prohibits this (e.g., in CAT: Computer Adaptive Testing). Computerized delivery methods should 1430 

download test content up front and allow for testing without a dependency on (live) internet 1431 

connectivity during the administration event. Offline options should leverage the individual 1432 

device to allow test content delivery during the administration event. 1433 

(g) If a temporary drop in connection turns out to be permanent, an end user should have the 1434 

option to securely close the session, preserving all (results) data in a secure and end-user-1435 

friendly fashion. 1436 

 1437 

Comments: Test results should be persisted locally (e.g., in a browser database, as long as these 1438 

are not synchronized with the central (cloud) solution). Checks need to be put in place to prevent 1439 

manipulated synchronization of data out of sight for an extended time (e.g., repeated uploads of 1440 

results). Ideally, the program can take measures to securely close the session (delete the cached 1441 

items in the browser). 1442 

 1443 

3.19 Where software installations are necessary, the solution should be easy for an end user to install 1444 

(e.g., downloading the test content should be straightforward).  1445 

Comments: The solution should check whether sufficient disk space is available for test content and 1446 

results. In some cases, the offline option should be able to run or be booted from a USB stick or 1447 

other removable media. It should be easy to connect to the local server by local clients, such as 1448 

workstations, to access test content and persist results. 1449 

3.20 Local test delivery systems should allow for storing test content, results, and administrative data 1450 

on local infrastructure, such as a local server. 1451 

Comments: The local server should be easy for a local administrator to install and configure. It also 1452 

should be able to leverage the local network for serving test content, administrative data, and 1453 

receiving results. Security issues (Chapters 6 and 8) would need to be addressed. 1454 

3.21 Mobile delivery methods should allow for test taking on the go, not depending on permanent 1455 

internet connectivity. 1456 
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Comments: Test content should be (partially) downloadable to the device, allowing for 1457 

uninterrupted test taking on the go while the end user is moving and (temporarily) out of an 1458 

internet connection. 1459 

(a) The testing interface and test content should be rendered responsively based on the form 1460 

factor, orientation (portrait, landscape) of the device, and available screen estate, unless the 1461 

testing program and stakes prohibit this. 1462 

 1463 

Comments: In some cases, the allowed classes of devices could be limited to offer a comparable 1464 

testing condition to all end users. This could be implemented by either white- or black-listing of 1465 

devices classes, form factors, input types (keyboard, mouse, touchscreen), orientation (portrait, 1466 

landscape), operating systems, and browser versions. 1467 

 1468 

(b) Available device capabilities should be leveraged where applicable, such as (external) 1469 

keyboards, mouse input, touchscreen, and stylus usage. 1470 

 1471 

3.22 All stakeholders should thoroughly prepare for the testing administration event.  1472 

Comments: Some stakeholders could hold multiple roles (e.g., an assessing organization could also 1473 

be a platform vendor and test center provider). Vendors should provide (fallback) options applicable 1474 

to the administration event: online, offline, local, and/or mobile delivery, and should perform 1475 

thorough quality assurance (QA) on all delivery methods and combinations thereof on a wide range 1476 

of devices and conditions, including technical benchmarks and stress tests on central (cloud) 1477 

infrastructure in representative conditions before the testing event. 1478 

(a) To prepare for test administration, test delivery vendors should ensure the exposure of test 1479 

content will be as limited as possible (including minimizing test content available on servers 1480 

and (automatically) expiring/removing content). They should also provide diagnostic tools, 1481 

documentation, and technical training to assessing organizations and local staff. 1482 

(b) End-user tools, documentation, and training for local staff to support the testing event 1483 

properly should be provided. 1484 

(c) Access to representative practice materials should be provided to schools/test centers and 1485 

end-users to familiarize them with the system and testing content on applicable domains, and 1486 

with the system's functionality. 1487 

(d) Testing location staff should run diagnostics on workstations/devices and local servers (if 1488 

applicable) before the testing event. 1489 

(e) End users should receive tools, documentation, and instructions to prepare for the test. 1490 

Guidelines for Locked-Down Browsers 1491 

3.23 Locked-down browsers should prevent access to non-authorized tools. 1492 

 1493 
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(a) Locked-down browsers should display content in a full window, hiding all other applications, 1494 

taskbars, and other operating system features, including clocks, applications, network access, 1495 

and sound controls.  1496 

 1497 

(b) Locked-down browsers should detect when running in a hosted virtual machine window.  1498 

Comments: Virtual machine (VM) software is the most common attack vector for a locked-down 1499 

browser. When a locked-down browser is running in a hosted VM window, the window is locked 1500 

down, but users can access email, messaging, and browsing in the host computer, allowing 1501 

cheating and content theft. Detecting some VM software applications is extremely difficult.  1502 

These VMs, marketed for privacy and piracy, focus on fooling an application so that it does not 1503 

know it is running in a VM.  1504 

(c) Locked-down browsers should detect and block any remote desktop access. 1505 

Comments: Remote desktop access is a technique that allows a person on another computer to 1506 

view and/or control the screen of the test taker’s computer. Most locked-down browser attacks 1507 

involve a VM used to host remote access.   1508 

(d) Applications running on the test delivery system that are not associated with the test being 1509 

delivered should be blocked from showing while the test is in progress.   1510 

Comments: All unauthorized applications must be blocked from running during a testing event. 1511 

(e) Locked-down browsers should support allow/deny lists of the sites that can be visited or 1512 

blocked, ensuring that only approved content is shown.   1513 

 1514 

Comments: Locked-down browsers should support browsing to approved external domains and 1515 

block access to unapproved external domains 1516 

 1517 

(f) Locked-down browsers should provide a method for test delivery applications to ensure that 1518 

the locked-down browser is running.   1519 

Comments: One attack vector to bypass test security is running the test outside the secure 1520 

browser. Locked-down browsers must provide a secure mechanism for test delivery software to 1521 

validate that the secure browser is running. The most common method is embedding and 1522 

verifying an identifier in the agent string; however, an attacker can easily spoof this.  A more 1523 

secure approach is for the locked-down browser to provide a function that takes a random string 1524 

parameter and returns an encrypted version of that string to the server for verification and 1525 

validation.   1526 

(g) Locked-down browsers should block examinees from utilizing a multi-monitor configuration to 1527 

bypass security.   1528 

Comments: Users often have multiple monitors running simultaneously. The locked-down 1529 

browser should detect these configurations and ensure no applications or content is shown on 1530 
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the monitors that are not displaying test content. Locked-down browsers should also block 1531 

access to locked screens where custom images can be shown  1532 

3.24 Locked-down browsers supporting remote online proctoring should detect and prevent 1533 

technology threats to security. 1534 

 1535 

(a) Locked-down, secure browsers may support remote proctoring by detecting virtual video, 1536 

virtual microphones, and duplicate input devices. 1537 

Comments: Remote proctoring is a unique form of testing where the proctor is remote from the 1538 

user. In addition to all the normal locked-down browser functionality, remote proctors typically 1539 

need to block virtual cameras, virtual microphones, and machines with multiple input 1540 

(keyboard/mice) devices. All these mechanisms can be used to fool remote proctors and cheat. 1541 

Some tests need to access devices on the machine, such as a microphone, speakers, and/or 1542 

video. While modern (HTML5+) browsers allow this to occur, the user will be prompted to give 1543 

the application to access the device. Locked-down browsers can automatically enable this 1544 

functionality for the test, eliminating the user prompt. 1545 

(b) Locked-down browsers should prevent a test from being delivered if external remote 1546 

proctoring software ceases to run. 1547 

Comments: Remote proctoring software may run separately from the test being delivered in the 1548 

locked-down browser. In these situations, the locked-down browser should have a method of 1549 

validating that the remote proctoring software is running and be able to monitor the software so 1550 

that the test is stopped if the remote proctoring software stops running.   1551 

 1552 

3.25 Locked-down browsers should prevent test content from being stolen or exposed. 1553 

 1554 

(a) Locked-down browsers should prevent screen captures of item content.  1555 

Comments: One approach to stealing content is to use software that records the screen while a 1556 

test is being delivered. The first approach for a locked-down browser to block screen recording is 1557 

to use the built-in operating system functionality that blocks screen recording. This has the 1558 

added benefit of blocking external remote-access software. For host systems that do not support 1559 

this functionality, the locked-down browser should automatically block all unapproved 1560 

applications from running and stop all processes that match known malware or screen capture 1561 

software names. In addition to blocking screen captures, the locked-down browser shall support 1562 

options to clear cut/paste buffers in memory before and after a test. In older operating systems, 1563 

cut, copy, and paste functionality is limited to one fragment of content at a time. In newer 1564 

operating systems, the user can cut multiple text fragments, and the operating system saves the 1565 

text fragments in a memory queue that could be accessed after a test is complete. The locked-1566 

down browser ensures that any content copied cannot be used after the test is over. The test 1567 

delivery software is responsible for allowing or blocking the cut/paste functionality during a test.   1568 
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(b) The locked-down browser should verify it is running an approved version of the software 1569 

before delivering a test and automatically update itself before the test.   1570 

Comments: Installing software updates is intimidating for everyone involved. Programs and 1571 

testing centers often want to avoid software updates to working software because changes 1572 

inevitably lead to new problems. Unfortunately, security concerns override this desire. The 1573 

locked-down browser should automatically update software and configuration test delivery. In 1574 

today’s rapidly changing threat environment, locked-down browser configuration should be 1575 

continuously updated. Configuration typically includes process names or signatures that should 1576 

be blocked or allowed. 1577 

(c) The locked-down browser should support configuration to clear cache before and/or after 1578 

testing.   1579 

Comments: Test delivery systems will typically not cache content. Secure browsers can provide a 1580 

second line of defense by automatically clearing cache from the domain and subdomains of the 1581 

delivery system on entry and exit of the test. 1582 

(d) The locked-down browser should provide configuration options to block proxy server attacks.   1583 

Comments: Normally, using HTTPS keeps content is safe in transmission between the browser 1584 

and the host servers. A proxy server attack is a method of intercepting HTTPS content. Such 1585 

attacks require the test delivery computer to be modified to add a fake “certifying authority” 1586 

certificate. In a proxy server attack, all content may be copied by the proxy server. The locked-1587 

down browser is the only defense against this attack. It can prevent this problem by (a) blocking 1588 

all certificates that are expired or raise a security error (e.g., certificate name not matching the 1589 

actual domain the content is coming from) and (b) verifying the certificates returned are using 1590 

the public encryption keys expected from the test delivery servers by retrieving the keys 1591 

separately as part of the secure browser configuration (i.e., “certificate pinning”). One challenge 1592 

test delivery programs face is that many firewalls provide configuration options to use this 1593 

technique to aid in virus detection, “sniffing” packets as they are returned to the browser. To 1594 

prevent false positives, programs either need to turn off the secure browser check or require all 1595 

test delivery locations to “whitelist” the test delivery domains in the firewall. 1596 

(e) Locked-down browsers should support the option to block assistive technologies not related 1597 

to designated accessibility features. 1598 

Comments: Most modern browsers support assistive functionality when users input text into a 1599 

field. The locked-down browser functionality should be configurable, as some assistive 1600 

technologies, such as spellcheck, may be desirable, whereas others are not. However, the locked-1601 

down browser should not prevent the use of nor affect the functionality of approved accessibility 1602 

assistive software.   1603 

(f) Locked-down browsers should block gestures that allow users to launch applications and 1604 

access operating system features.   1605 
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Comments: Gestures are movements made with smart touch devices such as screens or 1606 

advanced mice. While useful shortcuts for users, gestures are a security hole locked-down 1607 

browsers are responsible for blocking.   1608 

(g) Locked-down browsers should prevent unauthorized printing. 1609 

 1610 

(h) The locked-down secure browser should be able to upload all actual or possible security 1611 

violations detected to a central server.   1612 

Comments: This process will provide two functions. First, the data logged provides detailed 1613 

information on the test event, including any possible violations. Second, the data allows the 1614 

production teams to monitor unexpected or unknown scenarios and correct false positives that 1615 

cause support issues.   1616 

3.26 Locked-down browsers should give examinees at testing locations a test experience that is 1617 

compatible with most environments, prevents interruptions, and minimizes impact on privacy. 1618 

 1619 

(a) Locked-down browsers should support multiple operating systems, depending on the needs of 1620 

the testing program.   1621 

Comments: Education environments should support products such as Microsoft Windows, 1622 

Google Chromebooks, Apple Macs, Apple iPads, and Android Tablets. Each of these platforms 1623 

has unique challenges. Fortunately, some operating systems are beginning to include secure 1624 

browser capabilities, led by mobile devices; however, this support is inconsistent. 1625 

(b) Locked-down browsers should block automatic updates in the host operating system. 1626 

 1627 

Comments: Current operating systems typically run in an “evergreen” mode, meaning that they 1628 

may be updated automatically at any time. Locked-down browsers should block all upgrades 1629 

during test delivery to prevent the examinee from being interrupted. 1630 

 1631 

(c) The locked-down browser shall support uninstalling itself from the host operating system. 1632 

Comments: For privacy reasons, it’s vital to ensure the locked-down browser supports 1633 

uninstalling itself from the host operating system so that it can be promptly removed from the 1634 

users’ machine following the test administration. 1635 

 1636 

(d) The locked-down browser should only be active while a test is being delivered, and all 1637 

information that is tracked is limited to the test delivery. The information captured by the 1638 

locked-down browser must be disclosed and documented.  1639 

 1640 

Comments: It is important to provide users with accurate details about any PI captured. In 1641 

general, the locked-down browser should only track PI reasonably needed to fulfill its function. 1642 

The locked-down browser should be less intrusive and limited to detecting processes and usage 1643 
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of hardware devices that pose risks to exam content theft or cheating.   1644 

 1645 

(e) The locked-down browser should support different accommodation and accessibility needs. 1646 

 1647 

Comments: See also Chapter 10 (Fairness and Accessibility). 1648 

 1649 

 Guidelines for Interoperability 1650 

3.27 The user interface for test delivery should be designed to respond to the types of devices on 1651 

which the test is intended to be administered.  1652 

 1653 

Comments: If Smartphones, tablets, and the like will be allowed for test administration, the design 1654 

of the user interface should accommodate such devices by displaying test items in a way most 1655 

appropriate for the screen real estate. Likewise, response interactions should allow for using the 1656 

device’s native features, such as two-finger pinch-zooming or touch screen interaction. 1657 

 1658 

3.28 TBA systems should either store data in an open, documented format or be able to export 1659 

assessment data into an open, documented format that makes data available beyond the 1660 

system’s life.  1661 

Comments: Every system has an end-of-life point (e.g., technological obsolescence, commercial or 1662 

practical reasons, a need to switch to a different system) that means it can no longer be 1663 

maintained. At such a point, there will usually be a need to take data (e.g., questions, results) from 1664 

the old system for use in a newer system or for reference purposes. Data should either be stored in 1665 

a documented, open format or exported into such a format to avoid vendor lock-in or loss of data. 1666 

Using an open format is also helpful to ensure compliance with any obligations concerning data 1667 

portability for PI under privacy laws. 1668 

3.29  Where industry standards or consensus specifications are available and suitable, those who 1669 

control TBA systems should consider using them for data storage or export formats. This would 1670 

make it easier to interoperate with other systems. 1671 

Comments: Using a standard or consensus specification makes it easier to move data from one 1672 

system to another and reduces the chance of data misunderstanding or loss. It also reduces the risk 1673 

that an organization may think it has a documented data format when not all the data are 1674 

available or accessible.  1675 

3.30 Those who control TBA systems should particularly consider using the IMS QTI specification as an 1676 

export/import format for question data and, to a lesser extent, for other assessment data. 1677 

Comments: The IMS QTI specification has been in place since its first public release in 2000. It is a 1678 

mature and widely used specification to import and export questions. To a lesser extent, it aids 1679 

interoperability with other assessment data such as results (responses & scores) and usage data 1680 

(item statistics). There are many versions of IMS QTI and different interpretations, but it is widely 1681 
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used for interoperability. For question and test data, as well as IMS QTI, consideration may also be 1682 

given to the use of Moodle XML and for technology-enhanced items IMS Portable Custom 1683 

Interaction (PCI), H5P (HTML 5 Package), and for Computer Adaptive Testing (CAT), the IMS 1684 

Standard on CAT. For packaging, IMS Content Packaging can be used. The test items should be 1685 

stored in formats compatible with and able to be repackaged with the maximum number of 1686 

systems. For metadata, consideration can be given to IEEE Learning Object Metadata (LOM), 1687 

Common Education Data Standards (CEDS), SIF (Schools Interoperability Framework) Data Model, 1688 

DCMI Learning Resource Metadata Initiative (LRMI), and IMS Competencies & Academic Standards 1689 

Exchange (CASE). Exchange of organizational and student data can leverage open standards such 1690 

as IMS OneRoster, Ed-Fi Data Standard, and other local standards. Information determining the 1691 

personal needs & preference for an assessment session can be exchanged using IMS AccessforAll 1692 

(AfA) Personal Needs & Preferences (PNP). Assessment content can be decorated with information 1693 

to address special needs using IMS APIP and IMS QTI 3. Data related to digital credentials and 1694 

pathways can be exchanged by use of open standards or specifications, e.g., IMS Open Badges and 1695 

Open Pathways, Comprehensive Learner Record (CLR), CTDL (Credential Transparency Description 1696 

Language), ASN (Achievement Standards Network), and Europass Digital Credentials 1697 

Interoperability (EDCI). There are many other specifications and standards and work in progress to 1698 

develop others, so this list is not exhaustive.  1699 

3.31 Where one TBA system or module/component calls another for delivery or scoring of an 1700 

assessment, the integration method or API should be well documented. 1701 

Comments: Documentation means when one system needs to be updated or replaced, it is more 1702 

likely the quality of the integration will be maintained. When planning and documenting the 1703 

integration, consider error handling (e.g., what happens if one system fails), protection against 1704 

spoofing (so each system can be sure it is calling or being called by the correct system and not an 1705 

imposter seeking to subvert the assessment process). Also, ensure that neither system can be 1706 

impacted by an “injection” or similar attack where computer code is used to try to disrupt a 1707 

process--and that the called system maintains privacy required by the calling system. Other 1708 

integration issues to be documented include scalability and potential overload if there are many 1709 

simultaneous requests, the use of characters from different languages and special (e.g., 1710 

punctuation) characters within text, and an audit trail of the call to allow troubleshooting and to show legal 1711 

defensibility. What is required for each integration will vary depending on the integration use case, 1712 

but the above is a useful checklist many integrations will need.  1713 

3.32 Where industry standards or consensus specifications are available, they should be considered 1714 

when one TBA system calls another.  1715 

Comments: Industry standards are more likely to allow reliable integration over the longer term. If 1716 

both systems support a standard, it is more likely that such support will be sustained over time. 1717 

Such standards also allow easier substitution of other systems if required over time, whereas 1718 

proprietary methods make it harder to switch systems. Industry standards will often but not always 1719 

be more robust and secure than proprietary methods. Consensus standards or specifications to 1720 

consider include IMS LTI, which allows a variety of calls from one system to another; AICC HACP, 1721 

https://docs.moodle.org/310/en/Moodle_XML_format
https://www.imsglobal.org/assessment/interactions.html
https://www.imsglobal.org/assessment/interactions.html
https://h5p.org/
https://www.imsglobal.org/cat
https://www.imsglobal.org/cat
https://www.imsglobal.org/content/packaging/index.html
https://standards.ieee.org/standard/1484_12_1-2002.html
https://ceds.ed.gov/dataModel.aspx
https://www.a4l.org/page/DataModel
http://dublincore.org/specifications/lrmi/
https://www.imsglobal.org/activity/case
https://www.imsglobal.org/activity/case
https://www.imsglobal.org/activity/onerosterlis
https://www.ed-fi.org/what-is-ed-fi/ed-fi-data-standard/
https://www.imsglobal.org/activity/accessibility
https://www.imsglobal.org/activity/accessibility
http://www.imsglobal.org/apip/index.html
http://www.imsglobal.org/question/index.html#version3.0
https://www.imsglobal.org/activity/digital-badges
https://www.imsglobal.org/activity/digital-badges
https://www.imsglobal.org/activity/comprehensive-learner-record
https://credreg.net/
https://credreg.net/
http://www.achievementstandards.org/
https://europa.eu/europass/en/europass-digital-credentials-interoperability
https://europa.eu/europass/en/europass-digital-credentials-interoperability
https://www.imsglobal.org/activity/learning-tools-interoperability
https://github.com/ADL-AICC/AICC-Document-Archive/
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which allows launch and track of an assessment from a learning or other management system; ADL 1722 

xAPI (Experience API) Standard, which allows tracking of assessment data and communication to 1723 

another system; ADL SCORM (1.2 or 2004), which allows launch and track of an assessment from a 1724 

learning or other management system; and HR Open Standards, which allows assessment 1725 

interchange, particularly for recruitment systems. These five specifications or standards are widely 1726 

used at the time of writing. Other specifications and standards are used in different contexts, and 1727 

there is other developing work in this area. Others to be considered include IMS Caliper and ADL 1728 

CMI-5. When using any standard or consensus specification that has conformance tools or a way of 1729 

an implementation being certified, organizations should seek to have their implementation checked 1730 

against such tools and/or certified. This check will make the standard or consensus specification 1731 

more likely to be implemented correctly. This recommendation also applies to data interoperability. 1732 

Guidelines Addressing Test Disruptions 1733 

3.33 Testing agencies and vendors should engage in comprehensive preventive activities designed to 1734 

minimize the likelihood of any test disruptions during TBA administrations.  1735 

Comments: When developing systems, testing vendors and agencies should operate under the 1736 

assumption testing disruptions will eventually happen. This assumption should propel testing 1737 

agencies to create infrastructure and systems to facilitate any reviews necessary when disruptions 1738 

occur. When designing an assessment, testing agencies and vendors should identify the risks for 1739 

disruptions associated with their program. For all risks identified, the testing agency and vendors 1740 

should include well-defined activities underway or pending to mitigate against each of these risks. 1741 

Testing agencies and vendors should also develop systems for administering assessments that 1742 

minimize the likelihood of testing disruptions, whether through system-wide failure or through the 1743 

malicious activities of stakeholders attempting to disrupt the test administration. It would be 1744 

impossible to cover all aspects here, and so readers are encouraged to review more comprehensive 1745 

resources such as CCSSO and ATP (2013), ISO (2019), ITC (2005), Luecht (2015), Martineau and 1746 

Dadey (2016), and NISA (2012). Pilot testing is encouraged to consider test disruption risks and 1747 

ensure appropriate data and information are collected to evaluate the degree of impact of each 1748 

risk. In addition, testing agencies and vendors should analyze all resulting data collected from the 1749 

pilot, including identifying any locations with potential connectivity or compatibility issues. 1750 

3.34  The testing agency should develop an incident response plan should a TBA disruption occurs.  1751 

Comments: The incident response plan should include information such as the roles and 1752 

responsibilities of people involved, including initial and final decision-makers, individuals who fill 1753 

communication roles, and those who will need to be kept informed throughout the process. The 1754 

incident response plan should be consistent with the purpose and use of the assessment and the 1755 

specific data and information used in any validation argument for the testing program. 1756 

Organizations can further test incident response plans by simulating testing incidents and their 1757 

organizations’ responses to these incidents. Testing agencies and vendors should identify those 1758 

responsible for any immediate and time-sensitive decisions as the incident is identified and 1759 

https://adlnet.gov/projects/xapi/
https://adlnet.gov/projects/xapi/
https://adlnet.gov/projects/scorm/
https://www.hropenstandards.org/documentationinformation
http://www.imsglobal.org/activity/caliper
https://adlnet.gov/projects/cmi5-specification/
https://adlnet.gov/projects/cmi5-specification/
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designate the individuals responsible for sign-off for any final decisions regarding the impact of any 1760 

testing disruption. It may be helpful to have templates for communication already developed and 1761 

documentation for how all relevant data and information can be compiled. 1762 

3.35 Testing agencies and vendors should have clear policies regarding who is authorized to provide 1763 

communication for the organization when a disruption occurs and how this information will be 1764 

transmitted.  1765 

Comments: When considering policies for communication, organizations should acknowledge any 1766 

time a testing disruption occurs, various degrees of information will be shared with the general 1767 

public through social media and other means at a rapid rate. The communication policy must allow 1768 

the testing agencies to provide the status of any testing disruption quickly and clearly and the 1769 

activities of any investigation. 1770 

3.36 While developing TBA administration systems, testing vendors and agencies should build 1771 

systems for the proactive gathering of data that could identify any testing disruptions in real-1772 

time during any test administration.  1773 

Comments: These systems can detect data such as bandwidth capacity, internet connectivity, and 1774 

other similar data points. These systems should also have procedures in place to notify the 1775 

appropriate individuals if the data indicate testing disruptions may be happening. When developing 1776 

systems for the proactive collection of data and information during test administration activities, 1777 

testing agencies and vendors should also develop a clear set of procedures to be followed 1778 

throughout the entire test administration process. These activities should include the data to be 1779 

collected, the procedures for monitoring all data, and the criteria for flagging any indicators for 1780 

potential testing disruptions. When developing systems for proactively collecting data and 1781 

information, procedures should be developed for defining what activities should be followed if any 1782 

data indicate an incident may have occurred. These procedures can include contacting testing 1783 

centers for additional information, additional data analyses, or reaching out to test candidates for 1784 

further information.  1785 

3.37  Individuals charged with monitoring and administering a TBA should be provided 1786 

comprehensive training on all aspects of the test administration, including the steps to follow in 1787 

the event of a test disruption, critical incident, security event, or any other unusual incident.  1788 

Comments: Individuals charged with serving as support for a testing program should be provided 1789 

clear directions for how requests for assistance should be documented. These directions should 1790 

specify roles and responsibilities for escalating incidents to senior management.  1791 

3.38 While developing TBA administration systems, testing vendors and agencies should build 1792 

systems for the proactive gathering of data that could identify any testing disruptions in real-1793 

time during any test administration.  1794 

Comments: These systems can detect data such as bandwidth capacity, internet connectivity, and 1795 

other similar data points. These systems should also have procedures in place to notify the 1796 

appropriate individuals if any data indicate that testing disruptions may be happening.  1797 
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3.39  In the event of any testing disruption, testing agencies (with the assistance of testing vendors, if 1798 

any, and a qualified independent party) should conduct a comprehensive, independent 1799 

investigation of the impact of the testing disruption.  1800 

Comments: When feasible and appropriate, testing agencies and testing vendors should use the 1801 

services of an independent party to assist in conducting the investigation. The independent party 1802 

could complete the investigation activities or serve as a reviewer of the activities completed by the 1803 

testing agency. 1804 

3.40 In the event of a TBA disruption, testing agencies should refer to well-developed purpose 1805 

statements for their tests because these statements will provide essential guidance for the 1806 

evidence needed to determine the impact of the testing disruption on the use of test scores. 1807 

 1808 

3.41 Testing organizations should ensure data can be made readily available both internally and 1809 

externally to facilitate the immediate start of any testing disruption investigation.  1810 

 1811 

Comments: Information regarding the location and format of all data, the methods required to 1812 

extract and share the data, and the completion of all appropriate documentation should be readily 1813 

available.  1814 

 1815 

3.42  Testing agencies should proactively incorporate planning for testing disruptions when entering 1816 

into a contractual relationship with a vendor, when making changes to administration plans, or 1817 

when releasing any type of request for proposal.   1818 

Comments: When testing agencies release a request for proposal for any TBA-related service, they 1819 

should require all respondents to provide detailed plans for how they will work to prevent testing 1820 

disruptions and detailed plans for activities in the event of any testing disruption. When vendors 1821 

develop systems, policies, procedures, and/or other resources relevant to addressing testing 1822 

disruptions, they should clearly document consistency with these guidelines. That documentation 1823 

should be provided either as a response to request elements addressing testing disruptions or as a 1824 

part of a base package, a value-added service, or an additional cost option. 1825 

3.43 Testing agencies should be as transparent as possible with their stakeholders and the general 1826 

public when a TBA disruption occurs.  1827 

Comments: Testing vendors should also be as transparent as possible with the testing agency they 1828 

serve. When communicating with the public, testing agencies should not attempt to minimize or 1829 

downplay the impact of any testing disruptions, especially when information about the nature and 1830 

scope of the disruption is still being collected (likewise for testing vendors, when communicating 1831 

with the testing agency). When communicating with the people immediately impacted by any 1832 

testing disruption, testing agencies should acknowledge the disruption that led to difficulties for 1833 

test takers and potential test score users. However, no specific plans for any remediation to test 1834 

takers should be discussed or speculated until a more thorough investigation is completed. In some 1835 

cases, it may be helpful to create categories or groups if different test takers experienced different 1836 
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types of disruptions. In such cases, the specific issues can be communicated to the public in a 1837 

manner that recognizes these different experiences. It is likely or at least possible test vendors and 1838 

test agencies will seek advice from legal counsel on the occurrence of such events. 1839 

3.44 In some cases of TBA disruptions, testing agencies should carefully consider the possibility of 1840 

providing another testing opportunity to be chosen by the test taker or stakeholder leadership. 1841 

Comments: In instances where test takers need to pass the examination to practice or gain 1842 

employment, the testing agency should develop a plan to allow impacted examinees a prompt 1843 

opportunity to retest. Fee waivers for retests are likely to be appropriate in many instances.  1844 

3.45 Testing agencies should develop clear criteria that define whether any testing disruption has 1845 

resulted in a significant loss of fidelity for their testing program. 1846 

Comments: The nature and scope of the testing disruption should be explicitly connected to the 1847 

validity arguments the organization has developed for using their test scores.   1848 
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4.  SCORING 1849 

 1850 

Background 1851 

 1852 

Advances in technology have enabled new and enhanced capabilities in automated scoring of 1853 

assessments, including scoring of selected responses, technology-assisted human scoring of constructed 1854 

responses, and fully automated scoring of constructed-response assessments. In addition to the content 1855 

of test-taker responses, technology-enabled modeling of response time has also proven useful in 1856 

improving estimates of test item and test-taker characteristics (e.g., difficulty, ability). These technology-1857 

enabled scoring capabilities require sound and reliable systems. Thus, it is important to consider the 1858 

possibility of disruption and incomplete scores and take appropriate steps to identify and address such 1859 

cases. This chapter extends existing standards for scoring assessments (AERA, APA & NCME, 2014, Ch. 1860 

4), emphasizing considerations for technology-based assessment. 1861 

Automated Scoring of Selected Responses 1862 

 1863 

Selected response (SR) items are assessment items where the test taker is asked to choose their answer 1864 

from a finite set of options. Traditional selected-response items include the true-false and multiple-1865 

choice items, where the test taker selects one or more responses out of a larger number of provided 1866 

responses.  Test developers have created new types of selected-response items that extend beyond the 1867 

traditional true-false or multiple-choice item (see Chapter 1 for further details regarding technology-1868 

enhanced item types). 1869 

The automatic scoring of SR items on assessments dates back to scoring multiple-choice items via 1870 

mechanical scanners starting in the 1930s and optical scanners starting in the 1960s. Today, computer-1871 

automated scoring engines can handle traditional and computer-based SR items quickly and effectively. 1872 

Automated scoring engines utilize computer algorithms, either customized rules or a statistical model, 1873 

designed to input examinee responses and output a score that emulates what a human scorer would 1874 

assign based on the scoring rubric. Ideally, scores returned from an automated scoring engine should be 1875 

indistinguishable from the scores assigned by a human scorer. To this end, automated scoring should be 1876 

based on clear, vetted rules that match the rubric’s expectations. For many item types, this would 1877 

include identifying all response combinations that yield full credit, all response combinations that yield 1878 

partial credit, and the scores to assign in each case. In some engines, feedback may also be provided 1879 

through a set of codes. Automated scoring rules for an item should achieve 100% agreement with an 1880 

independent human rater whenever possible. 1881 

By writing unambiguous item rubrics and automated scoring rules for SR items on computer-based 1882 

assessments, assessment stakeholders can use any SR item format while assuring scoring can be done 1883 

automatically, reliably, quickly, and with minimal error. 1884 
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Automated Scoring of Constructed Responses 1885 

 1886 

Automated scoring of constructed-response (CR) items refers to the use of computer algorithms (AI, 1887 

machine learning, or natural language processing) to derive scores from unconstrained, open-ended test 1888 

item responses. The goal of automated scoring is to emulate human scoring. Automated scoring can be 1889 

applied to a range of item types and input modes. Item types include short and long CR items, including 1890 

numerical responses, cloze tests, and essays. Item input modes include text and speech. Automated 1891 

scoring in assessment programs is motivated by practical needs, including cost reduction, faster score 1892 

return, and the mitigation of rater staffing shortages. Automated scoring can also address measurement 1893 

and fairness considerations by helping to ensure scoring consistency within and across test 1894 

administration windows.  1895 

Design. Automated scoring systems have typically been designed using a three-stage process, and each 1896 

process should align to the rubric criteria. The first stage involves normalizing test takers’ responses to 1897 

better identify relevant linguistic or structural segments, such as characters, words, sentences, and 1898 

paragraphs in the case of text, or to identify phonemes or sounds more accurately in the case of speech. 1899 

This normalization process may involve text cleaning, such as removing extra characters, replacing 1900 

characters or tags with other characters recognizable by the system, and correcting misspelled words. 1901 

The text cleaning process should be aligned with the rubric criteria. For example, spell correction may be 1902 

appropriate only for items for which correct spelling is not germane to the scoring rubric criteria being 1903 

assessed; it is not appropriate when the quality of spelling is relevant to the rubric.  1904 

The second stage involves extracting features from the normalized text that reflect the relevant rubric 1905 

criteria. Feature development can be theoretically driven whereby features theorized as important are 1906 

developed using computational methods; alternatively, machine learning methods can be utilized to 1907 

“learn” relevant features. In the case of writing characteristics, features may consider grammar and 1908 

mechanics, vocabulary usage, discourse phrasing, word choice, cohesiveness, and organizational 1909 

elements. In the case of content, features may be the patterns of words or phrases associated with 1910 

rubric criteria levels. For speech scoring, some features may overlap with writing characteristics (such as 1911 

vocabulary usage), but speech-specific features may include rate of speech, elements of pronunciation, 1912 

and fluency. The third stage involves training a statistical model to best predict human scoring using the 1913 

features computed in the second stage.  1914 

Development. Automated scoring systems are trained on samples of responses and associated human-1915 

assigned scores. Because the systems “learn” scoring from this sample, it is critical that the sample is 1916 

representative of the population to be tested and employs rigorous training and monitoring of the 1917 

human raters who will ultimately complete the score assignment. At a minimum, responses should be 1918 

scored by two independent raters to allow for a comparison between the automated scoring/human 1919 

performance and human/human performance. Samples used to train and evaluate automated scoring 1920 

systems are typically in the thousands of responses per item. However, this number may vary based 1921 

upon the score point distribution and the number of examinees involved in a testing program. These 1922 

samples are typically divided into training, test, and validation sub-samples. Multiple competing models 1923 

are built using the training sample and evaluated on a test sample; the best-performing model is 1924 
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selected based on test sample performance. The best-performing model then scores the validation 1925 

sample, and those scores are used to evaluate automated scoring performance, typically by comparing 1926 

to human scores. In more complicated designs, multiple models are built in parallel, and scores from 1927 

each model are combined statistically to produce an ensemble of scores. The ensemble's performance is 1928 

then examined using the validation sample that is representative of individuals to be tested. 1929 

Performance. Automated scoring performance is typically evaluated by examining the extent of 1930 

agreement between the automated scores and the human scores, with the goal of reproducing human 1931 

scoring. Thus, systems should have similar agreement and score distributions to those produced by 1932 

humans. Common evaluation measures include those typically used in human scoring evaluations such 1933 

as exact agreement, quadratic weighted kappa, and standardized mean difference (Williamson, Xi, & 1934 

Breyer, 2012). It is recommended practice to involve program stakeholders (e.g., clients, 1935 

psychometricians) early in the automated scoring process when defining the performance evaluation 1936 

measures and criteria.  1937 

Typically, the criteria for agreement between human and automated scoring are defined by relative or 1938 

absolute thresholds. A relative threshold would specify, for example, that the exact agreement of the 1939 

engine with a human rater should be no more than 5% lower than the exact agreement of two human 1940 

raters with each other. Another example would be that 90% of human and automated scores are within 1941 

one score unit. An absolute threshold would specify, say, that the exact agreement of the engine with a 1942 

human rater should be no lower than 70%. A core psychometric principle is fairness. The performance of 1943 

automated scoring systems should be evaluated for test-taker subgroup populations to ensure scoring 1944 

consistency holds across groups of test takers defined by gender, race/ethnicity, and other personal 1945 

characteristics, including individuals with disabilities. (See also Chapter 10. Fairness and Accessibility). 1946 

In addition to predicting scores, automated scoring systems should be able to identify unusual 1947 

responses. Unusual responses can take the form of non-attempts, particularly creative responses, 1948 

responses due to a disability and use of assistive technology, or bad-faith responses such as those 1949 

written to try to trick the system into producing a higher score. In speech scoring, unusual responses 1950 

could be poorly recorded, uninterpretable, or submitted by multiple speakers. Other unusual responses 1951 

can be plagiarized or disturbing responses where intervention is recommended to protect an examinee’s 1952 

safety. Custom filters are used to identify such responses. These filters play a critical role in ensuring test 1953 

takers receive fair scores when a follow-up plan is developed and implemented. 1954 

Automated scoring systems can be used with or without human scoring during live test administrations. 1955 

It is recommended to include some amount of human scoring alongside automated scoring for quality 1956 

control. The inclusion of human scoring supports the ability to monitor the automated scoring quality in 1957 

the event of a technical error, rater drift, or change in test-taker population or test-taking behavior. 1958 

Equally important, certain types of unusual responses may be better scored by humans than by 1959 

automated scoring; identifying and routing such responses will improve overall score quality. In 1960 

addition, the inclusion of humans in the decision-making loop is an essential component of automated 1961 

decision-making (see Chapter 12). 1962 
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Programs should regularly evaluate automated scoring performance to ensure continued scoring quality 1963 

and provide mechanisms for program stakeholders to ask questions about the scoring process. Technical 1964 

documentation around the performance of automated scoring can support this monitoring.  1965 

Technology-Assisted Human Scoring 1966 

 1967 

Human scoring of CR items has evolved as approaches have shifted from face-to-face, onsite models to 1968 

distributed online systems. This is true of traditional assessment formats such as written tests of 1969 

academic content and more complex performance tasks traditionally requiring live observation. Hand-1970 

written essays and worked solutions to mathematics problems, once marked in face-to-face sessions, 1971 

often are now digitized and presented to raters online. Other assessment output can be presented to 1972 

human scorers in their original format within an online scoring software platform, such as keyed essay 1973 

responses, digital files of spoken item responses, computer code sets, or digital images of artwork. Even 1974 

very complex performances, skills, and processes traditionally observed in situ are more frequently 1975 

being captured in video, simulation, or virtual reality contexts for asynchronous evaluation. These 1976 

include such things as music, dance, or theatre recitals; gymnastics routines; field-sports activities; 1977 

classroom teaching practices; surgery; and customer-service interactions. Such complex operations may 1978 

still be assessed live during the act by a trained observer where alternative capture formats are not 1979 

considered sufficient. 1980 

Online human scoring may be completed on-site or remotely distributed. The same is true of rater 1981 

training and ongoing calibration, resulting in some mixed-mode circumstances where raters are trained 1982 

and score on-site, are trained onsite and score remotely, or are trained and score remotely. Raters, like 1983 

many learners, tend to prefer on-site training and scoring (Hamilton, Reddel, & Spratt, 2001; Kemp & 1984 

Grieve, 2014; Kunin, Julliard, & Rodriguez, 2014), but the two modes generally deliver results of similar 1985 

psychometric quality.  1986 

Systems. Online scoring relies on access to a software platform for data collection. This system should be 1987 

supported on more than one common browser and operating system. Failure to use a well-designed 1988 

display and data collection platform is likely to result in more data-entry errors, complex manual 1989 

scheduling procedures, and rater/response assignment issues, as well as longer timelines for scoring. 1990 

Full-featured scoring platforms offer a range of tools to manage human scoring and typically include a 1991 

means for ongoing hum scoring calibration through the delivery of seeded exemplar exams.  1992 

For online scoring, technological equipment is essential. There may be minimum requirements for 1993 

computer equipment used in remote marking, such as monitor size or resolution, speed of home 1994 

internet connection, and capacity to complete software installation and system sufficiency checks. 1995 

These should be made clear as a condition of hire for scorers. On the other side of the system, electronic 1996 

file storage could become burdensome if the files submitted are large, there are numerous responses 1997 

per candidate, and/or the assessment is given to a large number of candidates. File storage of CRs often 1998 

has significant security constraints, and these vary substantially by location (see Chapter 6 for more 1999 

details on data management). 2000 

 2001 
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Scoring in the Event of Technology Disruption and Incomplete Assessments 2002 

 2003 

TBAs present new opportunities for test providers and users, but they also present some challenges. 2004 

One of the most important challenges is overcoming technological disruptions such as server failure and 2005 

other testing interruptions such as delayed log-in and involuntary logout, which often lead to 2006 

incomplete testing sessions.  2007 

Incomplete testing sessions, especially those missing due to technological disruptions, lead to the 2008 

problem of missing or incomplete data and pose a problem in the reporting of fair and valid scores. The 2009 

testing agency has the option of not reporting a score to affected test takers, especially for those for 2010 

whom the extent of incomplete data is severe. The extent and severity of incomplete data can be 2011 

determined by one or more of several statistical or psychometric measures. These include the reliability 2012 

of the score on the “complete” part of the test and the bias and standard error of the score that can 2013 

potentially be assigned to the test taker based on the “complete” part of the test. Depending upon the 2014 

purpose of the assessment and the extent of incomplete data, an imputation approach may be used in 2015 

some cases to estimate scores on the missing parts of the test (in some ways similar to CAT). However, 2016 

caution should be exercised in using this approach appropriately and ensuring the resulting imputed 2017 

score is not biased or erroneous and is fair and valid. Imputation may be controversial and ill-advised in 2018 

high-stakes decision-making where legal defensibility is a concern. 2019 

These guidelines do not address the common issue of omitted or not-reached items not caused by 2020 

technological disruptions. These cases have been examined by researchers (De Ayala, Plake, & Impara, 2021 

2001; Finch, 2008) and are outside the scope of these guidelines. Consequently, “incomplete” 2022 

henceforth will refer to “incomplete due to technological disruptions.”  2023 

Using Item Response Time in Scoring 2024 

 2025 

Response times can also be part of the scoring rule of the test (Maris & van der Maas, 2012; van Rijn & 2026 

Ali, 2018). For example, Klinkenberg, Straatemeier, and van der Maas (2011) considered a score rule in 2027 

which the points awarded to a correct response are higher for faster responses and lower for slower 2028 

responses. In addition, points are subtracted if the response is quick and incorrect. Due to the resulting 2029 

correlation between responses and response times, precision of the trait estimates can be improved 2030 

(e.g., van der Linden, Klein Entink, & Fox, 2010; Bolsinova, & Tijmstra, 2018), although the benefits might 2031 

be limited (Ranger, 2013). Once the test design is determined and the response times have been 2032 

collected, a suitable statistical measurement model may be determined for the analysis and scoring. If 2033 

the responses play a (key) role in the analysis (which is the case if the times are collected within the 2034 

collateral information design, for example, but not if the response times are collected as the sole 2035 

measure of the trait), the responses and response times should ideally be considered in a simultaneous 2036 

modeling approach (e.g., van der Linden, 2007; Molenaar Tuerlinckx, van der Maas, 2015). Within the 2037 

measurement model of choice, response times (and the responses if applicable) can be analyzed and 2038 

scored.  2039 
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Guidelines for Scoring Technology-based Assessments 2040 

 2041 

Guidelines for Automated Scoring of Selected Response Items 2042 

 2043 

4.1 During item development, item writers should consider the scoring method to be used for the 2044 

testing program. 2045 

Comments: For example, most dichotomously scored item options are written to have clearly 2046 

correct and incorrect answers. If partial credit scoring methods are used, item options are 2047 

constructed with clearly defined and varying score levels. 2048 

 2049 

4.2 Item rubrics should be clearly defined for each item, including scores for all response options in 2050 

selected-response items. If scores are aggregated across parts of a response to produce an item 2051 

score, this should also be clearly defined in the rubric. 2052 

Comments: For polytomously scored items, it is advisable to record scores for all possible response 2053 

patterns for each item where possible. Hotspot and Limited Figural Drawing items require that 2054 

points or areas in the graphic stimuli representing the correct, partially correct, and incorrect 2055 

responses be clearly defined in a format machine readable by the scoring engine. For the 2056 

Highlighting item type, all highlightable (clickable) words and phrases are tokenized in machine-2057 

readable format, and score values of each token are clearly defined. For arithmetic and calculation 2058 

items, the correct answer(s) may include a range of acceptable responses that account for 2059 

allowable rounding errors, where applicable. The display unit of measurement and the number of 2060 

decimal places allowed for item responses in the item stem are important considerations. 2061 

Additional considerations for equity and fairness are outlined in scoring Chapter 10. 2062 

4.3 Testing programs using automated scoring for selected-response items should establish policies 2063 

that are published and shared with test takers and other stakeholders.  2064 

Comments: It is recommended policies cover areas such as revision of scoring rubrics or item 2065 

retirement if an error is discovered or the item content has changed; rescoring individual items and 2066 

the assessment as a whole if an error is discovered; and the test takers’ right to review items or 2067 

challenge scores if review and challenge are allowed by the testing program. 2068 

4.4 Quality control (QC) procedures and rules should be conducted and documented before using 2069 

automated scoring. QC responsibility should be shared among appropriate staff responsible for 2070 

the assessment. 2071 

Comments: By having a team of professionals review the scoring rules before using the items in the 2072 

field, any last-minute cases can be identified and corrected before operational use of the items. 2073 

These include automated scoring engine trainers, item writers, test developers, and 2074 

psychometricians. The following steps are recommended QC procedures:  2075 
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– If the automated scoring engine is introduced, compare its performance with the testing 2076 

program’s existing scoring method (e.g., a different machine scoring engine or scoring by 2077 

human raters). Review interrater reliability between new and existing scoring methods. 2078 

– Subject matter experts review item scoring rubrics for content accuracy and adherence to 2079 

the testing program’s item referencing guidelines. 2080 

– Automated scoring engine trainers and psychometricians review whether the scoring rubrics 2081 

are correctly applied in the machine scoring algorithms. 2082 

– Review score reports and other scoring outputs for accuracy. 2083 

– Review item data and metadata files to ensure all scoring data are correctly associated with 2084 

the items. 2085 

– Conduct the same quality control procedures if the scoring engine undergoes any updates or 2086 

enhancements. 2087 

– See Chapter 10 for fairness considerations in automated scoring. 2088 

 2089 

4.5 After items and the scoring engine become operational, appropriate staff should review a 2090 

representative sample of test takers’ responses and the scores assigned.  2091 

Comments: There should be one-to-one correspondence between a response and the score it 2092 

receives for all groups of test takers; each selected response should receive one, and only one, score 2093 

from the system. 2094 

 2095 

4.6 During the operational administration, testing programs should establish a regular cadence to 2096 

check live testing data for scoring accuracy. The cadence may vary depending on testing program 2097 

policies, methods of test administrations, examinee volume, number of test forms, and other 2098 

factors. The process and cadence for operational scoring data verification should be 2099 

documented.  2100 

Comments: Possible item quality indicators to calculate include score point distributions from the 2101 

automated scoring engine, which should be comparable to distributions observed in past 2102 

administrations or field testing; item difficulty and discrimination statistics; agreement between 2103 

scores assigned by the automated scoring engine and those by human raters; and kappa or 2104 

quadratic weighted kappa between the automated scoring engine and human raters. It is 2105 

important to calculate these quality indicators for subgroups of test takers such as racial/ethnic 2106 

groups, individuals with disabilities, and second language learners when feasible. 2107 

 2108 

4.7 If an incorrect score is assigned, the issue should be escalated to appropriate staff for resolution, 2109 

and the scoring engine rules should be updated as soon as possible to prevent further incorrect 2110 

scoring.  2111 

Comments: Scoring rule updates may not be possible until assessment stakeholders have given 2112 

permission to make the change. 2113 

 2114 
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4.8 Quality control steps should be regularly repeated to verify the accuracy of the scoring rubrics 2115 

and machine scoring algorithms.  2116 

Comments: Post-operational quality controls help ensure the content of the items continues to 2117 

reflect current and accurate knowledge and confirm the scoring algorithms did not inadvertently 2118 

change after they were programmed.  2119 

 2120 

Guidelines for Automated Scoring of Constructed Response Items 2121 

4.9 The rationale for using automated scoring should be clearly articulated and appropriate for the 2122 

program in which it is used. Documentation of the design and use of the automated scoring 2123 

system should be developed so stakeholders can make reasonable decisions about the scope of 2124 

its possible application and use.  2125 

Comments: Rationales may include cost savings, faster scoring, rater staffing, accuracy, and 2126 

reliability. Appropriateness evaluations may include how the engine design, performance, and 2127 

methods for combining human and engine scoring support program goals and stakes. 2128 

Documentation should be written so that the relevant program stakeholder groups (e.g., technical 2129 

vs. non-technical audiences) can understand it.   2130 

 2131 

4.10 The automated scoring system design should align with the constructs assessed via the items, 2132 

rubrics, and other scoring materials. This alignment should be documented, including the flow of 2133 

responses through the 3-stage process (normalization, feature extraction, statistical modeling), 2134 

detection of unusual responses, and design limitations.  2135 

Comments: Documentation normally includes how the process aligns with the rubric criteria. It is 2136 

recommended that unusual responses (e.g., non-attempts, creative responses, gaming responses, 2137 

plagiarism, disturbing responses, and responses by speech impaired and ESL test takers) be 2138 

described, including how the detection of these types of responses fits into the overall architecture. 2139 

Documentation may include design limitations (e.g., automated scoring systems do not understand 2140 

language and so may behave in unexpected ways to bad-faith or unusual responses).  2141 

 2142 

4.11 The automated scoring system should be trained on a representative sample of responses 2143 

human scored with the highest level of quality the program supports. The rating process should 2144 

be monitored and aligned with the program’s operational practices, with clear measurement and 2145 

construct validity criteria used to evaluate the quality of the scoring. 2146 

 2147 

Comments: The sample selection should consider the operational context, size relative to training 2148 

and validation needs, and appropriate representation of program-identified key subgroups to 2149 

ensure diversity and avoid potential bias. The methods and materials used to hire, train, qualify, 2150 

monitor, and retrain raters reflect the best practices used in the program and adhere to agreed-2151 

upon clear performance criteria. A minimum of two raters is recommended for each response in the 2152 

training sample to support the evaluation of automated scoring performance relative to human 2153 
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scoring performance. Consider compliance with Privacy laws when using test-taker data for training 2154 

data sets. 2155 

 2156 

4.12 The validity, reliability, and fairness of automated scoring should be evaluated using sound 2157 

methodological and statistical approaches and clear evaluation criteria. The methods and 2158 

procedures should be documented and provide recommendations about appropriate use of the 2159 

automated scoring system. 2160 

Comments: Following are recommendations for ensuring valid, reliable, and fair automated scoring 2161 

of CR items: 2162 

 2163 

– Establish procedures to train and validate the automated scoring system. Consider the 2164 

inclusion or exclusion of aberrant responses, the methods for creating training and validation 2165 

samples, the choice of score used as the dependent variable, the rationale and use of various 2166 

trained models, and the rationale underlying final model selection.  2167 

– Evaluate the performance of the automated scoring system on a validation sample that 2168 

represents the test-taking population and is independent of the training set used to build the 2169 

scoring model. Using the validation set, examine the level of agreement with the human 2170 

raters and compare this agreement to the level of agreement between a minimum of two 2171 

human raters.  2172 

– If an item is assigned multiple scores, examine all score relationships and patterns within the 2173 

item relative to human performance.  2174 

– Examine relationships between scoring engine features and non-construct relevant features, 2175 

such as response length, especially when such features may be commonly acknowledged as 2176 

having a strong relationship to the item score. 2177 

– Evaluate the measurement accuracy of unusual response identification methods. 2178 

– Examine the performance of the automated scoring system relative to human scoring for 2179 

program-identified groups, with considerations for instabilities around small sample sizes 2180 

and ability differences. 2181 

 2182 

4.13 The approach for using automated scoring or human scoring methods during test 2183 

administrations should be based upon the scoring performance of each method and aligned to 2184 

the goals and stakes of the program. Describe the rationale for the approach and the methods 2185 

for combining automated scoring or human scoring. 2186 

Comments: Approaches can include fully automated scoring with no human review, fully 2187 

automated scoring with some human review, partially automated scoring with some responses 2188 

routed for human scoring, combined automated and human scoring whereby each response 2189 

receives a score from both sources, and fully human scoring. Approaches may be configurable at 2190 

the item level to account for the fact that an automated scoring system may perform well for some 2191 

items and perform poorly for others. Item-level configurations might include whether to use 2192 

automated scoring or thresholds for when responses can be auto scored or human scored. Suppose 2193 

a change in approach occurs (e.g., fully human scoring to fully automated scoring) within an 2194 
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already-defined program. In that case, it is important to compare the new approach to the original 2195 

scoring approach to investigate, identify, mitigate, and document any potential impacts on test 2196 

scores, item parameter estimates, and achievement levels. 2197 

 2198 

4.14 A well-defined process for reviewing automated scoring performance during and after test 2199 

administrations should be developed, documented, and implemented. There should be a process 2200 

in place for handling errors or disruptions. 2201 

Comments: The engine monitoring process often includes evaluations of agreement with human 2202 

scores and the proportion of responses routed for human scoring. The capability to answer 2203 

questions from stakeholders about scoring is an important consideration. It is recommended the 2204 

automated scoring system be able to provide data that show how the system arrived at a score for 2205 

a given response. A written mitigation plan is recommended for automated scoring errors due to 2206 

unexpected infrastructure or scoring issues.   2207 

 2208 

4.15 Algorithmic predictions, recommendations, outcomes, and prescriptive actions should be 2209 

derived via transparent, ethical, and bias-free methods that can be explained and evaluated by 2210 

internal and external experts or expert systems. 2211 

Comments: “Right to understand” and “right to forget” are important considerations for 2212 

technology-based assessing organizations. Approaches such as Interpret ML and other 2213 

transparency systems allow for inspection and explanation of outcomes from otherwise opaque 2214 

prediction models. Using anonymized data may help address “right to forget” considerations. While 2215 

expert systems and related implementations can be reconstructed based on nodal data removal, 2216 

neural network or other associated weight-based models can be quite difficult to retrain absent a 2217 

data set that has been “forgotten.” Right to forget can be very difficult in learning model or 2218 

graph/node model systems, given the interconnections between data elements.   2219 

Guidelines for Technology-assisted Human Scoring 2220 

 2221 

4.16 Design of human scoring processes should consider key design factors, such as rater 2222 

qualifications, scheduling, and work structures; assuring anonymity of the test taker; rater 2223 

accuracy and consistency checks; quality control; and scoring of multiple item submissions.  2224 

 2225 

4.17 Rater training should be thorough, including using the scoring system, avoiding potential biasing 2226 

factors, and evaluating training effectiveness through assessment of rater accuracy. 2227 

Comments: Human raters may have particular tendencies such as overuse of central or extreme 2228 

score categories or highly variable scoring. These are generally reduced through effective rater 2229 

training. CR scores, especially essays, may be influenced by numerous factors: response mode 2230 

(keyed versus hand-written), writing style, length, use of complex vocabulary, grammar and 2231 

typographical errors (when not part of the construct being measured), and candidate choice of 2232 

topic (if allowed). Scores for image, audio, or video responses may be affected by recording quality, 2233 

lighting and sound levels, and candidate appearance, among other factors. Additional potential 2234 
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biasing factors include rater knowledge of the test taker and knowledge of previous scores 2235 

assigned, as well as the rate of scoring resulting in a disproportionate number of responses scored, 2236 

and fatigue that my result from scoring for an extended period of time.  2237 

 2238 

4.18 Technology platforms used for response display and score capture should be user-friendly and 2239 

include the scoring assignment and management tools needed to facilitate high-quality rating 2240 

results. 2241 

 2242 

4.19 Technology requirements for participation in scoring should be clearly defined and made 2243 

available to potential raters as part of recruitment. 2244 

 2245 

Comments: There may be minimum requirements for computer equipment used in remote marking, 2246 

such as monitor size or resolution, speed of home internet connection, and capacity to complete 2247 

software installation and system sufficiency checks. It is helpful to make these requirements clear 2248 

as a condition of hire for scorers. On the other side of the system, electronic file storage may 2249 

become burdensome if the files submitted are large, there are numerous responses per candidate, 2250 

and/or the assessment is given to a large number of candidates. File storage of CRs often has 2251 

significant security constraints, and these vary substantially by location. 2252 

 2253 

Guidelines for Scoring in the Event of Technology Disruption and Incomplete 2254 

Testing Sessions 2255 

 2256 

4.20 Appropriate equipment, processes, and procedures should be in place to prevent technological 2257 

problems (disruptions) and to minimize the extent of the adverse impact of such disruptions for 2258 

technology-based assessments.  2259 

 2260 

Comments: Martineau and Dadey (2016) provide an excellent list of recommendations on how to 2261 

adhere to this guideline. One example of appropriate equipment is independently operating 2262 

databases on independent servers that exist for the sole purpose of documenting issues with test 2263 

administration. It is important to include policy/procedure for test takers to contest scores or 2264 

pass/fail decisions. 2265 

 2266 

4.21 Data collection systems used for tests should be able to document all technological disruptions, 2267 

including information about testing interruptions for each test taker.  2268 

 2269 

Comments: The extent of loss of data will often depend on the extent of documentation. 2270 

 2271 

4.22 If technological disruptions occur, all attempts should be made to recover data to minimize the 2272 

extent of loss of data.  2273 
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Comments: For example, it is recommended that data from all servers be combined in case the 2274 

main server does not include all item-response data. 2275 

 2276 

4.23 If technological disruptions result in incomplete data for some test takers, the testing agency 2277 

may, in certain cases, use an approach for imputation/projection/estimation of the missing 2278 

scores. However, such approaches should be validated by empirical research.  2279 

 2280 

Comments: If scores are reported to test takers with incomplete testing sessions, the assessing 2281 

organization should ensure the procedure to impute and report the scores is rigorous and produces 2282 

scores that are reliable, valid, and fair--and is appropriate for the purpose and stakes of the 2283 

assessment. In some cases, imputing scores may be defensible based on the results of a thorough 2284 

comparison. Imputed scores should demonstrate validity (i.e., same scores are produced for 2285 

examinees who had complete data when their data are deleted and imputed for comparison) and 2286 

reliability (the reliability and an associated standard error of measurement can be computed using 2287 

the “complete” part of the test). The validity of the imputed scores can be established by confirming 2288 

that the content coverage of the “complete” part is like that of the total test and by showing that 2289 

the correlation between the imputed score and an external criterion is very close to what the 2290 

correlation between the total score and the external criterion would have been without any missing 2291 

scores. The fairness of the imputed scores can be established by, for example, showing the 2292 

procedure used to impute the missing score does not introduce any bias in the reported score and 2293 

that relevant demographic groups are not disadvantaged by the imputation procedure.  2294 

 2295 

4.24 If technological disruptions result in incomplete data for some test takers, the testing agency 2296 

may choose not to report any scores for those test takers. Before taking the decision of reporting 2297 

no scores, the testing agency should evaluate whether the decision would have any negative 2298 

consequences on test takers or other users of the test scores and try to mitigate any possible 2299 

negative consequences.    2300 

 2301 

Comments: When a technological disruption results in incomplete data, it is common for testing 2302 

agencies to allow a free retest when it is convenient for test takers to retest. 2303 

Guidelines for Using Item Response Time in Scoring 2304 

 2305 

4.25 If response times are used in scoring the test, this should be disclosed to test takers and others 2306 

who interpret test results.  2307 

 2308 

Comments: It is important to consider communicating factors that affect scoring (e.g., accuracy, 2309 

testing time, wrong answers) to avoid differences between groups in the degree to which they 2310 

understand the scoring factors and ensure that an emphasis on response times does not cause 2311 

undue stress to certain subgroups (e.g., subjects diagnosed with dyslexia, non-native speakers, 2312 
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older age groups, etc.). It is also important to ensure test takers are not penalized due to latencies 2313 

in data transfer due to platform or internet delays. 2314 

 2315 

4.26 Recording of response times should be as accurate as possible, avoiding the effects of technology 2316 

requirements to respond to an item, testing in an environment free of distraction, and 2317 

measuring time with a high degree of precision. 2318 

 2319 

Comments: It is important to avoid individual differences in response times due to construct-2320 

irrelevant differences in computer technology and distracting factors in the testing environment 2321 

that may distort the response process. In the measurement of response time, precision is important 2322 

(e.g., milliseconds are preferred over seconds).  2323 

 2324 

4.27 Construct-irrelevant factors that may affect response time, such as motor disabilities, testing in 2325 

non-dominant language, and other personal characteristics, should not negatively impact test 2326 

takers’ scores. 2327 

 2328 

Comments: The logic of using item response time in scoring is to measure processing speed when it 2329 

is construct-relevant. Construct-irrelevant factors may also influence the time it takes time to 2330 

respond to items, and test takers should not be penalized for these factors. 2331 

 2332 

4.28 Acceptable fit of the response time model should be established before using the model in 2333 

scoring, including the appropriateness of the fit of the model across groups. Detection and 2334 

removal of outliers should also be considered in evaluating model fit.  2335 

4.29    2336 

Comments: Model fit is an important consideration before using a response time model, including 2337 

appropriateness across groups. Differential item functioning can be used to determine if the 2338 

response time model is appropriate across groups of test takers potentially affected differently by 2339 

the response time instruction (e.g., respondents diagnosed with dyslexia, non-native speakers, older 2340 

age groups). Response-time outliers may be removed if clearly due to technical failures.     2341 
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5. DIGITALLY BASED RESULTS REPORTING 2342 

 2343 

Background 2344 

 2345 

Testing agencies have a responsibility to report accurate scores to individuals and organizations. Digital 2346 

reporting of test results is increasing and is “state-of-the-art” in TBA. This electronic communication of 2347 

test results dramatically shifted the narrative of traditional paper-based “score reporting.” Results 2348 

reporting commonly takes the format of a query uniquely devised by a user of the data, particularly in 2349 

the context of group-level reporting. In this dynamic (interactive) reporting approach, users engage with 2350 

varyingly sophisticated online data analysis tools and large data repositories to create their own queries 2351 

and answer their own data questions (Zenisky & Hambleton, 2013).  2352 

 2353 

Neither static nor interactive reporting should be viewed as secondary or inferior to the other approach.  2354 

Rather, both should be viewed as complementary strategies that are appropriate for different audiences 2355 

and different uses of assessment results (uses that are themselves psychometrically valid and 2356 

appropriate). 2357 

 2358 

These guidelines for digitally based reporting are informed by the Hambleton and Zenisky (2015) model 2359 

of score report development, where the basic principles of purposeful development in reporting apply. 2360 

However, the guidelines are specific to TBAs where results are reported digitally.  2361 

 2362 

Maintaining Confidentiality of Score Reporting 2363 

Individual test scores are confidential, personal data and need to be treated securely. Aggregate scores 2364 

(e.g., averages across assessment participants) are typically not personal data but may still be 2365 

confidential to the test sponsor and, if not properly aggregated, can inadvertently reveal personal 2366 

information (PI). Consistent with the AERA et al. (2014) Standards and data privacy laws, organizations 2367 

must maintain data security protocols to protect confidentiality. The guidelines in this section aim to 2368 

establish good practices in maintaining the confidentiality of score reporting for TBAs. Please also refer 2369 

to sections 3.8 on Security and 3.9 on Privacy.  2370 

 2371 

Guidelines for Digitally Based Results Reporting 2372 

 2373 

Guidelines for Results Reporting 2374 

  2375 

5.1 Data quality procedures should be established to ensure results transmitted to test takers or 2376 

other stakeholders at the conclusion of a TBA are accurate. 2377 
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5.2 Policies and procedures should clearly define the different types of reported scores such as raw 2378 

scores, scaled scores, performance classifications (e.g., pass/fail), and other individual scores 2379 

derived directly from the TBA. 2380 

 2381 

5.3 Digital reports, when printed or exported, should be date stamped, identify any filters used, and 2382 

indicate sample sizes, where applicable.   2383 

 2384 

Comments: These details help users understand when the report was created and may assist with 2385 

auditing discrepancies between different versions of a similar report.  2386 

 2387 

5.4 The business rules governing when to include or exclude data from digital or static reports 2388 

should be documented and available for review.   2389 

 2390 

Comments: If tests completed in too short a time are not included in the reporting database being 2391 

queried, that decision rule should be documented so users are aware of the rules used to include or 2392 

exclude data. 2393 

 2394 

5.5. Consideration should be given to the test purpose, audience for results, and test use, to integrate 2395 

existing reporting guidelines and research in the development of reporting materials. 2396 

 2397 

Comments: Different report formats (summary, highlights, full-length reports) and data displays 2398 

(text, graph, and tables) should be considered to ensure materials are understood and the 2399 

conclusions being drawn are appropriate. Using focus groups to create better reports is 2400 

recommended. 2401 

 2402 

5.6 Static report documents should be piloted with stakeholders using a variety of data collection 2403 

techniques for accessibility, usability, and understanding prior to operational deployment and 2404 

should be revised based on the feedback obtained.  2405 

 2406 

5.7 User needs and interests should inform the development of interactive or dynamic results 2407 
reporting tools, including incorporation of universal design principles to ensure the broad 2408 
accessibility of reporting tools and information.  2409 

 2410 

Comments: See Chapter 1 for further information on universal design. 2411 

 2412 

5.8 Online interactive tools for reporting should be commensurate with the needs and interests of 2413 

the intended users in terms of both functionality and the user interface.  2414 

 2415 

Comments: When integrating tools with statistical analysis functionalities, the tools should be 2416 

developed to address specific reporting contexts/needs and supporting documentation and 2417 

resources should likewise provide guidance about the use and interpretation of such tools in clear 2418 

language. Organizations should reflect on the format of the output of digital reporting tools 2419 
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broadly, such as considering different frames for formatting the tools (as questions, as drop-down 2420 

menu selections, etc.), and should incorporate multiple formats for results presentation (tables and 2421 

graphs). All design choices should reflect best principles for accessibility for online interactive tools 2422 

and should provide the same information in accessible formats (e.g., braille, other languages). 2423 

 2424 

5.9 The user interface for any interactive results reporting tools should undergo substantial user 2425 

testing to ensure proper functionality among all specified or known groups of intended users.  2426 

 2427 

Comments: Resources for understanding the user interface and any results generated through 2428 

online tool-based queries should be provided and readily accessible to users. 2429 

 2430 

5.10 Procedures should be established to ensure informational and interpretive materials to support 2431 

results reporting are available to anyone who accesses or generates digitally based results 2432 

reports.  2433 

 2434 

Comments: Such material should be written in a manner clearly understandable to consumers of 2435 

the test results. User input regarding resources for support interpretation and use should be 2436 

gathered. Interpretive resources should be made available in the appropriate digital format 2437 

(including accessible formats) when they are ready, and the resources should be maintained and 2438 

kept current to the greatest extent possible.  2439 

 2440 

Guidelines for Quality Control in Score Reporting 2441 

 2442 

5.11 Structured Quality Control (QC) procedures should be prepared in advance and documented to 2443 

ensure the accuracy of reported scores. 2444 

 2445 

Comments: A checklist of all the QC procedures should be prepared. For each procedure, a detailed 2446 

explanation of the activities and rules (when to alert and what to do) should be defined. 2447 

 2448 

5.12 An automatic system should be constructed to increase scoring efficiency and accuracy, and this 2449 

system should be reviewed by experts trained to identify irregular data.  2450 

 2451 

Comments: Examples of irregular data include Divergent (Lower/Higher) scores in specific test 2452 

forms, divergent scores in specific test locations, divergent gaps between sub scores in the 2453 

individual or group level, and divergent gains (from previous exams) for specific examinees. 2454 

 2455 

5.13 If early reporting is required while some QC processes are still pending, it should be made clear 2456 

the preliminary scores are tentative. 2457 

 2458 

Comments: If irregularities are identified, an in-depth and careful examination of the scores should 2459 

be carried out. 2460 
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 2461 

5.14 If scores are capable of being changed, measures should be taken to prevent tampering or 2462 

unauthorized adjustments of scores, including an audit trail or logging system that records 2463 

original scores and any changes. The audit trail should be protected from all changes and only 2464 

available to authorized users. 2465 

 2466 

Comments: See also Chapter 6. 2467 

 2468 

Guidelines for Maintaining Confidentiality of Score Reporting  2469 

 2470 

5.15 Policies and procedures should be developed relating to the confidentiality of scores. 2471 

 2472 

Comments: These policies and procedures should define who can have digital access to scores 2473 

within and outside the assessing organization. Access should be restricted on a need-to-know basis, 2474 

so only a small number of people have access to scores. These policies should also define which 2475 

score information is shared with specific stakeholders. 2476 

 2477 

5.16 Anyone who has digital access to non-public scores and any information that can identify test 2478 

takers should be bound by a confidentiality agreement. 2479 

 2480 

5.17 Where digital reporting efforts make use of secure, login-based portals, testing agencies should 2481 

have procedures in place to ensure data available to specific login credentials are appropriate for 2482 

the role/level of the user.  2483 

Comments: See also Data Privacy guidelines (Chapter 9) and Quality Control guidelines (Chapter 6). 2484 

 2485 

5.18 When group-level interactive reporting tools are available, data privacy mechanisms such as 2486 

minimum display thresholds or statistical sampling approaches should be implemented 2487 

according to explicit access levels assigned to specific data user roles.   2488 

Comments: These privacy mechanisms will help prevent individual examinee results from being 2489 

identified through progressive narrowing of the sample with drop-down menu selection or other 2490 

data selection techniques for users who are not authorized to have such access. See also Data 2491 

Privacy guidelines (Chapter 9) and Data Management guidelines (Chapter 6). 2492 

 2493 

5.19 Scores should be communicated to assessment participants in a way that ensures only the 2494 

intended assessment participants receive them and the transmission is secure. 2495 

 2496 

Comments: If scores can be accessed in a digital platform, the platform should have secure 2497 

authentication to identify the user, either single sign-on (SSO) from another system or a strong 2498 

password using industry-standard mechanisms. Where possible, assessment organizations are 2499 

encouraged to consider the use of multifactor authentication. If the assessment participant is sent 2500 
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scores by email, encryption of such scores, either by using TLS in email transmission or by sending 2501 

them in an encrypted file with the password communicated in a way other than by email, should be 2502 

used. When included in a certificate or other formal communication of results, measures should be 2503 

put in place (e.g., cryptographic verification) to prevent tampering with certificates. Organizations 2504 

that use scores for specific purposes (e.g., admissions, selection, etc.) should receive the scores 2505 

directly from the assessing organization and not from test takers.   2506 

 2507 

5.20 Systems that hold test scores should have information security principles in place that align with 2508 

ISO 27001:2013. Where possible, certification against ISO 27001:2013 is desirable. 2509 

 2510 

5.21 When databases or data files of anonymized data are made available to users for import into 2511 

external statistical software for analysis, details about the data, including what variables are 2512 

included and excluded, should be provided. 2513 

 2514 

Comments: When data files for external analysis are made available for public use, all data 2515 

protection strategies relating to anonymizing data and ensuring privacy should be implemented. 2516 

See also Data Privacy guidelines (Chapter 9) and Quality Control guidelines (Chapter 6). 2517 
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6. DATA MANAGEMENT 2518 

 2519 

Background   2520 

 2521 

Technology-based assessments (TBAs) generate important data that must be managed and maintained 2522 

securely and accurately to assure the integrity of scoring, reporting, and other dependent processes. 2523 

This chapter discusses issues and outlines guidelines for assessment data storage, maintenance, 2524 

security, and the integration of assessment data with other systems. Other chapters in these Guidelines 2525 

on security and privacy are especially pertinent to this chapter. The guidelines in this section reference 2526 

various technology standards that are likely to evolve with rapidly changing technologies and, thus, 2527 

should be checked for the latest versions. 2528 

 2529 

Data Governance  2530 

 2531 

Data are a critical asset for organizations that develop and deliver TBAs and are fundamental to the 2532 

value of assessment. Throughout the assessment lifecycle, data play a critical role in the content, 2533 

delivery, scoring, and reporting of assessments. Important considerations for data storage include (1) 2534 

data governance policies and practices that hold particular relevance for TBAs, (2) data architecture that 2535 

hold particular relevance for TBA, in particular in relation to item banking, and (3) ongoing pursuit of 2536 

mature data strategies within a context of rapidly changing and improving technologies for data storage, 2537 

management, and analytics.  2538 

 2539 

Data Maintenance, Integrity, and Security 2540 

 2541 

It is important that technology-based assessment is conducted in a way that data captured during the 2542 

assessment process are recorded accurately and securely. If data are not captured accurately or are lost, 2543 

breached, corrupted, or tampered with, the credibility, validity, and integrity of the assessment can be 2544 

compromised. It is also important to ensure assessment responses are retained in the event of a 2545 

technology failure for continuity, record-keeping, and auditability.   2546 

Technology threats to the integrity of data are many (e.g., bugs or errors in the technology, mistakes 2547 

when new software releases are made, connection failures). Overloads due to high usage (e.g., a large 2548 

number of assessment participants starting or submitting the test at the same time) can also occur. 2549 

Process failures, poor system architecture, human error, and attempts by bad actors to disrupt or share 2550 

the data are also possible. Thus, it is important to manage and mitigate these threats and the risks they 2551 

pose. Cloud-based technologies, platforms, and services are often used to address data integrity, 2552 

scalability, availability, and reliability challenges. 2553 
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 2554 

Integrating Assessment Data with Other Systems 2555 

 2556 

Assessment often occurs within an ecosystem of learning, achievement, and analytics. Results of TBA 2557 

are often used in combination with data from other systems within the ecosystem for a variety of 2558 

purposes. Some of these purposes include recommending or prescribing curriculum and 2559 

learning/instructional content in adaptive instructional systems, grouping learners for instructional 2560 

interventions, aggregating results across individuals for accountability or program evaluation, 2561 

integrating data across products to inform an overall student profile for targeted intervention, and 2562 

awarding digital badges, licenses, and certificates. These applications require a robust data 2563 

infrastructure in which assessment data can be integrated with data from other systems to enable 2564 

accurate inferences from learner interactions and to inform future learner interactions through the real-2565 

time, personalized delivery of instructional, practice, or assessment content. 2566 

The interpretation of an assessment result should be consistent with the specific purpose and use for 2567 

which an assessment (or learning game or personalized lesson) was designed. Assessment 2568 

interpretations are at risk of being distorted in systems without proper guidance on how the assessment 2569 

data and results may be used and under what conditions. In addition, to achieve the purposes described 2570 

above, algorithms are applied across data from different systems for predictive analytics. When 2571 

algorithms use assessment data automatically, it is critical to maintain validity by ensuring assessment 2572 

data carry with them information that allows receiving systems to use and interpret the assessment 2573 

data in a manner consistent with the design and validity evidence. Further information on integrating 2574 

assessment with learning may be found in Chapter 1. 2575 

Management and governance of data to enable such use cases is challenging as it may bridge multiple 2576 

entities, requiring explicit technical protocols for communications and data sharing among disparate 2577 

systems. Interoperability standards help to formalize and standardize these handshakes, reducing the 2578 

technical work required to integrate multiple systems. The IEEE Learning Technology Standards 2579 

Committee, IMS Global Consortium, the Common Education Data Standards, and the Ed-Fi Alliance are 2580 

among the organizations that invite members to collaborate on standards and reference architectures. 2581 

More information on interoperability may be found in Chapter 3. 2582 

As not all ecosystems will be operated under a single overarching data strategy and governance, it is 2583 

therefore incumbent on assessment organizations to design data exchanges for appropriate 2584 

interpretation by downstream and integrated systems.  2585 

 2586 

Guidelines for Data Management 2587 

 2588 

Guidelines for Data Storage 2589 

 2590 

6.1 Data architecture, modeling, and solution design should be conducted in collaboration with users 2591 

of the item bank or other assessment data.  2592 

 2593 
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Comments: These users include but are not limited to content developers, assessment designers, 2594 

psychometricians, research and data scientists, and technologists designing upstream and 2595 

downstream systems.  2596 

 2597 

6.2 Data models should be designed to address the management of different versions and stages of 2598 

assessment content and allow for extensible metadata describing attributes of item, media, and 2599 

shared assessment stimulus. 2600 

 2601 

Comments: Recommendations for data management and models include:  2602 

– Metadata may be populated either by content developers or by automated systems (e.g., AI 2603 

classification of items) and should include statistical, context, and psychometric 2604 

characteristics. 2605 

– Use controlled vocabularies (explicitly allowed terms) to facilitate indexing, categorizing, 2606 

tagging, sorting, and retrieving of data when possible. 2607 

– Be sure to capture data required to establish diversity and inclusion requirements of the 2608 

assessment (such as gender and ethnicity content tags). 2609 

– Be sure to capture data required to meet accessibility requirements of the assessment (e.g., 2610 

Alt text, text to speech pronunciation, braille files, American Sign Language video). 2611 

– Allow for representation of relationships among items, such as items’ relationships to each 2612 

other (e.g., item enemies), to shared stimulus, to parent task models, and to standards or 2613 

frameworks. 2614 

– Avoid data redundancy in design of relationships across shared assets. 2615 

– Cloud technologies can be leveraged to limit the movement of data and to scale computing 2616 

automatically as needed for analytics. 2617 

 2618 

6.3 Data solutions should be designed to meet non-functional requirements fit to intended use, such 2619 

as query and retrieval speed, searchability, data access and privacy, and business process use of 2620 

the data.   2621 

 2622 

Comments: Recommendations for data model solutions include:  2623 

– Ensure data streams are suitable for recording process data. 2624 

– Include “data lakes” suitable for storage of structured and unstructured data intended for 2625 

analytic use. 2626 

– Ensure distributed data storage is suitable for high-volume data. Care should be taken to 2627 

meet query speed requirements when partitioning data for distribution. 2628 

– Use data storage options and analysis tools that limit the movement of data for analytic 2629 

purposes when possible, for both efficiency and data privacy. 2630 

– Data architecture should also be able to capture all test session information, including 2631 

logging system status, keystrokes, data transfers, etc. The capability to replicate the exact 2632 

state of a candidate’s testing experience is important. 2633 

– Cloud technologies can be leveraged to ensure the integrity of (physically) distributed data 2634 

storage and minimize loading times across regions and availability zones.  2635 
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– When leveraging cloud providers, ensure that they comply with the current and local data 2636 

privacy legislation and rules on data localization. 2637 

 2638 

6.4 Data governance should allow for data assets to be easily discoverable and available, including 2639 

documentation of data elements and data dictionaries. Governance should include access 2640 

controls designed to assure data privacy and security. 2641 

 2642 

Comments: Recommendations for data governance include: 2643 

– Make available a catalog of data elements and descriptions (i.e., a data dictionary) to 2644 

content developers, psychometricians, research and data scientists, and technologists 2645 

designing upstream and downstream systems. 2646 

– Update data dictionaries, schemas, and access requirements to synchronize with the 2647 

software via automated updates to ensure interpretability. 2648 

– Subject to appropriate access control, make data available to analytic tools such as 2649 

statistical software, elastic compute resources, and data visualization dashboards. 2650 

– Consider data privacy and test security considerations in access control design. 2651 

 2652 

6.5 Data quality should be managed commensurate with the stakes of the assessment to ensure 2653 

accuracy, completeness, and consistency of technology-based assessments. 2654 

 2655 

Comments: Monitoring the following aspects of data quality is important as they may have a direct 2656 

impact on the validity, reliability, usability, accessibility, and auditability of assessment results.   2657 

– Accuracy: Checks that data conforms to the valid values established for the data field during 2658 

data modeling. While accuracy of data may be hard to assess (e.g., time stamps may not 2659 

accurately reflect the time if the computer system used is in the wrong time zone), attempts 2660 

should be made to identify discrepancies indicating inaccurate data.  2661 

– Uniqueness: Checks for data duplication that may impact statistical analyses and other 2662 

downstream processes. 2663 

– Completeness: Checks for missing data to establish the extent to which required data fields 2664 

are missing data. Downstream analytics should consider the impact of missing data.  2665 

– Consistency: Periodic checks that data stored in multiple places within the organization 2666 

agree.  2667 

– Lineage: Using systems to trace any data element to its source and representing any 2668 

transformations made to data as it travels through the system. 2669 

– Timeliness: Using systems to ensure data is available when it is required for downstream use 2670 

cases. This is especially important for scoring and reporting of assessment results that have 2671 

deadlines that impact examinees (e.g., college admissions testing). 2672 

 2673 

6.6 As technologies for data storage, management, and analytics rapidly change and improve, new 2674 

data-related tools and techniques should be evaluated to improve the quality, security, or 2675 

timeliness of assessment data and assessment-related insights. 2676 

 2677 
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Comments: Several data maturity frameworks are available for organizations to assess the 2678 

maturity of their data practices and policies among multiple dimensions [e.g., CMMI Data 2679 

Management Maturity (CMMI Institute, 2020) or ISO 8000 (ISO, 2020)]. While these do not 2680 

specifically address assessment data practices, they are useful to support digital transformation 2681 

efforts and TBAs. As data privacy laws evolve, technologists are advised to collaborate with legal 2682 

teams on an ongoing basis to ensure data storage solutions keep pace with privacy concerns. 2683 

 2684 

 2685 

Guidelines for Data Maintenance, Integrity, and Security 2686 

 2687 

6.7 Data Maintenance. Processes and procedures should be established to ensure proper 2688 

maintenance of all data processed, including data backup, retention, and removal. 2689 

 2690 

(a) Backup procedures should be established to ensure data are preserved at all times. 2691 

 2692 

Comments: Recommendations for backups are: 2693 

– Backup at regular intervals, at least daily, so these are available in the event of failures. 2694 

– Trigger alerts to operational staff in the event automated backups fail. 2695 

– Test the procedure to restore backups at regular intervals. 2696 

– Store backups in a different location (or cloud region) to where the data are stored, so a fire 2697 

or other local hazard does not also destroy the backup data. 2698 

– Where possible, encrypt backups to resist unauthorized access. 2699 

– Where available, take advantage of cloud backup systems that can reduce the effort 2700 

required for reliable backup and assure data integrity and availability. 2701 

 2702 

(b) A data retention policy should be established in consideration of jurisdiction requirements, 2703 

legislation, and policies. 2704 

 2705 

Comments: Data may need to be kept for a certain minimal period, such as a school year, for 2706 

defensibility purposes. Data may need to be removed after a certain period, for example, in case 2707 

personally identifiable data are included in the dataset. Data may need to be filtered after a 2708 

certain period, including, for example, removing personally identifiable information and 2709 

preserving other data for analytics. 2710 

 2711 

(c) Data removal processes should be established in consideration of and compliance with 2712 

applicable regulations. 2713 

 2714 

Comments: It may be important to remove data reported in a technical manner to make them 2715 

permanently irretrievable. Data may need to be removed from automated backups if persisted 2716 

before receiving the removal request. It is recommended to thoroughly test removal processes 2717 
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and ensure that operational staff receive alerts if the process fails. 2718 

 2719 

6.8 Data Integrity. Processes and procedures should be established to ensure the persistence, 2720 

accuracy, and reliability of assessment responses, scores, and other artifacts and evidence of the 2721 

assessment-taking process.  2722 

 2723 

Comments: Methods for ensuring integrity include, but are not limited to, safe storage, audit trails, 2724 

quality assurance (QA), anti-malware, capacity planning and testing, change control, and business 2725 

continuity. 2726 

 2727 

(a) Test-taker responses should be stored soon after being made (within seconds if possible) to 2728 

prevent data loss in the event of computer or connection failures. 2729 

 2730 

Comments: For example, if a test taker is taking a 50-question test, and there is a failure after 2731 

they have answered 10 questions, then the answers submitted should be recorded to allow 2732 

analysis and/or resumption of the assessment.  2733 

 2734 

(b) A comprehensive time-stamped audit trail or log should be made of all activity conducted by 2735 

the test taker and other actors in the testing process, including all changes to data stored due 2736 

to such activity.  2737 

 2738 

Comments: Examples of these data include test-taker responses, scores, proctoring/invigilation, 2739 

grading, and adjustment to responses and scores. It is important that the audit trail be stored 2740 

and protected from tampering and unauthorized access and that it records errors and faults. 2741 

Synchronizing clocks of all systems contributing to the audit trail is also important. 2742 

 2743 

(c) All software and related technology should undergo thorough QA before being used for 2744 

assessments, including data capture and scoring.  2745 

 2746 

Comments: Assessing organizations are advised to seek to use good industry practice on 2747 

planning and executing QA, including appropriate use of automated and manual testing. 2748 

 2749 

(d) Assessment systems should include appropriate anti-malware technology to protect against 2750 

malware impacting the integrity of assessment data.  2751 

 2752 

(e) Technology systems should be tested under load to identify a maximum permissible load, and 2753 

measures should be put in place to ensure that the maximum load is not exceeded.  2754 

 2755 

Comments: It is important to design software and technology systems such that if systems fail 2756 

due to overload, they do so gracefully without impacting the integrity of data. It is recommended 2757 

where distributed systems are used that regular stress tests be conducted to verify central 2758 
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capacity and request participating organizations to run local diagnostics to identify potential 2759 

local (bandwidth) capacity limitations. 2760 

 2761 

(f) Change control procedures should be put in place for software updates or new releases to 2762 

minimize the risk of integrity failures due to software updates and revert to stable versions of 2763 

software when needed. 2764 

 2765 

(g) A business continuity plan should be developed and regularly tested to ensure the continuity 2766 

of assessment data and services. 2767 

 2768 

6.9 Technical Security. Processes and procedures should be established to ensure technical security 2769 

throughout the complete process of managing and delivering the assessment, including 2770 

protection against threats to confidentiality, integrity, and availability. 2771 

 2772 

Comments: Recommendations for technical security include: 2773 

– Ensure security by design of product and software development processes. 2774 

– Use regular (automated) testing, e.g., based on Open Web Application Security Project 2775 

(OWASP) guidelines. 2776 

– Separate production and staging/QA/development environments where applicable, such 2777 

that developers do not have access to production data by default. 2778 

– Safeguard access to data on production environments (e.g., through use of a Bastion-server, 2779 

only allowing access through explicit consent and for a limited time). 2780 

– Apply patches regularly on underlying infrastructure, operating systems, frameworks, and 2781 

used components. 2782 

 2783 

(a) Encryption. When transferring data between geographically separate computer systems (e.g., 2784 

assessment device and server), use encrypted channels to prevent interception and 2785 

tampering. Encryption should be strong and designed to meet applicable standards. 2786 

 2787 

Comments: When transferring data between co-located computer systems (e.g., between two 2788 

servers or within the cloud), it is helpful to use encrypted channels. Current, applicable standards 2789 

may include Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS), ISO 18033-3:2010 2790 

https://www.iso.org/standard/54531.html. Note: These standards are likely to evolve with 2791 

changing technologies. 2792 

 2793 

(b) An information security incident plan should be established, including a clear process and an 2794 

identified incident response team, to act quickly when incidents occur. 2795 

 2796 

(c) Data security policies should be established and communicated to all relevant employees and 2797 

contractors.  2798 

 2799 

https://www.iso.org/standard/54531.html
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(d) When using non-cloud computer systems, restrict physical access to assessment materials and 2800 

hardware/servers. Perform disposal of materials and hardware in a secure manner. 2801 

 2802 

Comments: For example, use of keycards for physical access, physical destruction, zero-filling of 2803 

hard drives, or use of a specialized third-party company. When using a cloud system, physical 2804 

access and disposal are usually managed securely by the cloud provider. Verify cloud provider 2805 

security standards and compliance certifications such as ISO 27001, CSA STAR, and SOC 2 2806 

attestation (or comparable). 2807 

 2808 

(e) A third-party company should conduct penetration testing regularly to ensure the security 2809 

measures put in place are sufficient. 2810 

 2811 

(f) Policies and procedures should be established for granting and removing access to assessment 2812 

data. 2813 

 2814 

Comments: It is important that access to data be granted on a need-to-know basis for persons 2815 

who can be identified. 2816 

 2817 

(g) Third-party review and certification of security processes and procedures should be conducted 2818 

for assessment systems and data. 2819 

 2820 

Comments: For example, ISO27001 certification or SOC 2 attestation (or comparable). 2821 

 2822 

Guidelines for Integrating Assessment Data with Learning Systems  2823 

 2824 

6.10 Assessment systems should ensure generated data travels with, or may be linked to, contextual 2825 

metadata that allows a receiving system to understand how assessment data are properly 2826 

interpreted.  2827 

 2828 

Comments: Recommended types of metadata to be generated include:  2829 

– The purpose for which the assessment was designed. 2830 

– Alignment with relevant standards or competency frameworks. 2831 

– Assessment administration conditions relevant to the interpretation of assessment results. 2832 

– Hierarchical relationships present in data structures (e.g., students nested in classrooms 2833 

nested in schools) so that analyses can appropriately account for them. 2834 

 2835 

6.11 Receiving systems should evaluate assessment data fitness for purpose before integrating it into 2836 

analytics. 2837 

 2838 

Comments: It is recommended that assessment reporting systems indicate limitations in the data 2839 

received, such as missing data or misalignment of assessment data with reporting classifications. 2840 

 2841 
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6.12 Interoperability standards designed for the transmission of assessment data and supporting 2842 

contextual metadata should be implemented when feasible. 2843 

 2844 

Comments: See also Chapter 3. Interoperability. When interoperability standards are insufficient for 2845 

ensuring proper interpretation of the assessment data for subsequent analytics, extensions are 2846 

applied, and communications to standards bodies for consideration of expanding the standard 2847 

follow.   2848 

 2849 

6.13 Collection and management of user data should occur in accordance with relevant laws and 2850 

professional standards. 2851 

 2852 
Comments: See also Chapter 8. Security, and Chapter 9. Privacy. It is important to consider test-2853 

taker privacy rights and applicable privacy rules before copying personal data from one system to 2854 

another. Management of user data includes linked systems capable of removing examinee data at 2855 

the examinee’s request and capabilities to support requests for data access and interoperability.  2856 

 2857 
6.14 Assessment data should be tagged and organized in a way that allows for integration with data 2858 

in other systems to support data aggregation across systems for analysis and reporting in a 2859 

manner that does not violate data privacy requirements. 2860 

 2861 
Comments: Methods such as anonymization and pseudonymization are used to address privacy 2862 

regulations when possible. Examples of data aggregation include role (e.g., learner, educator) 2863 

and/or level (e.g., activity, session). 2864 

 2865 

6.15 Assessment data should be transformed and stored in a format easily consumed by analytics 2866 

platforms for data analysis and reporting.  2867 

 2868 

Comments: It is important that data lineage be represented and retained (Sweet, 2016).  2869 
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7. PSYCHOMETRIC AND TECHNICAL QUALITY 2870 

 2871 

Background 2872 

As assessment technologies advance and evolve, the principles of sound measurement remain as core 2873 

concerns. Ensuring measurement quality in the era of digital assessment is at the forefront of concerns, 2874 

with the aim of assuring assessment results are not adversely affected or distorted by using technology 2875 

in design, delivery, and scoring. Score comparability is a specific concern when multiple testing 2876 

modalities are used. Ultimately, attention turns to validation strategies and considerations for TBA. 2877 

Quality TBAs provide an appropriate medium for measurement of the target construct without 2878 

introducing construct-irrelevant variance (CIV) in scores, construct underrepresentation, or increased 2879 

measurement error. It is important that these conditions hold for all test takers for fair and equitable 2880 

assessment and are supported by system documentation and evidence based on empirical research. 2881 

Evidence of measurement quality may be demonstrated through empirical studies examining threats to 2882 

score comparability, measurement invariance, dimensionality, and score reliability (Kane, 1982, 2011, & 2883 

2013), along with evidence of validity. The AERA et al. (2014) Standards outline five sources of validity 2884 

evidence: test content, response processes, internal structure, relations to other variables, and 2885 

consequences of testing. Assessment system documentation and QA are also key for assuring the 2886 

standardization of assessments and their appropriate use. 2887 

 2888 

The use of technology in scoring, especially automated, algorithmic scoring and decision-making, is also 2889 

a key concern. Chapter 4 provides a discussion of scoring-related issues and guidelines central to 2890 

measurement quality. 2891 

 2892 

Score Precision, Comparability, and Equating  2893 

 2894 
The precision of TBAs is reliant upon stable technology systems and software that is free from 2895 

extraneous influences upon test performance (e.g., system lag times, cumbersome user interfaces).  2896 

Thus, it is important to assess the reliability and precision of TBA scores to enable appropriate use and 2897 

interpretation of scores, as well as to detect potential issues that may be impacting scores. 2898 

 2899 

Comparability of scores resulting from assessments that use technology is a core consideration for 2900 

measurement quality in many applications (Camara & Davis, in press). In general terms, the concept of 2901 

comparability refers to the degree to which two or more different tests, or two or more forms of the 2902 

same test, administered concurrently or at different times, or through different modes (e.g., pencil-and-2903 

paper versus computer versus tablet), can produce comparable scores (Berman, Haertel, & Pellegrino, 2904 

2020; Newton, 2010). Score comparability is not necessarily the same as interchangeable or equivalent 2905 

scores and may be demonstrated in different ways that vary in level of rigor and precision. For example, 2906 

comparable scores may be produced through a variety of different methods of score linking, which 2907 
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include concordance, prediction, and equating. Score interchangeability generally is reserved for 2908 

equated scale scores, and comparability is increasingly thought of as a slightly less fine-grained 2909 

comparison such as score pass/fail decisions or performance-level classifications (Berman et al., 2020; 2910 

Winter, 2010). In all instances, scores from two tests are transformed to allow comparisons or 2911 

predictions across the measures (Dorans, Moses & Eignor, 2010).   2912 

 2913 

Traditional models of equating and item calibration require large samples of data on individual items 2914 

Kolen & Brennan, 2005). Several technology-based methods have been recently introduced with the 2915 

goal of reducing this bottleneck and “data-hungry” calibration processes. First, machine learning (ML) 2916 

and natural language processing (NLP) have been used with some success to alleviate the burden of 2917 

pretesting and equating and to establish score comparability for computer-adaptive testing programs. 2918 

These methods allow items to be simultaneously created, scored, and psychometrically analyzed and 2919 

enable direct estimation of item difficulties (Settles, LaFlair, & Hagiwara, 2020). Second, modern, 2920 

principled assessment design and automated item generation methods have reconceptualized items as 2921 

tightly controlled instantiated units within larger task- and item-model families with template-driven 2922 

item development of computer algorithms that employ item-cloning templates or shells (Luecht & 2923 

Burke, in press).      2924 

 2925 

Some innovative TBAs, such as game-based assessments (GBA) and complex performance assessments, 2926 

may not lend themselves to the same level of comparability associated with more traditional 2927 

assessments. In such instances, it is important that tradeoffs between score comparability and other 2928 

objectives of the assessment design be balanced and documented (Mislevy, Corrigan, Oranjc, DiCerbo, 2929 

Bauer, von Davier, & John, 2016).  2930 

 2931 

Assessment delivery modality and technology differences may be of particular concern, especially in 2932 

high-stakes testing. For example, switching from paper-and-pencil to computer-based testing (CBT) to 2933 

online internet-based testing using different devices and systems could introduce unintended 2934 

differences in score interpretations. The transition to a new modality or concurrent use of different 2935 

assessment modalities warrants examination via empirical research (Sireci, 2005; Winter, 2010; 2936 

Lottridge, Nicewander, Schulz, & Mitzel, 2010). In cases where multiple modes of administration are 2937 

used (PC, tablet, smartphone, or paper-and-pencil), mode effects, including environmental effects, 2938 

should be empirically studied to address the potential impact on score interpretations.   2939 

 2940 

Measuring Change and Growth 2941 

Technology enables the linking of data from different assessment and learning systems and enhances 2942 

the possibilities to measure change and growth in test-taker performance (see Chapters 3 and 6). A 2943 

major benefit of TBAs is that they are not only able to tailor a test to meet the instructional goals for a 2944 

test taker, but the testing schedule may also be coordinated to further the goals of the assessment. The 2945 

increased flexibility to design instruction and evaluate its outcome potentially increases the validity of 2946 

measures of achievement and growth in service of instruction, especially as evaluation of achievement is 2947 

made in a timelier manner in support of learning. Moreover, technology-based platforms for sustaining 2948 
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learning and assessment may extend to many contexts and frameworks proposed for organized learning 2949 

models (e.g., Almond et al., 2012), as well as systems seeking to integrate learning, assessment, and 2950 

evaluation more fully (e.g., Gordon, 2000; Von Davier et al., 2019).  2951 

The overall information gathering potential of technology-based assessment platforms promises to 2952 

increase the capacity to extensively track test-taker performance outcomes and testing conditions (all 2953 

with test-taker consent; see Chapter 9). Efficiency in applying advanced learning assessment models is 2954 

also increased. For example, using AI to adaptively drive the time-sampling of multiple input and output 2955 

domains enables continual capture of the examinee’s instructional and learning progress. AI-driven 2956 

monitoring sub-systems may then return reflexively as feedback to further steer measurement, testing, 2957 

and decision making. Integrated assessment and learning databases also enable post hoc modeling to 2958 

develop inferences about growth and change and potentially overcome information gaps that help 2959 

reduce threats to validity (Campbell & Stanley, 1966; Cook & Campbell, 1979).  2960 

Validation of Technology-Based Assessments (TBAs) 2961 

 2962 

Validation of assessments refers to compilation and evaluation of evidence regarding the use of test 2963 

scores for their intended purposes. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the AERA et al. (2014) Standards state 2964 

validity “refers to the degree to which evidence and theory support the interpretations of test scores for 2965 

proposed uses of tests” (p. 11). These Standards propose five sources of validity evidence that can be 2966 

used to evaluate test score interpretations and uses. These five sources are validity evidence based on 2967 

(a) test content, (b) response processes, (c) internal structure, (d) relations of test scores to other 2968 

variables, and (e) consequences of testing. All five sources are helpful for comprehensive validation of 2969 

TBAs. 2970 

In considering the validation of TBAs, readers are reminded of the discussion of CIV and construct 2971 

underrepresentation from Chapter 1. Remembering the term “construct” is used to describe the 2972 

knowledge, skills, abilities, or other personal attributes measured by an assessment; we note technology 2973 

is often used to increase construct representation by allowing measurement of knowledge, skills, 2974 

abilities, and attributes that were impossible or very difficult to measure without technological 2975 

innovation. At the same time, there is a concern that TBAs may measure irrelevant test-taker 2976 

characteristics such as computer literacy that lead to inaccurate measures of the constructs targeted by 2977 

an assessment. Thus, issues of maximizing construct representation and minimizing CIV are key focus 2978 

areas in the validation of TBAs. 2979 

As mentioned earlier, one validity issue particularly relevant to TBAs is comparability. In its most general 2980 

sense, “comparability” refers to the degree to which test takers’ scores on a test can be meaningfully 2981 

compared. This issue is relevant when assessments are delivered on different devices (e.g., laptops, 2982 

desktops, tablets, handheld devices), different digital platforms (browsers, operating systems), across 2983 

different languages, or different forms of a test. In the event that CIV in test-taker scores is introduced 2984 

by any of the foregoing factors, comparability will be affected. Chapter 11 of these Guidelines addresses 2985 

considerations for assessment in different languages (see Translation and Adaptation).   2986 
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With respect to validation, the AERA et al. (2014) Standards state, “A sound validity argument integrates 2987 

various strands of evidence into a coherent account of the degree to which existing evidence and theory 2988 

support the intended interpretation of test scores for specific uses.” (p. 21). Thus, validation of TBAs 2989 

ideally involves a compelling synthesis of various sources of validity evidence to support the intended 2990 

uses of test scores. With the goal of a comprehensive body of evidence to support the use of a test for 2991 

the entire spectrum of examinees tested, we offer the following guidelines. 2992 

Guidelines for Psychometric and Technical Quality 2993 

 2994 

Guidelines for Score Precision, Comparability, and Equating 2995 

 2996 

7.1 TBA delivery and standardization practices should be defined and documented in sufficient detail 2997 

to mitigate threats to measurement quality.   2998 

 2999 

Comments: Threats to measurement quality include CIV in scores, construct underrepresentation, 3000 

or increased measurement error due to the use of technology. Hardware and software 3001 

infrastructure (e.g., system architecture) is part of the standardization of testing conditions. 3002 

Chapters 4 and 6 provide details regarding data and scoring quality measures. Providing examinees 3003 

with a user guide and an opportunity to practice the assessment and become familiar with the 3004 

interface and item types is helpful in avoiding CIV in TBA scores.  3005 

 3006 

7.2 Evidence of measurement precision (reliability) throughout the range of the scale used to make 3007 

decisions should be provided. 3008 

Comments: Many TBAs use adaptive technology where the concept of a reliability estimate for a set 3009 

of items or a test form does not apply. Test Information Functions and conditional standard error 3010 

curves are appropriate for reporting measurement precision for these types of TBAs. Where 3011 

feasible, identify and account for major sources of measurement error and provide evidence of 3012 

reliability and measurement precision for relevant subgroups of examinees. Traditional reliability 3013 

estimates may be reported for linear test forms, regardless of test administration mode.   3014 

 3015 

 3016 
7.3 When TBAs involve multiple test forms, appropriate equating methods should be used to ensure 3017 

the equated tests measure the same construct at a comparable level of difficulty and precision. 3018 
 3019 

Comments: Further recommendations for equating under various conditions and models may be 3020 
found in Dorans and Puhan (2017) and Kolen and Brennan (2014). Approaches to linking and 3021 
equating scores for TBAs should be appropriate for the specific application, intended claims, and 3022 
use case, e.g., when a test is administered using multiple modalities, devices, or administrative 3023 
conditions. Additional use cases may include when two or more forms of the same test are 3024 
produced; when some form of computer-adaptive testing is implemented; when design differences 3025 
exist that could impact constructs or performance (different timing, different response options, 3026 
accommodations, etc.); and when a test is redesigned or updated (changes in blueprint, item types, 3027 
construct, timing). 3028 
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 3029 
7.4  Intended variations of assessments should be defined, and documentation should be provided 3030 

regarding how measurement quality is maintained or enhanced. 3031 

 3032 

Comments: When the purpose of a TBA requires score comparability across test variations, score 3033 

equating, or another form of linking may be needed. Evidence the construct is measured 3034 

comparably for relevant groups of test takers should be provided (e.g., measurement invariance 3035 

studies, differential item functioning analyses). 3036 

 3037 
7.5 Claims of assessment score comparability should support score interpretation across different 3038 

technologies, devices, and administrative conditions, as well as different test forms and items, 3039 
where relevant.  3040 

 3041 
Comments: Test content, timing, rendering, responding, and cognitive processes could be 3042 
influenced by the technology, devices, mode, platform, and other administrative and environmental 3043 
conditions. The degree to which these conditions affect score comparability should be studied. 3044 
Evidence supporting score comparability may entail collecting multiple sources of validity evidence. 3045 
The test developer has a responsibility to provide evidence to support any claims of comparability, 3046 
while the test user is responsible for ensuring additional variations are not introduced during or 3047 
subsequent to the test administration. 3048 

   3049 
7.6 Psychometric evidence for TBA score comparability should include an evaluation of the 3050 

properties and differences in the shape of the score distribution, reliability, and standard error of 3051 
measurement. 3052 

 3053 
Comments: The effect of administration mode may be examined at both test and item levels. Claims 3054 
of score equivalence could consider distributional equivalence of scores, construct equivalence, 3055 
predictive equivalence, and population invariance across modes and devices. In construct 3056 
equivalence, the construct across modes/devices remains the same; in predictive (correlational) 3057 
equivalence, relationships with external variables are similar (Bugbee, 1996); population invariance 3058 
of linking functions across major subgroups may be examined if sufficient samples are available. 3059 
When using item pools, for scores to be interchangeable from one alternate item pool to another, 3060 
the item pools should be built to support the generation of forms that meet the same content and 3061 
statistical specifications. Resources for evaluating comparability include Berman, Haertel, and 3062 
Pellegrino (2020), Dorans (2004), Sireci, Rios, and Powers (2016), and Wang and Kolen, 2001.   3063 

 3064 
7.7 Documentation of evidence relating to score comparability or equivalence should address data 3065 

sources and samples, methods, and analyses.   3066 
 3067 

Comments: Recommendations for documentation include data collection procedures, descriptions 3068 
of samples, methods, and analyses conducted, as well as any limitations or cautions in interpreting 3069 
the results.  3070 

 3071 
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Guideline for Measuring Change and Growth 3072 

7.8 Metrics and indices for measuring change or growth are subject to the same standards of 3073 
reliability and validity as other types of test scores. 3074 

Comments: When inferences about test takers’ changes in performance on the construct or growth 3075 
are made, those inferences must be supported by evidence of reliability and validity. Where no such 3076 
evidence is available or where growth or change scores are considered unreliable, claims and 3077 
indices of growth or change should not be provided. Indices derived from test scores must be 3078 
empirically validated to justify their interpretations. Data from assessment systems and any other 3079 
integrated systems used to support inferences about growth or change should reflect, or be 3080 
converted to, a meaningful scale and level of aggregation to support such inferences. 3081 

Guidelines for Validation of Technology-Based Assessment 3082 

7.9 The purposes of TBAs should be clearly defined.   3083 

Comments: The intended uses and purposes of test scores dictate the types of validity evidence to 3084 

be gathered, analyzed, and reported to justify the use of a test. Therefore, these uses and purposes 3085 

should be defined for all test users, test takers, and other stakeholders, so they are clearly 3086 

understood. 3087 

7.10 The construct(s) measured by TBAs should be clearly defined. 3088 

Comments: Test takers and consumers of test scores (e.g., teachers, employers, researchers, etc.) 3089 

should understand what a TBA measures. Clear definition of the construct measured should include 3090 

descriptions of the content and cognitive domains measured on educational tests; the knowledge 3091 

and skill domains measured by credentialing exams, the personality dimensions measured on 3092 

personality assessments, attitudes measured on surveys, and so forth. Test specifications that 3093 

describe these areas and domains and serve as operational definitions of the constructs measured 3094 

should be made available to test takers and those who interpret test scores. Confirmation a TBA is 3095 

measuring its targeted construct(s) is a fundamental step in validating the assessment. 3096 

7.11 Validity evidence should be provided to support the intended uses of TBA scores.  3097 

 3098 

Comments: Validation of TBAs should begin with considerations of the types of evidence that would 3099 

confirm the test is (a) accurately measuring the intended constructs and (b) not measuring 3100 

unintended constructs. A single study is not likely to provide sufficient evidence to support the use 3101 

of a test for its intended purposes. Rather, multiple sources of validity evidence should be 3102 

synthesized into a coherent validity argument that supports test use. 3103 

7.12 Validation of TBAs should confirm the infrastructure required to deliver and interact with the 3104 

exam does not impede test takers’ performance.  3105 

 3106 

Comments: A comprehensive validity argument for TBAs should confirm test takers understand how 3107 

to interact with the system to successfully access the test and provide their responses. Computer 3108 
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literacy should be ruled out as a source of CIV. In addition, the user interface should be evaluated to 3109 

ensure it is not causing undue stress or cognitive load for test takers to successfully receive and 3110 

respond to test items. 3111 

   3112 

7.13 Validation of TBAs should consider the diversity of the test taker population and the degree to 3113 

which interpretations of test scores are consistently fair across groups. 3114 

 3115 

Comments: Test takers are likely to differ from one another in many ways, such as gender, 3116 

race/culture, socioeconomic status, disability status, age, and other personal characteristics. 3117 

Studies of invariance at the item level (i.e., differential item functioning) and test level (e.g., 3118 

differential test functioning), as well as criterion-related validity of test scores (e.g., differential 3119 

predictive validity), can help evaluate potential aspects of bias and unfairness across groups of test 3120 

takers. Qualitative analyses such as think-aloud protocols or interviews may also be illuminating 3121 

with respect to fairness and how testing programs can be improved to be maximally inclusive. 3122 

Consideration of diversity and fairness begins at the earliest stages of test development. Culturally 3123 

sustaining test development practices can improve the validity across all test takers by ensuring test 3124 

content and contexts embrace the totality of cultural variation within the tested population 3125 

(Randall, 2021). 3126 

7.14  Validation of TBAs should ensure the time limits established for the test are clear and 3127 

reasonable. 3128 

 3129 

Comments: Test takers should have sufficient time to complete all test items and demonstrate their 3130 

full potential with respect to the constructs measured. If speed of response is explicitly part of the 3131 

construct measured, the degree to which the test measures this construct should be clear in the 3132 

construct definition and clearly communicated to test takers. Test takers should be instructed on 3133 

how to best use their time in taking the test and how speed of response will affect their scores. The 3134 

degree to which test takers understand timing and scoring rules can be important validity evidence. 3135 

7.15 Validation of TBAs should be conducted on a periodic basis to (a) confirm use of the test 3136 

continues to be justified by evidence and (b) to improve the testing program. 3137 

 3138 

Comments: Validation of TBAs should be both formative and summative and should be conducted 3139 

on a regular basis to acknowledge the changing nature of the assessment and the examinee 3140 

population.  It is likely validity studies will point out strengths and areas for improvement in a 3141 

testing program.  Evidence pointing to areas of improvement provides formative information that 3142 

can improve validity.  Nevertheless, a summative conclusion ultimately needs to be made that the 3143 

test is justifiable for its intended purposes. That conclusion should be updated based on new validity 3144 

evidence as a testing program progresses. 3145 
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8. TEST SECURITY 3146 

 3147 

Background 3148 

 3149 
Security is a long-standing concern in high-stakes testing and represents an especially important factor 3150 

for TBAs that may be deployed in a wide range of modalities and settings. Test security is important 3151 

because the validity of test scores relies on the requirement that each test is taken according to proper 3152 

procedures, following security guidelines and rules, and by the correct person. Any security failure can 3153 

impact the validity of test scores and, therefore, the integrity of the testing program. Test security 3154 

applies to both test content and results, as well as to test takers’ PI collected and used by the testing 3155 

program (discussed in Chapter 9. Privacy; see also Chapter 6. Data Management, for guidance on 3156 

information security). 3157 

The guidelines in this chapter are intended to assist testing agencies in safeguarding against potential 3158 

security threats and risks to testing programs and enable them to focus resources on the most 3159 

important vulnerabilities and strategies to protect the program’s assets. This chapter provides basic 3160 

information on test security threats, risks, and protective strategies to assist in the application of the 3161 

Guidelines. 3162 

Security Threats and Risks 3163 

 3164 

Threats do not automatically mean security breaches but may result in a breach if not dealt with 3165 

capably. For example, the threat is, “My test items can be stolen using a camera,” whereas a breach is, “I 3166 

have evidence that someone stole my items using a camera.” There is a substantial difference between 3167 

these two scenarios. For a threat, no damage to the test or the program has yet happened, and if the 3168 

threat is handled well, a breach might never occur. Categories of threats were developed in the ATP 3169 

publication entitled, Assessment Security Options: Considerations by Delivery Channel and Assessment 3170 

Model (2013), and in The ITC Guidelines on the Security of Tests, Examinations and Other Assessments 3171 

(International Test Commission, 2014).   3172 

 3173 

Threats to score validity are listed in Tables 8.1 and 8.2, which are organized into two types of test fraud: 3174 

cheating and theft. Cheating threats have the singular goal of increasing test scores, thereby introducing 3175 

construct irrelevant variance that would undermine validity. Theft threats, on the other hand, are driven 3176 

by the goals of harvesting or pirating test content so that the content may be used, shared, or sold to 3177 

others for monetary gain. Successful test security efforts depend on awareness of these threats, 3178 

evaluating the respective risks to the program, and putting in place solutions to mitigate the risk. 3179 

 3180 

Risk is defined as the likelihood of an event multiplied by the potential damage from the event. Not all 3181 

test security threats involve the same level of risk. Some threats are rare but very harmful. Others may 3182 

be continuously present but produce relatively small levels of damage. And some--those with the 3183 

highest risk--are considered very likely and very damaging when they occur. It is important for programs 3184 
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to evaluate each threat for the risk it poses, as the same threat could pose a different risk for different 3185 

programs. Once such a determination is made, security resources can be applied to put in place 3186 

solutions for those threats that carry the highest risk. As it directly applies to monitoring security risks, 3187 

consideration should be given to evaluating all testing technology against the requirements of ISO 3188 

27001, Information Technology – Security techniques, or other credentials to verify conformance with 3189 

strong security practices (e.g., SOC II audit). See ATP’s Privacy in Practice Bulletins (2019-2020). 3190 

 3191 

Table 8.1. Categories of Score Validity Threats due to Cheating 3192 

Using pre-knowledge about the test  

Receiving expert help while taking the test 

Using unauthorized test aids or assistance 

Using a proxy test taker 

Tampering with testing software or stored test results 

Copying answers from another test taker during the 

test 

Manipulating testing rules 

 3193 

Table 8.2. Categories of Score Validity Threats due to Test Content Theft 3194 

Stealing test files before, during, or after an exam 

Stealing questions using digital photography 

Stealing questions by capturing test content 

electronically 

Memorizing test content for subsequent recording or 

sharing 

Transcribing questions verbally into a recording device 

Obtaining test material from a trusted insider 

Manipulating testing rules 

 3195 

The outcome of the risk analysis will be different for each testing program and context. For example, the 3196 

biggest risks for U.S.-based K-12 testing are likely to differ from those of occupational certification 3197 

programs. These differences mean the variety of protective solutions will end up being different for each 3198 

program (Wollack & Fremer, 2013). It is possible, even likely, not all of the guidelines described in this 3199 

chapter will be appropriate for a particular program’s security needs. 3200 

 3201 

Test Security Strategies 3202 

 3203 

The goal of test security is the protection of data. From a validity perspective, the most important 3204 

organizational assets are the integrity and meaning of test takers’ scores resulting from assessments 3205 
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within a specific program. It is from these data important decisions are made. For many stakeholders, 3206 

protecting the confidentiality of test content is a primary method for ensuring the integrity and meaning 3207 

of test takers’ scores and is also important given the value of the tests to the program and the cost to 3208 

replace them. Test takers’ PI, inclusive of scores and results, must be protected as well. There may be 3209 

other assets on which a program may wish to expend resources to protect. 3210 

 3211 

Three general sets of solutions are needed to protect testing assets and can be considered as equal in 3212 

importance. These are prevention, deterrence, and detection/response.   3213 

 3214 

Prevention. Solutions designed for prevention make it less likely that a threat is able to turn into 3215 

a breach, and if it does, the solution design should limit potential damage. One example is the well-3216 

known characteristic of adaptive tests to reduce the overall exposure rates of test items. If items are 3217 

exposed fewer times during test administrations, the opportunities for capture are reduced. Another 3218 

example of prevention is the randomization of the order of possible answers presented for a multiple-3219 

choice item. The random ordering of response options makes cheating more difficult when attempting 3220 

to copy from an adjacent test taker or using a published cheat sheet with specific response option 3221 

labels. (Note: Prevention solutions are intended to reduce the likelihood that threats progress to the 3222 

level of a breach). 3223 

 3224 

Deterrence. Solutions designed to persuade a person that cheating or harvesting items is wrong 3225 

and not worth the effort can serve as powerful deterrents. At the heart of deterrence are effective 3226 

communication as to the rules, their enforcement, the certainty of detection, and the related 3227 

consequences of breaking the rules. Requiring every test taker to read the rules and sign an agreement 3228 

to abide by them is an example. (Note: Deterrence solutions are intended to reduce the likelihood that 3229 

threats progress to the level of a breach). 3230 

 3231 

Detection/Response. Appropriately designed joint Detection/Response solutions are intended to 3232 

identify the occurrence of a breach (detection) and immediately implement previously designed 3233 

associated actions (response). Detection without response is typically ineffective. Detection examples 3234 

include use/monitoring of a tip line, web monitoring for test content, watermarked items, or data 3235 

forensics, as well as many other methods that prompt responses to cheating and breaches. Early 3236 

detection combined with a prompt response may help to contain and mitigate damage from breaches. 3237 

 3238 

The guidelines set forth in this chapter are organized according to the fundamentals of test security 3239 

discussed above. Not every solution will be appropriate or useful for every testing organization. It should 3240 

be remembered as well that the guidelines are general statements, with an example or two to help 3241 

clarify them. The precise nature of a specific solution, which might combine multiple guidelines, will be 3242 

unique for each program based on their needs, resources, and the nature of each threat. 3243 

 3244 

 3245 
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Guidelines for Technology Enabled Test Security 3246 

 3247 

8.1 TBA organizations should develop and follow a written security plan updated at least annually.  3248 

The security plan should address the following areas: relevant threats and risks; roles and 3249 

responsibilities for managing and administering the program, including critical incidents; non-3250 

disclosure and other agreements; test-taker rights and responsibilities; procedures for 3251 

challenges/appeals; training; and communication. 3252 

Comments: Suggested elements of a security plan include: 3253 

– Create a list of relevant threats, a risk analysis process, and the principles of and steps to 3254 

create specific solutions. 3255 

– Identify and describe all test security roles and responsibilities.  3256 

– Specify the organizational roles responsible for managing and administering the plan; these 3257 

individuals will evaluate threats and the risks associated with those threats. 3258 

– Specify procedures for logging security incidents. 3259 

– Include confidentiality/nondisclosure or similar types of agreements to be signed by 3260 

participants in the plan. 3261 

– Specify the individuals responsible for establishing, managing, and evaluating the solutions. 3262 

– Specify the rights and responsibilities of test takers as they relate to test security incidents, 3263 

including the need for individuals to take responsibility for being aware of security issues 3264 

during preparation for and administration of a test (including individuals who receive 3265 

accommodations and accommodation providers, such as readers or translators).  3266 

– Establish an appeals process for challenging test results and communicate it to test takers. 3267 

– Provide security training for all individuals involved in security efforts.  3268 

– Adopt, implement, maintain, and disseminate a list of specific test security rules. 3269 

– Fund security efforts appropriately so that protective and continuous solutions can be put in 3270 

place, including contingency funds, available in the event of a breach, for investigating and 3271 

mitigating the effects of the breach. 3272 

– Include a detailed action plan in the event of the detection of a threat or a breach (see 8.8 3273 

below). 3274 

– Cover legal issues associated with managing test security (e.g., reference and promote 3275 

adherence to applicable breach reporting laws, privacy laws, and copyright laws). 3276 

– Address and investigate breaches (see 8.7). 3277 

– Require the review and approval by key stakeholders annually. 3278 

 3279 
8.2 TBA organizations should continuously analyze the risk of cheating and theft threats and adopt, 3280 

implement, and maintain appropriate solutions for those threats that carry the highest risk. 3281 
 3282 

Comments: For example, in the event that data forensics results identify a marked increase in the 3283 
passing rates on a test, a search of the internet for brain dump sites may be conducted. Another 3284 
example might be in the case of a tip line that reports proxy testing at a certain test center, which 3285 
leads to an investigation with data forensic analyses and review of videos of test taking at that 3286 
location. 3287 

 3288 
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8.3 TBA organizations should evaluate on an ongoing basis the technology it uses in test 3289 
development, test administration, and at other stages of a test’s lifecycle, as well as in the 3290 
storage, transfer, retention, and destruction of data, to make sure it is providing the desired 3291 
protection of the program’s assets and is free from vulnerabilities that would put test scores and 3292 
other testing data, including PI, at risk.   3293 

 3294 
Comments: It is important for organizations to keep up to date on changes in technology to ensure 3295 
they take steps to improve and enhance their security solutions. 3296 

 3297 
8.4 TBA organizations should adopt, implement, and maintain measures to prevent test fraud 3298 

throughout the test development and administration lifecycle. These measures should include 3299 
design and development of the types, formats, and features of items and tests; training of 3300 
(internal and external) participants in test development; and design of test administration 3301 
locations and software (See Chapter 2). 3302 

 3303 
Comments: Suggested measures to prevent test fraud include: 3304 

 3305 
– Design the types, format, and features of items to prevent high-risk threats. For example, 3306 

randomizing options for multiple-choice items will mitigate copying and help to make item 3307 
content unpredictable, frustrating attempts at successful content theft. Development and 3308 
test administration systems should be capable of building and using secure item formats. 3309 

– Design the types, format, and features of tests to prevent high-risk threats. For example, use 3310 
multiple equivalent test forms or computerized adaptive testing in order to reduce overall 3311 
item exposure rates. As another example, randomize items on the test to mitigate copying 3312 
and answer key sharing. Make sure development and test administration systems are 3313 
capable of building and using secure test formats. 3314 

– Train item writers, reviewers, translators, editors, and others involved with test 3315 
development, on the need for confidentiality, restrict access to the content that is necessary 3316 
for them to carry out their assigned tasks, and remove access once their tasks are complete.  3317 

– Train, restrict access, and ensure qualifications of individuals involved in providing 3318 
accommodations for test takers (e.g., readers, translators); see NCEO 2015. 3319 

– Use confidentiality/non-disclosure agreements with all personnel who have access to 3320 
items/test forms or other sensitive information (test takers’ PI and test scores). 3321 

– Design test administration locations to deter security problems. For larger sites, seating 3322 
arrangements should prevent collusion between test takers. Make sure that no one except 3323 
the test taker can view test content on his or her screen (e.g., use screen protectors). Test 3324 
content and results stored at the testing location should be strongly encrypted and have 3325 
adequate access control measures. Technology used for test administration should prevent 3326 
access to prohibited digital resources (e.g., using a lockdown browser). 3327 

 3328 
8.5 TBA organizations should adopt and implement authentication technology and procedures to 3329 

ensure only the authorized individual is sitting for the exam. 3330 
 3331 

Comments: Suggested authentication steps include:   3332 
– Use appropriate and secure identification documents, preferably more than one.  3333 
– Use reliable, private, and safe technologies (which may include biometric measures) to 3334 

enable matching the test taker’s identification at registration with identification used at the 3335 
testing event.   3336 
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– For internal testing within an organization, it is helpful to require takers to sign on to the 3337 
computer with their organizational credentials using single sign-on (SSO) since individuals 3338 
are less likely to share those credentials with others.   3339 

 3340 
8.6 TBA organizations should adopt and implement measures to deter test fraud. These measures 3341 

should include communication to test takers (e.g., requirements, responsibilities, procedural 3342 
rules and rights), use of agreements, and, when appropriate, copyrighting content. 3343 

 3344 
Comments: Suggested measures for deterring test fraud are: 3345 

 3346 
– Provide to test takers the requirements, procedures, and reasons for honesty. Provide 3347 

opportunities for test takers to agree in writing or digitally with those requirements. 3348 
– Communicate the program’s test security rules and procedures to test takers and others and 3349 

explain the consequences for breaking those rules. Establish and explain the appeals process. 3350 
– Describe, generally (or, if comfortable, with some level of detail), the program’s prevention 3351 

and detection measures. Make it clear that cheating will not be tolerated and that cheaters 3352 
will likely be caught and penalized. 3353 

– Use written agreements (e.g., test-taker forms, non-disclosure agreements) to make sure 3354 
that test takers are aware of the seriousness of the commitments they make. 3355 

– Copyright items and tests when and where possible, and make sure that test takers and 3356 
others are aware of copyrighting efforts and the penalties for theft or infringement. 3357 

– In communications to test takers and others, emphasize that an effective proctoring 3358 
presence, either onsite or online, is in place to detect attempts at test fraud. 3359 

– When required, give notice and an adequate explanation of the use of AI in proctoring, 3360 
administration, or scoring of the test. 3361 

 3362 
8.7 TBA organizations should put in place measures to detect and report cheating or content theft 3363 

and respond to them as quickly as possible. These measures may include data forensics, 3364 
monitoring internet sources for disclosed content, monitoring the test taker during the test, and 3365 
methods to report test fraud when observed. 3366 

 3367 
Comments: Detection measures may include data forensics, which can be used to analyze the 3368 
statistical properties of test results to discover unusual patterns that may be an indication of test 3369 
fraud. When initial test results are taken under non-secure conditions (e.g., no proctor at all), 3370 
provide a verification test under secure conditions as an opportunity to verify whether the initial 3371 
exams were taken without cheating. Take whatever action is deemed necessary by the program 3372 
and is supported by the data forensics results. With respect to monitoring internet sources and 3373 
other communications systems for disclosures of test content and inappropriate discussions of 3374 
tests, it is important to take appropriate actions, such as sending cease-and-desist letters and 3375 
takedown notices to site owners. Create long-term and mutually beneficial relationships with site 3376 
owners and internet service providers. 3377 

 3378 
Detection measures may also include monitoring the test taker during test administration to detect 3379 
attempts to engage in unauthorized conduct. Monitoring can be done using humans and/or 3380 
automated processes. Immediate and appropriate action should be taken when an incident is 3381 
detected. A log of security incidents and incident response actions should be kept. The quality of 3382 
security detection efforts should be evaluated on a regular basis. 3383 

  3384 
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Test administration technology may be used to detect unauthorized patterns of responding, such as 3385 
unauthorized keystrokes to access other resources (such as control or command keys, escape, or 3386 
print keys). When prohibited response patterns are detected, appropriate alerts can be immediately 3387 
issued. Maintaining an audit trail will provide further evidence.  3388 
 3389 
Providing a telephone, email, or web page tip line for test takers and other stakeholders are 3390 
effective ways to report fraud. It is helpful to make the tip line available for individuals to report to 3391 
the assessment organization in the event they discover or hear about a breach or threat. Providing 3392 
clear directions for when a tip is received is also helpful, such as an immediate review of the tip by 3393 
the members of a security committee. 3394 
 3395 
Responding when detection systems indicate that test fraud may have occurred typically includes 3396 
an investigation to corroborate evidence, which may include proctor observations, video records, 3397 
data forensic results, or other information.  3398 

 3399 

8.8 TBA organizations should develop and follow a written Incident Response Plan to prepare for, 3400 
prevent, detect, report, and remediate any security incident or potential data breach. 3401 

 3402 

Comments: An incident response plan may include roles and responsibilities, methods and rules for 3403 

detection, logging incidents, procedures and policies that address consequences of cheating or test 3404 

fraud once detected, and disciplinary actions or penalties associated with breaking each type of test 3405 

security rule. See ATP Privacy in Practice Bulletin #5 (2019) and #10 (2020) for further details 3406 

regarding incident response planning.3407 
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9. DATA PRIVACY 3408 

 3409 

Background 3410 

 3411 

Building from the previous chapter on security, data privacy has become an equally serious concern in 3412 
testing and represents an especially important factor for technology-based assessments (TBAs). Privacy 3413 
is an important ingredient in protecting the integrity of an individual test product or of an entire testing 3414 
program; the reputation of an organization can be affected (positively or negatively) by the testing 3415 
organization’s ability to provide required protection of individuals’ personal information (PI) and in some 3416 
situations, of test data and outcomes. Privacy requires the complementary use of test security and 3417 
information security so that PI collected and used by the testing program is adequately protected (see 3418 
also discussion in Chapter 6, Data Management and Chapter 8, Security). 3419 
 3420 
Legal requirements in the European Union, Brazil, Canada, China--and some state laws in the United 3421 
States--reflect an emerging broad international consensus about the need to protect PI and provide 3422 
individual rights regarding PI. This chapter includes guidelines all TBA programs should follow as a 3423 
matter of good practice. Depending upon the jurisdiction(s) in which a testing organization operates, 3424 
there may be additional privacy requirements imposed by law. Often then, an organization will need to 3425 
develop an appropriate and proportional balancing between administering its tests, protecting its IP and 3426 
its other legitimate interests, and test-taker privacy. Where a testing organization operates in different 3427 
parts of the world that have different privacy requirements, the organization will need to address those 3428 
applicable requirements appropriately. 3429 
 3430 
Compliance with privacy laws and regulations involves an evaluation of what PI is collected and used, 3431 
the purposes for which it is used, where and how it is stored, and with whom it is shared. It also matters 3432 
whether the testing organization makes the decisions on what PI is collected and used (i.e., is the 3433 
controller of the data), or the organization is merely processing test taker PI for the entity that is the 3434 
controller (i.e., is the processor of PI at the direction of the controller). In some situations, a testing 3435 
organization may actually serve in both roles. If an organization is only operating in a single jurisdiction, 3436 
adopting a thorough privacy plan can be relatively straightforward; however, if the organization 3437 
operates across multiple jurisdictions, adopting a comprehensive set of privacy practices can become 3438 
very complex. Generally, a multi-jurisdictional organization will prefer to have a single uniform privacy 3439 
policy to follow rather than attempt to target its compliance efforts to each specific jurisdiction on a 3440 
case-by-case basis. Thus, the testing organization must balance specific legal requirements and seek to 3441 
implement an approach resulting in a “reasonably defensible” privacy scheme.   3442 
 3443 
As part of their function, TBAs gather PI about aspects of individuals’ personality, ability, or competence 3444 
and copy such information to multiple organizations and locations as part of standard registration, 3445 
scoring, reporting, processing, and research activities. 3446 
 3447 
In the environment of TBAs, the collection and use of test-taker PI arise in various settings. A starting 3448 
point is almost always when the test taker registers or signs up for a testing event--whether that action 3449 
occurs online or in-person, someone is going to collect PI (e.g., name, address, email address, individual 3450 
identification information). Another point is whether and how the PI is used to determine the test 3451 
outcomes (e.g., is any administration or scoring based on the use of test-taker PI, is the outcome merely 3452 
derived from raw answers given by the individual). A related question in test administration is whether 3453 
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any sensitive or specially protected PI is used (e.g., collection of medical information to determine 3454 
appropriate accommodations or use of a biometric identifier to determine outcomes). 3455 
 3456 
A further issue exists under international privacy laws that do not view test results in a consistent 3457 
manner. In general, PI is only that collected from an individual, so raw answers to test questions might 3458 
well be considered as “personal;” however, jurisdictions vary in terms of whether test outcomes are 3459 
deemed to be personal. Thus, a testing organization needs to address this issue in its policies and 3460 
procedures. Many sound business practices related to data privacy derive from European laws in this 3461 
area, including the GDPR. 3462 
 3463 
While legal requirements regarding PI continue to evolve around the globe, common principles have 3464 
emerged that are generally reflected in most of those requirements, for example, the OECD Privacy 3465 
Principles (2013).   3466 
 3467 
Given the various international laws, and emerging principles, a general outline a testing organization 3468 
should follow for privacy compliance involves at least these eight steps: 3469 

(1) Conducting an inventory (or mapping) of what PI is collected, used, shared/transferred, and 3470 
stored 3471 

(2) Determining the lawful basis for any data collection, use, processing, storage, or any 3472 
transfers of data based on applicable legal requirements  3473 

(3) Developing a written privacy policy addressing the types of PI, uses of PI and organizational 3474 
purposes, security of PI, and any disclosures of PI  3475 

(4) Determining what notices and consents are required to give individuals about the testing 3476 
organization’s PI procedures and what rights an individual has under applicable privacy laws 3477 
and regulations  3478 

(5) Conducting a Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) or similar risk assessment to document how 3479 
the organization implements privacy principles and balances the need for protecting 3480 
individuals’ privacy against other needs (e.g., administering a test fairly for all test takers, 3481 
protecting the organization’s intellectual property) 3482 

(6) Reviewing all third-party agreements with vendors/suppliers (e.g., test developers, test 3483 
administration providers, scoring service providers, remote proctoring providers, cloud 3484 
hosting providers) with whom the organization shares test takers’ PI (or those who share PI 3485 
with the organization if it is only a processor of PI)  3486 

(7) Referencing the organization’s data security plans (see Chapters 6 and 8) to assure that PI is 3487 
securely protected  3488 

(8) Developing internal procedures for responding to requests from individuals under applicable 3489 
privacy laws and regulations and for training staff regarding their responsibilities concerning 3490 
PI 3491 

 3492 
This chapter sets out guidelines all TBA programs should address as a matter of good practice. 3493 

Depending on the jurisdiction(s) an assessing program operates in, there may be additional 3494 

requirements imposed by law. Often organizations will need to choose an appropriate and proportional 3495 

balance between test security and test-taker privacy. Readers of this chapter may find it useful to refer 3496 

to the glossary for definitions of key terms (e.g., data controller, data breach, data processor, personal 3497 

data, processing, pseudonymization, sub-processor, etc.). In addition, a number of important data 3498 

privacy documents are listed in the References section of these Guidelines. Readers are encouraged to 3499 

keep abreast of changes, considering the evolving nature of this area. 3500 
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 3501 

The Association of Test Publishers published a comprehensive guide for testing organizations (2017) 3502 

which focused on practices required for the GDPR. The Association of Test Publishers’ International 3503 

Privacy Subcommittee produced a series of concise and informative Privacy in Practice Bulletins 3504 

(Association of Test Publishers, 2019-2022), which address different aspects of privacy impacting 3505 

assessments. ATP also produced Privacy Guidance When Using Video in the Testing Industry (ATP, 2020), 3506 

which is particularly relevant for organizations implementing remote proctoring using video. These 3507 

documents are useful references for those wishing to understand more about guidance on privacy with 3508 

TBAs. 3509 

 3510 

Guidelines for Privacy in TBA 3511 

 3512 

9.1 A testing organization should identify and follow the privacy laws and regulations that apply to 3513 
it. To accomplish compliance with these laws and regulations and to inform all stakeholders, the 3514 
organization should develop, adopt, and implement a written privacy policy that is transparent 3515 
and easily understood by the relevant stakeholders. 3516 

 3517 
Comments: It is important for a testing organization to identify and follow the applicable data 3518 

privacy laws and regulations in all jurisdictions that apply to them and the intended participants to 3519 

better protect test takers’ PI and related test data. Where a testing organization operates in a 3520 

jurisdiction that requires processing to have a lawful basis, it needs to ensure it has articulated a 3521 

lawful basis for the processing, such as contract performance, legitimate interest, consent, or other 3522 

ground under applicable law. 3523 

9.2 When assessing organizations transfer personal data across national borders, they should follow 3524 

any applicable requirements for the lawful transfer of such data. 3525 

 3526 

Comments: Some jurisdictions prohibit or restrict the lawful transfer of personal data to other 3527 

countries unless specified requirements are met (e.g., European GDPR). Different approaches are 3528 

taken in other jurisdictions; assessing organizations should be aware of and follow these 3529 

requirements, including any that extend to further onward transfers.  3530 

 3531 

9.3 Where assessing organizations use biometrics (e.g., when used for facial recognition or palm-3532 

vein scans) to identify individuals or detect possible malpractice, they should be aware that 3533 

many jurisdictions have laws relating to such use and should follow the requirements in such 3534 

laws. 3535 

 3536 

Comments: Biometrics covers a number of different technologies that are based on analyzing 3537 

human physical characteristics, including fingerprints, iris scanning, voice recognition, vein or palm 3538 

analysis, and facial recognition. Assessing organizations should determine which, if any, of the 3539 

technologies they are using involves the use of biometrics. This includes any use by vendors that 3540 

provide assessment delivery services. In some jurisdictions, biometrics are considered sensitive 3541 

data, which are deemed higher risk than other personal data and therefore require greater 3542 

protection [see ISO/IEC 19784 standards as well as other technical subcommittees (e.g., SC17 and 3543 
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SC27)]. Specific to facial and voice recognition, it is important for a testing organization to 3544 

distinguish between use for determining whether a person is someone of interest (e.g., identifying 3545 

cheating behavior), confirming a person is the same as the one who previously provided an 3546 

identification, or just detecting if multiple faces appear on a computer screen during a testing 3547 

session.   3548 

 3549 

9.4 Assessing organizations should identify and appropriately categorize all entities involved in 3550 

delivering the program according to the requirements of applicable privacy laws, for example, as 3551 

controller, processor, or sub-processor.  3552 

Comments: Privacy laws typically allocate responsibilities to organizations processing personal data 3553 
based upon their given role. For example, the assessment sponsor might, under such laws, be 3554 
designated as the “data controller,” ”covered business‚” or “responsible party‚” and its vendors may 3555 
be “data processors,” “service providers‚” or “operators.” Because organizational responsibilities 3556 
flow from the proper role accorded to an organization, getting this right is an important early and 3557 
fundamental task. It is also important to note that just as an assessment sponsor may use multiple 3558 
service providers within the assessment program, more than one entity may be considered the data 3559 
controller in respect to the personal data processed as part of that assessment program. 3560 

 3561 
9.5 A written agreement for processing personal data should be in place with each processor 3562 

involved, including any service vendors, both directly between the controller and the processor 3563 

and between the processor and sub-processor (and any further levels down).  3564 

Comments: The trend among modern privacy laws is to require a written agreement between 3565 
parties involved in processing personal data. Even if not required according to applicable laws, it is 3566 
strongly recommended to have such an agreement in place. The written agreement should specify 3567 
processors are required only to process personal data in compliance with the instructions of the 3568 
controller and to delete or return all personal data at the end of the contract or when instructed to 3569 
do so. If the processor is permitted to retain deidentified, aggregate, or anonymized data, such 3570 
options may be specified. The agreement should require the processor to inform the controller if 3571 
and how its instructions may not be in conformance with any applicable privacy laws of relevant 3572 
jurisdictions and to request clarification of those instructions. Privacy laws may provide a specified 3573 
definition of events that qualify as data breaches; assessing organizations should familiarize 3574 
themselves with any such definitions in laws that apply to them. Data breaches are often broadly 3575 
defined to include unauthorized access to, loss, destruction, and alteration of personal data as well 3576 
as disclosure of personal data. The agreement may also stipulate, according to the requirements of 3577 
applicable laws, that the processor should inform the controller of all sub-processors that it utilizes 3578 
and include a process for the controller to review and object to any changes to sub-processors. The 3579 
processor should inform the controller of all sub-processors that it utilizes and include a process for 3580 
the controller to review and object (if it has reasonable grounds to do so) to any changes to sub-3581 
processors. 3582 

 3583 
9.6 An assessing organization should only collect the minimum personal data needed for the 3584 

requirements of the assessment process and retain it only as long as needed for the purposes for 3585 
which it was collected or reasonably related purposes (as permitted by applicable laws). Access 3586 
to personal data should be limited to only necessary personnel. 3587 

 3588 
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Comments: The testing organization should utilize the concept of data minimization – limiting the 3589 
collection and use of personal data to only the information needed to operate the systems and/or 3590 
provide the services. The processing of personal data should be limited to the use specified in the 3591 
organization’s privacy notices and policies. Any use of personal data for purposes other than 3592 
conducting the assessment should be disclosed in advance to the test taker. If the testing 3593 
organization adds a new purpose(s) for collecting/using PI, it is obligated to provide a new, updated 3594 
notice of such purpose(s) to test takers. Consistent with the security principle of least privilege, 3595 
employee/contractor access to PI should only be afforded to those individuals that require it for 3596 
purposes of discharging their duties relevant to the administration of the testing program. As 3597 
stated, the testing organization should adopt and follow written policies and procedures to ensure 3598 
that limited access to PI is observed in practice. 3599 

 3600 
9.7 A record of processing activities should be maintained, reviewed, and updated at least annually. 3601 

This record should include a data inventory (i.e., a mapping showing where personal data are 3602 
found in its systems), how it is used, and to whom it is disclosed. The record should also the 3603 
purposes of the processing, the categories of individuals and personal data processed, cross-3604 
border data transfer details, retention requirements, and security protections. 3605 

 3606 
Comments: This inventory/mapping of PI also will enable the testing organization to locate all 3607 
relevant PI in order to respond to a request from a test taker. The need to respond quickly to such 3608 
requests means that the organization will benefit from using the mapping/inventory, along with an 3609 
automated system for generating responses. Many organizations have experienced significant costs 3610 
to deal with requests under applicable privacy laws. 3611 

 3612 
9.8 Where practical, personal data captured during the assessment process should be stored and 3613 

transmitted in an encrypted and/or pseudonymized form to reduce the risk of unauthorized 3614 
access or disclosure of personal data. 3615 

 3616 
Comments: Use of PI with such protection decreases the risk of loss or unauthorized access to PI 3617 
(see also guideline 9.13). Although pseudonymized personal data is still personal data, 3618 
pseudonymization may be considered an appropriate technical security measure, be relevant with 3619 
respect to any risk assessment required to transfer personal data across borders, and also mean 3620 
that what would otherwise be a reportable data breach may not, in fact, require reporting. 3621 
Encryption is also very helpful in removing privacy risks. 3622 

 3623 
9.9 The retention period for the different types of personal data processed by the assessing 3624 

organization should be documented.  3625 
 3626 

Comments: A testing organization should retain PI only as long as it is needed for the purpose(s) for 3627 
which it was collected or for such period of time as is reasonably related to those purpose(s), as 3628 
permitted by applicable laws. The period of retention may vary with different types of data and 3629 
generally depends on the sensitivity of the data. For example, it is common to keep copies of 3630 
government identification cards or biometrics used for identification for a short period but to 3631 
maintain assessment scores and pass/fail records for a longer period.  3632 

 3633 
9.10 When the retention period has passed, or if there is no longer a need to retain data, personal 3634 

data should be securely deleted according to established industry standards in such a way that it 3635 
cannot be reconstituted. 3636 
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 3637 
Comments: As part of its Retention Policy, a testing organization should identify a data deletion 3638 
policy to define which data is deleted within specific periods of time or based upon agreed criteria 3639 
(if it is not possible to define a precise time period to apply in all cases). 3640 

 3641 
9.11  Test takers need to be informed in a clear and easily accessible privacy notice about what 3642 

personal data are collected, how the data are used, and whom to contact if they have any 3643 
questions. 3644 

 3645 
Comments: Testing organizations should publish a privacy notice setting out their privacy policies so 3646 
test takers and other stakeholders know how the organizations will treat personal data. This 3647 
privacy policy could be posted on the organization’s website or provided as a link as part of a test 3648 
taker agreement presented during test registration and again at the start of the test event. In 3649 
addition to a privacy policy, most privacy laws and regulations require organizations that collect 3650 
and use PI to provide appropriate notice to every individual about specific actions that may be 3651 
taken (e.g., the use of AI, video surveillance, or biometrics). Test takers should be informed in 3652 
advance of taking the assessment what types of personal data are captured during the assessment 3653 
process, who is responsible for the management of the personal data (including who is the 3654 
controller), what tools are used to collect personal data (video, audio, biometrics, AI, locked-down 3655 
browser, key strokes, etc.), what personal data are collected from the tools, how long the data are 3656 
retained, how the data are secured and protected, how the assessment results will be used, and to 3657 
whom the assessing organization gives access to assessment results and other personal data. 3658 

 3659 
9.12 Test takers should be informed in advance of taking the assessment regarding their rights with 3660 

respect to accessing their data. 3661 
 3662 

Comments: Unless there is a lawful basis otherwise, test takers should have a right to see personal 3663 
data held on them within a reasonable time period. The controller should define in written policy 3664 
rules whether test takers can request their personal data be deleted and what criteria are used to 3665 
consider such requests. The assessing organization should have a defined policy for dealing with 3666 
requests that includes telling data subjects how they can exercise their rights under applicable laws, 3667 
such as by contacting a dedicated email reflector set up for this purpose. The contract between the 3668 
data controller and any data processor, such as a testing services vendor, should also specify how 3669 
the vendor will inform the data controller if any test takers make requests directly to the vendor. 3670 
Unless otherwise agreed between the data controller and data processor, it is the data controller’s 3671 
responsibility to address privacy requests from test takers, and the data processor shall assist in 3672 
accordance with the data controller’s instructions. 3673 

 3674 
9.13 In the event of a data breach where personal data have been improperly accessed, and test 3675 

takers may be identified (e.g., the data are not securely encrypted or pseudonymized), the 3676 
testing organization must comply with applicable breach notification laws/regulations. 3677 

 3678 
Comments: Assessing organizations should have a plan for addressing such situations. In the event 3679 
that a situation as described does occur, the plan should be followed to ensure the appropriate 3680 
actions are taken. Some breach notification laws and regulations are part of a general privacy law; 3681 
others are stand-alone provisions. Some laws/regulations require the entity suffering the breach to 3682 
notify only the regulator; others require notice to the affected individuals/test takers. Privacy laws 3683 
may include a specified definition of events that qualify as data breaches, so testing organizations 3684 
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should familiarize themselves with any such definitions in laws that apply to them. Data breaches 3685 
are often broadly defined to include unauthorized access to, loss, destruction, and alteration of 3686 
personal data, as well as disclosure of personal data. Additionally, the time period and 3687 
requirements for giving notice in the event the testing organization confirms a data breach varies 3688 
by jurisdiction. Because of these variations, a testing organization needs to research and 3689 
understand which law(s) apply.      3690 

 3691 
9.14  A testing organization’s use of artificial intelligence or automated decision-making within the 3692 

assessment process should be performed in a way that is ethical and fair, respects individual 3693 
rights, and complies with applicable laws. 3694 

 3695 
Comments: Prior to implementing any AI system or automated decision-making within the 3696 
assessment process, the controller should conduct a thorough review to ensure the system and 3697 
processes ensure fair treatment of diverse populations and have a demonstrated track record of 3698 
operating without bias or discrimination. Assessing organizations should follow the applicable rules 3699 
with respect to the use of AI and automated decision making as regards test-taker privacy rights, 3700 
including providing transparency with respect to personal data processing involved and ensuring 3701 
appropriate human involvement. While global AI regulations are generally not in effect at the time 3702 
these guidelines are being prepared, contention exists about whether automated decision-making 3703 
should be considered AI. However, it is important to distinguish between AI and automated 3704 
decision-making; some privacy laws/regulations (e.g., GDPR) have privacy requirements around the 3705 
use of automated decision-making; where the controller uses automated decision-making, a test 3706 
taker has the right to be informed about its use and given a reasonable explanation of how the 3707 
automated decision-making occurs. Where AI is used to flag behaviors or is used by assessment 3708 
programs to make decisions about individuals, a human should always be the ultimate decision-3709 
maker, and the AI process should not be used alone to make significant decisions related to test 3710 
takers.  3711 

 3712 
9.15 Where the data controller uses specific types of AI (e.g., machine learning, algorithmic software), 3713 

the algorithm used for decision-making should be subject to thorough and ongoing evaluation 3714 
for fairness and quality, especially to eliminate bias and discriminatory impacts.  3715 

 3716 
Comments: Prior to implementing an AI system or automated decision-making solution within the 3717 
assessment process, a testing organization needs to conduct a thorough review of the system and 3718 
process to analyze if the use of the system is fair to test takers’ privacy rights and complies with any 3719 
applicable laws/regulations. The testing organization needs to document its findings because such 3720 
information may be required by regulators to show that the AI system is providing fair treatment of 3721 
diverse populations and operates without bias or discrimination. Care should be taken to 3722 
appropriately source any data used to “train” the AI; the output decisions or classifications resulting 3723 
from the use of AI or algorithms should be reviewed and remediated if there are material 3724 
discriminatory or biased impacts (see also Chapter 11). A testing organization must take particular 3725 
care around the use of AI that may impact children and use it only where necessary after 3726 
conducting a PIA and balancing children’s privacy interests against those of the program. 3727 

 3728 
9.16 A testing organization needs to modify its appeals procedure if it uses AI, as well as some forms 3729 

of automated decision-making so that test takers can challenge their scores to a human reviewer 3730 
to determine whether a scoring decision was fair and appropriate.  3731 

 3732 
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Comments: In addition to human involvement in the development and training of the system, 3733 
assessing organizations should document an appeals procedure that involves review by a human, 3734 
so there is a check on the properness of the decision resulting from the use of AI/automated 3735 
decision making. Even if a human is involved in generating an AI system algorithm (i.e., a so-called 3736 
“human-in-the-middle” AI), some types of AI or automated decision-making algorithms have no 3737 
human intervention involved in the outcome process. Thus, a testing organization should ensure 3738 
test takers have an opportunity to have automated results/decisions reviewed by a person upon 3739 
request.   3740 

 3741 
9.17 All employees, contractors, agents, or others involved in the organization’s assessment process 3742 

should exercise all reasonable efforts to ensure personal data are collected and processed in an 3743 
accurate manner. If an error or inaccuracy is identified, it should be addressed promptly. 3744 

 3745 
Comments: Privacy laws tend to avoid prescribing specific measures. Rather, they expect 3746 
organizations that process personal data to make a judgment regarding appropriate measures 3747 
based on the personal data and processing activities involved, mindful of the risks involved and 3748 
possible measures that may be employed. Assessing organizations should set appropriate measures 3749 
in advance, review these regularly, and ensure any data processors follow similar measures based 3750 
on the nature of their activities. 3751 

 3752 
9.18  Where personal data are inaccurate or errors are made in the processing of personal data, test 3753 

takers should have the right to have errors rectified in a timely manner.  3754 
 3755 

Comments: A testing organization needs to provide test takers with appropriate information on 3756 
how they can request information under any applicable privacy law/regulation, including exercising 3757 
the right to correct PI. To keep track of those test taker requests, the testing organization should 3758 
develop and implement internal procedures for handling them to comply with requirements of 3759 
applicable privacy laws/regulations 3760 

 3761 
9.19 A testing organization should develop and implement appropriate technological, physical, and 3762 

organizational measures that meet established industry standards to protect personal data from 3763 
destruction, loss, alteration, and unauthorized disclosure, access, or processing.  3764 

 3765 
Comments: See Chapter 6. Data Management for further discussion on data security and 3766 
protection.  3767 

 3768 
9.20 The assessing organization should engage a third party at least annually to evaluate its 3769 

information security measures using established industry standards. 3770 
 3771 

Comments: See also Chapter 6 (Data Management). 3772 

 3773 
9.21 Legally reviewed confidentiality agreements shall be in place with all individuals who have access 3774 

to personal data, including employees and contractors of a controller and its processor(s). 3775 

Comments: All individuals with access to personal data should, upon hiring and at least annually 3776 

thereafter, receive training in their responsibilities relating to processing personal data, and their 3777 

understanding following training should be assessed. Confidentiality terms may be free-standing or 3778 

included within broader contracts, such as contracts of employment or vendor services agreements. 3779 
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Assessing organizations should also require that their vendors have written confidentiality 3780 

provisions in place with their respective employees and contractors. 3781 

  3782 
9.22 Appropriate safeguards should be implemented to protect data considered “sensitive,” including 3783 

biometric data for the purpose of uniquely identifying a person, health data, race/ethnicity data, 3784 

or children’s personal data. 3785 

 3786 

Comments: Such data are considered higher risk in that if they were compromised in a data breach, 3787 

the possible harm to the test taker would be greater as compared to less sensitive forms of personal 3788 

data. Assessing organizations should consider specific enhanced safeguards for sensitive data and 3789 

document these as part of its broader technical and organizational security measures. 3790 
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10. FAIRNESS AND ACCESSIBILITY 3791 

 3792 

Background 3793 

 3794 

The AERA et al. (2014) Standards define fairness in testing by stating a test is fair if it “…reflects the 3795 

same construct(s) for all test takers, and scores from it have the same meaning for all individuals in the 3796 

intended population; a fair test does not advantage or disadvantage some individuals because of 3797 

characteristics irrelevant to the intended construct” (p. 50). Of course, fairness in testing extends 3798 

beyond the test itself to all aspects of the testing process, including test development, administration, 3799 

scoring, and score reporting. For this reason, the AERA et al. (2014) Standards describe four perspectives 3800 

on fairness, which are fairness (a) in treatment during the testing process, (b) as lack of measurement 3801 

bias, (c) in access to the construct(s) measured, and (d) as validity of individual test score interpretations 3802 

for the intended uses. These perspectives are reflected in the guidelines provided in this chapter. 3803 

 3804 

Ensuring all test takers have sufficient “access” to the test means test takers are able to demonstrate 3805 

their proficiencies without being hindered by construct-unrelated characteristics of the testing process. 3806 

In this chapter, we first discuss issues of access and then turn to general issues of fairness in testing. 3807 

Following a brief discussion of these issues, we present guidelines for accessibility and fairness in TBA. 3808 

 3809 

Accessibility 3810 

 3811 

The adoption of digitally delivered tests has expanded opportunities to increase the accessibility of test 3812 

items and interfaces. Whereas the concept of accessibility was once equated with test accommodations 3813 

for students with disabilities, accessibility is now a concern for all test takers and includes universal 3814 

design and accessibility supports (see Chapter 1, and Lee et al., 2021). Accommodations have 3815 

traditionally been treated as changes to test conditions designed to increase test takers’ access to the 3816 

test for specific sub-groups identified with a disability, as well as for multilingual learners (International 3817 

Test Commission, 2018a). Accessibility, however, is treated as an integral component of all phases of the 3818 

test development process and aims to eliminate barriers to a test’s ability to access a targeted construct 3819 

in a valid and reliable manner. Today, the aim of accessibility is to minimize construct-irrelevant variance 3820 

(CIV) and maximize construct relevance for all test takers. 3821 

 3822 

One way to promote accessibility is to permit supports and accommodations for individuals likely to 3823 

encounter construct-irrelevant barriers during testing, including, but not limited to‚ those with 3824 

disabilities or second language learners. Accommodations target a need associated with a specific 3825 

disability by altering the manner in which test content is presented to a test taker or by altering the 3826 

tools a test taker uses to navigate and respond to test questions. Accessibility during test administration 3827 

falls into four broad categories: accessing content, interacting with content, response production, and 3828 

interface navigation. The first three categories are item-specific and address the three phases test takers 3829 

pass through as they engage with a test item. The final category applies to the test delivery system more 3830 
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broadly and focuses on the way in which a test taker employs various functionality built into the delivery 3831 

platform to engage with items and the test as a whole. It is important to note accessibility is also a 3832 

concern for educators and test administrators who may interact with a testing platform to register, 3833 

assign accessibility settings, and access reports. 3834 

 3835 

All items require test takers to engage with test content. In many cases, this engagement occurs 3836 

cognitively as the test takers think about and work on the problem presented. In digital environments, 3837 

however, interactions increasingly require test takers to engage with digital representations of content. 3838 

As an example, some science items require test takers to manipulate digital tools to simulate an 3839 

experiment. Similarly, some mathematics items allow test takers to engage with digital models and tools 3840 

as they work through a problem, as do many credentialing exams. In addition, some items that measure 3841 

social science skills require test takers to work with content presented in different texts, images, videos, 3842 

and/or sound files.  3843 

 3844 

There are two general categories of barriers that may present challenges to interacting with test content 3845 

as the construct is applied: motor skills and information processing. Some digitally delivered items 3846 

require test takers to navigate and manipulate content using a mouse, track pad, or finger taps and 3847 

drags. For test takers who have challenges using these devices, interactions with digital content 3848 

interfere with their application of the targeted construct. Designing the interface and test delivery 3849 

system to support keyboard (tab/enter/arrow) navigation allows test takers to use alternate 3850 

communication devices (assistive technology) to navigate and interact with digital content. Online 3851 

systems need to allow for other keyboard shortcut inputs for test takers using screen readers (and 3852 

refreshable braille devices) to facilitate reading, review, input, and navigation of the various interfaces. 3853 

 3854 

For test takers who experience challenges working among and processing multiple pieces of content 3855 

tools that selectively mask content, it may be helpful to scaffold interactions with content or present 3856 

auditory background stimulation to help them focus and interact with the various components of item 3857 

content. In addition, extended timing and breaks may be required by test takers with information 3858 

processing needs and/or due to the increased time required to navigate and interact with test content 3859 

using accessibility supports and/or assistive technologies. 3860 

 3861 

Test items require test takers to produce a response. Similar to the interaction of content, response 3862 

production requires test takers to employ one or more devices to input and/or manipulate content to 3863 

create a scorable product. For test takers with motor skill needs, the same challenges and accompanying 3864 

solutions associated with interacting with content are applicable to response production and interface 3865 

navigation. For test takers who experience difficulty using a keyboard, speech-to-text or use of alternate 3866 

keyboards allow them to produce text-based responses to open-response items. Some test takers may 3867 

require a scribe to input responses. Finally, intuitively designed interfaces that limit the cognitive 3868 

demands required to navigate among items and make use of interface options may minimize the effect 3869 

of construct-irrelevant factors that can influence test performance. Interactions that accept only mouse 3870 

input should be avoided unless they are necessary to provide a response for the construct being 3871 

measured (e.g., a drawing supplied for a drawing assessment). If the interaction includes 'drag-and-drop' 3872 
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behavior, the interaction must have keyboard access that allows users to select and move the selectable 3873 

objects into targets and include the ability to remove selectable objects from targets. The test taker 3874 

should be able to understand the current association of objects through text-based information 3875 

(typically provided by visually hidden information only available to assistive technology).  3876 

Merely providing a "technically-accessible" solution may not be adequate in an assessment context 3877 

because users of assistive technology often need to keep more pieces of information in their short-term 3878 

memory. Tasks that require a large amount of information may begin to measure the memory ability of 3879 

the candidate in addition to the construct intended to be measured. This can be especially true of 3880 

students for whom the language of the test is not also their native language. 3881 

Technology Enhanced Items (TEI) may also provide challenges to individuals with disabilities. While TEIs 3882 

can be made to be technically accessible, cognitive overload and memory requirements (e.g., navigating 3883 

back and forth between item components) can be excessive and may therefore be inappropriate for 3884 

certain users of assistive technology and users of other accommodations.  3885 

 3886 

Interoperability Accessibility Standards. The Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) promote 3887 

common standards of web accessibility throughout the world.4 These guidelines not only provide 3888 

guidance for special accessibility needs but detail success criteria that increase access for all users. By 3889 

following these standards, test developers will less likely need to make modifications to their 3890 

applications to meet the needs of a specific assistive technology device. Technically meeting all success 3891 

criteria within WCAG does not guarantee good access to assessment applications. There are many areas 3892 

that require judgment calls as to the best organization of information and description of images. 3893 

Content authors and editors must take responsibility for the alternatives provided for assistive 3894 

technology. Furthermore, there is often additional development work required to meet specific 3895 

environments, like web browsers and screen readers, to make applications usable for people with 3896 

accessibility needs.  3897 

 3898 

In the early 2000s, the Question and Test Interoperability (QTI) standards were introduced to support 3899 

the exchange of test content across item development and test delivery platforms. In 2008, an extension 3900 

to the QTI standards was developed that aimed to develop a standard approach to embedding 3901 

accessibility supports in item content. Initially termed the Accessible Portable Item Protocol (APIP) 3902 

Standard, this set of specifications focused on three components of an accessible test design and 3903 

delivery. The first component pertains to specifying supplemental and alternate representation of 3904 

content that allows the item to be accessible to test takers with various access needs (e.g., braille 3905 

reader, alternate language, text-to-speech, American Sign Language, definitions of key terms, etc.). The 3906 

second component focused on accessibility supports embedded in a test delivery itself (e.g., 3907 

magnification, alternate contrast, content masking, etc.). The third and perhaps most novel component 3908 

provides a standard mechanism for specifying the access needs for each individual test taker, termed 3909 

Personal Needs and Preferences (PNP). The PNP serves as a control center that specifies to a test 3910 

delivery system which components of item content are presented to the test taker and which access 3911 

 
4 https://www.w3.org/WAI/standards-guidelines/wcag/  

https://www.w3.org/WAI/standards-guidelines/wcag/
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tools embedded in the test delivery system should be available and/or activated for the test taker.5  3912 

PNPs can also contain information about the test taker’s session environment, such as special 3913 

equipment, special system settings (e.g., enlarged cursor), room settings, medical requirements, non-3914 

computer supports, or any other concern.  3915 

 3916 

Recently, QTI and APIP have been refined and integrated into a single, updated standard termed QTI 3.6 3917 

Adherence to the QTI 3 standard is an effective mechanism for supporting the accessibility of digitally 3918 

delivered tests. Programs taking innovative approaches that introduce new features and supports to 3919 

their programs can use QTI 3 (or a more recent release subsequent to this writing), which allows for 3920 

extension points, and programs can add their enhancements in a more predictable (and interoperable) 3921 

exchange format.  3922 

 3923 

The Student Interoperability Framework enables state/district codes to be included within the Test 3924 

Accommodation structure. While states (or testing programs in general) may have their own codes, 3925 

there are other multi-state consortium standards such as Smarter Balanced that employ a standard set 3926 

of accommodation codes. These codes may or may not be usable by various assessment delivery 3927 

platforms. 3928 

 3929 

Equity Issues in Technology-Based Assessment  3930 

 3931 

We define equity in assessment broadly as the development and maintenance of structures and/or 3932 

systems designed to provide test takers with the tools they need to access the assessment and 3933 

demonstrate their knowledge/understanding of the content through the assessment.7 When referring to 3934 

TBA specifically, an equity focus requires attention to additional barriers created/made possible by how 3935 

the assessment is administered. The extent and influence of these barriers depend on the 3936 

administration context (e.g., familiarity with digital interface for in-class technology-based assessments 3937 

(TBAs) or internet access in rural, low-income communities for at-home TBAs). When addressing equity 3938 

issues in any assessment, it is critical to consider the roles of power, authority, access, and privilege at 3939 

every stage of the assessment process, including assessment development, administration, and scoring 3940 

(Randall, 2021). When considering TBA, equity issues related to privacy become similarly critical. In any 3941 

case, we maintain that just as socio-cultural and socio-political contexts are constantly shifting, evolving, 3942 

and emerging, so must our conception of issues related to equity, diversity, and inclusion in technology-3943 

based assessment.  3944 

 3945 

 
5 See https://www.imsglobal.org/sites/default/files/spec/afa/3p0/information_model/imsafa3p0pnp_v1p0_InfoModel.html 
6 https://www.imsglobal.org/spec/qti/v3p0/guide 
7 This definition is consistent with extant definitions in education. For example, see National Academies of Science, 
Engineering, and Medicine (2019), which defines equity as including unequal distribution of goods and services 
based on need. 
 

https://www.imsglobal.org/sites/default/files/spec/afa/3p0/information_model/imsafa3p0pnp_v1p0_InfoModel.html
https://www.imsglobal.org/spec/qti/v3p0/guide
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Structural biases built into the information organization system can serve to silence certain segments of 3946 

society (Heffernan, 2020). Developers of TBA must attend to issues of power or, more importantly, 3947 

disempowerment by critically considering who holds power and including those who, even if 3948 

unintentionally, are disenfranchised by the assessment. In particular, the impact of the assessment on 3949 

traditionally minoritized populations (e.g., ethnic /racial groups, low socioeconomic status, physically 3950 

disabled) should be thoroughly considered. For test takers from the most marginalized populations (e.g., 3951 

immigrants, immigrants of color, individuals with housing insecurity) with limited social or political 3952 

power, the potential, or perceived, negative consequences of TBA can be profound.  3953 

 3954 

Context matters, in particular cultural context, which is important across and within countries. Culture is 3955 

always operating and must be the lens through which we view educational practices (Battista, 3956 

Ellenwood, Gregory, & Higgins, 2015). For example, the introduction and effective use of technology in 3957 

rural populations may require accompanying the technology use with a complete change in teaching 3958 

practices (Powers, Musgrove, & Nichols, 2020), along with grounding the instruction in the student’s 3959 

lived experience (Azano & Stewart, 2015). Using assessments across cultural contexts involves its own 3960 

set of difficulties (Greenfield, 1997; International Test Commission, 2018b); one could only surmise 3961 

that using TBA across contexts would be even more difficult.  3962 

 3963 

In addition to attending to potentially negative outcomes stemming from differential socio-political 3964 

power, test developers must also consider other forms of power (e.g., financial, geopolitical) that may 3965 

limit test-taker access to TBA. Indeed, a high-quality home testing experience requires access to 3966 

adequate testing facilities and equipment. Test takers must have the requisite technological knowledge 3967 

to use the equipment. Such knowledge is closely tied to socioeconomic status (Ercikan, Asil, & Grover, 3968 

2018). Test takers must have use of an electronic device with internet access and the bandwidth to 3969 

support that device during testing. Moore et al. (2018) found among students taking the ACT college 3970 

admissions test that 14% had access to only one electronic device in their homes, and 56% of those 3971 

students reported the device was simply a smartphone. Moreover, approximately 15% indicated their 3972 

home internet service was unpredictable or terrible, which poses an additional problem related to 3973 

access as presentation and scoring methods reliant on high digital transmission speed can adversely 3974 

affect those without high-speed internet. The COVID-19 pandemic has brought disparities in 3975 

connectivity into sharp focus (Herold, 2020). Even for test takers who can work around issues related to 3976 

access to the necessary technological tools for assessment, online/remote assessment proctoring often 3977 

requires additional financial resources often passed along to the consumer. The overall effect is 3978 

technology use exacerbates the disparities in achievement across socioeconomic status (Chiau & Chiu, 3979 

2018; OECD, 2021). Traveling to a test center may also involve a differential burden across 3980 

different groups of test takers. 3981 

 3982 

Assessment developers must consider which groups, if any, are privileged by the act of taking a TBA and 3983 

engage in a critical process of mitigating that privilege. For example, algorithmic monitoring/surveillance 3984 

(i.e., surveillance that is performed by technology with the use of algorithms) is often based on flawed 3985 

assumptions about “normal” (Howard & Borenstein, 2018; Mayson, 2019), which may 3986 
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disproportionately affect groups that do not fit developers’ assumptions about ability, culture, race, or 3987 

gender expression. As Swauger (2020) explained, cisgender, able-bodied, neurotypical white men are 3988 

privileged as their movements/bodies will generally be categorized as “safe” and “non-threatening,” 3989 

whereas test takers from historically marginalized groups may have a very different experience. Swauger 3990 

described the experiences of Black and Brown students being asked to shine more light on themselves 3991 

when verifying their identities for a test or being unable to begin a test at all because the algorithmic 3992 

proctor could not detect their faces--issues their white peers did not have to manage. Such examples of 3993 

whiteness (or other dominant groups outside the USA) being privileged in TBA are not uncommon. 3994 

Moreover, students who express their gender in ways that are not cis/heteronormative may experience 3995 

similar obstacles when sitting for TBAs. Consequently, because students from these marginalized groups 3996 

are aware they are vulnerable to these algorithmic misinterpretations, issues related to increased 3997 

anxiety can contribute to poor test performance, thereby further privileging majoritized groups at the 3998 

very real expense of minoritized test takers.  3999 

 4000 

Finally, in addition to considerations of power, access, and privilege, TBA developers are tasked with 4001 

addressing concerns related to privacy (see Langenfield, 2020 for examples, as well as Chapter 9 of these 4002 

Guidelines). Issues of equity with respect to privacy are particularly salient with respect to TBAs that rely 4003 

on remote proctoring or monitoring. We refer the reader to the privacy chapter for a more detailed 4004 

explication of issues related to privacy. Here, we focus on privacy issues as they relate to equity only. 4005 

Such equity issues are of particular concern when technology is used to administer at-home 4006 

assessments. For example, to engage with the assessment, at-home test takers must often agree to 4007 

allow proctors access to their homes via the camera on the electronic device (consider test takers who 4008 

live in crowded or chaotic conditions), which could increase test anxiety levels, thereby diminishing test 4009 

performance (Flaherty, 2020). In an extreme case, Katz and Gonzalez (2015) found many immigrant 4010 

families feared state surveillance through school-issued laptops. This fear could effectively preclude the 4011 

use of technology at all. When employing the use of technology to monitor test taker 4012 

behavior/environment during at-home assessments, test developers must not assume all test takers live 4013 

in stable, well-lit, pristine homes they would be proud to display/share with strangers. Indeed, the 4014 

emotional impact--due to shame, fear, uncertainty--should be considered when making decisions 4015 

related to monitoring and ensuring test-taker privacy.  4016 

 4017 

Guidelines for Fairness and Accessibility 4018 

 4019 

Guidelines for Accessibility 4020 

 4021 

10.1 Testing programs should make all aspects of the testing program as accessible as possible, 4022 

including test information, test registration, accessibility and accommodation request forms, 4023 

login screens, assessment interfaces (including sample tests), and test results. This will allow 4024 

personal agency for test takers and help include agents with accessibility needs. 4025 

 4026 
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10.2 Testing programs should establish clear guidelines regarding which accessibility and 4027 

accommodation supports are available to all test takers and which must be specified in advance 4028 

for select test takers. 4029 

 4030 

Comments: Testing programs should establish where it may be appropriate to allow the assignment 4031 

of accommodations without prior approval (e.g., highlighter to highlight text, tiered accessibility 4032 

frameworks).  4033 

 4034 

10.3 Testing programs should establish clear definitions of the construct(s) targeted by the test and 4035 

specify which categories of accessibility may or may not change the construct measured. 4036 

Comments: Testing programs should establish clear criteria regarding when the provision of an 4037 

accessibility support that overlaps with the targeted construct alters the assessed construct in a 4038 

manner that voids the intended inference based on the test score (Abedi & Ewers, 2013). 4039 

 4040 

10.4 Testing agencies should require WCAG compliance (and subsequent versions). 4041 

 4042 

Comments: Test authoring platforms should strive to be WCAG compliant (currently WCAG 2.1 4043 

Level A & AA). for item authoring and rendering. People with different access needs are critical to 4044 

evaluating the appropriateness of alternatives provided to candidates or restrictions placed on 4045 

candidates. 4046 

 4047 

10.5 Testing programs should allow breaks, extended testing time, and other accessibility supports 4048 

and accommodations to standard test administration conditions subject to valid measurement of 4049 

the construct and test taker needs. 4050 

 4051 

Comments: Accessibility supports and accommodations should be provided wherever possible, but 4052 

if they may change the construct measured by the test and reduce the validity of score 4053 

interpretations and uses, such accommodations and supports may not be appropriate. 4054 

Consideration and implementation of supports and accommodations must consider both validity of 4055 

score interpretation from both construct representation (changing the construct measured) and 4056 

construct-irrelevant variance (e.g., providing access to demonstrating the construct). See Abedi and 4057 

Ewers (2013), AERA et al. (2014), and Sireci and O’Riordan (2020) for discussions of these issues. 4058 

 4059 

10.6 Test authoring platforms should allow authors to input accessible alternatives to content.  4060 

Comments: Examples include Text-based descriptions of images, or indications they are 4061 

“decorative;” long descriptions (where appropriate); alternatives for time-based media (e.g., 4062 

captions, audio description of video, transcripts); appropriate HTML and ARIA annotation applied to 4063 

tables, figures, and navigation elements of item content to support text-to-speech presentation of 4064 

item content. The authoring platforms should include the types of supports and accommodations 4065 

available for the item type the author is working on, so authors are more likely to develop items 4066 

that fit these presentation/response mechanisms. 4067 
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 4068 

10.7 Testing agencies should comply with the current version of the QTI standard. 4069 

Comments: Item authoring should employ appropriate QTI encoding to specify alternate 4070 

representations of content, including Braille representations, signed language representations, 4071 

alternate language representations, text-to-speech markup for pronunciation, simplified language 4072 

versions of item content (partial or complete), and key word definitions. 4073 

 4074 

10.8 Test-taker registration systems should employ appropriate QTI tags to document the access 4075 

needs of individual test takers in a PNP profile. 4076 

Comments: Test delivery platforms should support embedded accessibility supports, including 4077 

magnification of item content that allows for text reflow to prevent horizontal scrolling, 4078 

enlargement of text that allows for text reflow (with exceptions for specially formatted content like 4079 

poems), alternate display of text and background colors, text-to-speech and/or audio 4080 

representations of item content, and masking of item content. If methods other than PNPs are used 4081 

to document test takers’ accessibility needs, they should be validated, transparent, and 4082 

transferrable across systems. 4083 

 4084 

10.9 Test delivery platforms should be QTI compliant to activate appropriate embedded accessibility 4085 

supports for each individual test taker and present appropriate alternate representations of item 4086 

content for each individual test taker. 4087 

 4088 

10.10 Test delivery platforms should interact with assistive technology devices such as alternate 4089 

keyboards, single and dual switch mechanisms, speech-to-text software, text-to-speech 4090 

software, and refreshable braille displays. 4091 

 4092 

10.11 Tablet-based test delivery platforms should design interactivity to function appropriately for 4093 

test takers with fine-motor skill needs and fingertips of various sizes such that accuracy of 4094 

responses is not adversely impacted 4095 

 4096 

10.12 Testing programs should establish clear guidelines regarding when and whether test content 4097 

will be presented in a paper-based form for test takers who cannot be supported appropriately 4098 

in the digital test delivery platform. 4099 

 4100 

10.13 TBAs should avoid input that requires a second mouse button click. 4101 

Comments: Test takers with some motor disabilities will be unable to double-click with ease, so 4102 

such actions will increase response time and stress. 4103 

 4104 

10.14 TBAs should use vector-based graphics over pixel-based graphics where possible.  4105 
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Comments: Vector-based formats such as SVG allow for scaling at high resolution. When including 4106 

pixel-based content (i.e., photographs), use over-sampled versions that display at half the width 4107 

and height. This allows for magnification at 200% without pixelation (jagged/blurry images). 4108 

 4109 

Guidelines for Equity in TBA 4110 

 4111 

10.15 TBAs should be designed within a framework of diversity and inclusion. 4112 

 4113 

Comments: Assessments should be evaluated at every stage of development to ensure that 4114 

cultural language, practices, and experiences centered in the dominant culture (e.g., whiteness) do 4115 

not form the basis for the assessment. The assessment should be designed to be appropriate for all 4116 

groups of intended test takers. Ideally, the development team for TBAs would include specialists 4117 

from all major groups (e.g., racial/ethnic, gender, linguistic minorities) targeted by the assessment. 4118 

Test developers should understand the challenges these populations face and be committed to 4119 

representing the needs of these populations (especially historically marginalized populations) so all 4120 

test takers can see themselves represented in the assessment. Specific attention should be given to 4121 

intersectionality across groups in the intended testing population. Statistical analyses (e.g., 4122 

differential item functioning) should be used in evaluating the appropriateness of test and item 4123 

design for all test takers. 4124 

 4125 

10.16 All test takers should be given sufficient time to become familiar with the testing environment 4126 

prior to testing 4127 

 4128 

Comments: All test takers should have an opportunity to use the testing equipment (actual or 4129 

similar) prior to the actual examination (ideally during instruction) and should have access to 4130 

practice material in the same format as the actual assessment prior to testing. 4131 

 4132 

10.17 When TBAs use remote monitoring, test takers should have the opportunity to become 4133 

comfortable with the virtual proctoring software and environment in advance of the 4134 

assessment. 4135 

 4136 

Comments: Students should have the opportunity to interact with monitoring/surveillance 4137 

technology prior to the actual test-taking experience, sufficient to satisfy them that they will not be 4138 

disadvantaged by the technology. If the interactions cannot be made satisfactory, a vehicle for the 4139 

test taker to raise objections should be made available. 4140 

 4141 

10.18 Test administrators should ensure all test takers have equipment and connectivity that allow 4142 

the proper delivery of the assessment (i.e., without adversely affecting timing or performance 4143 

on the assessment).  4144 

 4145 
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Comments: All test takers should have access to an adequate environment (equipment, 4146 

connectivity, surroundings, etc.) for taking the assessment. 4147 

 4148 

10.19 Test administrators should ensure different groups of test takers are not differentially affected 4149 

by technical disruptions that could adversely affect their performance. 4150 

 4151 

10.20 When observing and video recording individuals at home or in a testing center, clear statements 4152 

must be made with respect to how the personal privacy and data of test takers will be 4153 

maintained.  4154 

 4155 

Comments: Test developers/administrators should disclose all uses of test takers’ personal data for 4156 

any purpose other than that directly needed to deliver, score and report on the test. Any use for 4157 

research purposes should be disclosed in advance and be in accordance with applicable privacy 4158 

legislation in the jurisdiction. Test-taker data should not be used for marketing purposes without 4159 

the test taker’s express written consent. Moreover, refusal to provide consent should not result in a 4160 

penalty of any kind, and likewise, providing consent should not result in any direct benefit to the 4161 

test taker. 4162 

 4163 

10.21 In the case of remote proctoring, all unintended, negative consequences of monitoring should 4164 

be investigated and removed or minimized. 4165 

 4166 

Comments: it is good practice to consider all characteristics of test takers that could affect 4167 

proctoring (remote and in-person), such as cultural and religious contexts in (e.g., respect head 4168 

coverings where culturally/religiously required and to allow a female test taker to request a female 4169 

proctor). Consider the use of test score verification tools as an alternative to “live” test 4170 

monitoring/proctoring tools if such tools prove to be invasive or lead to increased test anxiety 4171 

 4172 

10.22 When possible, the pool of remote (and in-person) human proctors should match the test-taking 4173 

population in terms of demographics.  4174 

 4175 

Comments: Human proctors should be trained extensively to reduce the likelihood of 4176 

discrimination against test takers based on their bodies, identity, appearance, atypical 4177 

movements, and/or race or ethnicity.  4178 

 4179 

10.23 Algorithmic proctoring mechanisms should be extensively tested to ensure they behave 4180 

accurately and identically across various groups of test takers. 4181 

 4182 

Comments: The mechanism should be carefully pilot tested with test takers from various groups to 4183 

ascertain any negative impact monitoring may have on test-taker performance.  4184 

 4185 

10.24 Automated scoring engines should be calibrated with all groups of test takers in mind. 4186 

 4187 
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Comments: As appropriate, automated scoring engines should be trained using representative test 4188 

takers from all groups in the testing population. Care should be taken to ensure that automated 4189 

scoring engines do not perpetuate or exacerbate human scoring biases and the validity of the 4190 

scoring is consistent across groups of test takers. 4191 

 4192 

10.25 Automated scoring engines should be monitored to ensure they record the same scores for 4193 

equivalent responses across all demographic groups in the testing population.  4194 
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11. GLOBAL TESTING CONSIDERATIONS 4195 

 4196 

Background 4197 

 4198 

TBAs are administered worldwide. Some TBAs are administered across multiple countries, and some are 4199 

national or even local. Considerations in this global environment include translating and adapting tests 4200 

for use across multiple languages and cultures, technology availability resources, and preparing test 4201 

takers for the assessment experience across a wide variety of environments that vary with respect to 4202 

technological resources. In this chapter, we first discuss these issues and then present guidelines in each 4203 

area. 4204 

 4205 

Translation and Adaptation 4206 

 4207 

Translating or adapting an assessment should always aim to obtain a test form in the target language 4208 

that (a) measures the same construct; (b) is fair and unbiased; (c) has sufficient reliability; (d) is valid for 4209 

its intended purpose. In some contexts, such as comparative research or a competitive pre-hire test in 4210 

multiple languages, an additional aim will be to obtain scores from each language version that are 4211 

comparable to those obtained by the test form in the source language. The International Test 4212 

Commission Guidelines for Translating and Adapting Tests (2018), the AERA et al. (2014) Standards 4213 

(2014), and authors such as Dept et al. (2017); Grisay (2003); Hambleton et al. (1994, 2002, 2005, 2011); 4214 

Harkness (2003; 2007), Harkness et al. (2003, 2009); and Iliescu (2017) provide robust guidance and 4215 

references on translation and adaptation of tests in general. There is also a body of literature that 4216 

documents how and why different forms of adaptation to local context and usage affect measurement 4217 

(e.g., Allalouf et al., 1999, 2010; Ercikan, 1998, 2002; Sireci, 1997; Sireci et al., 2005). In this chapter, we 4218 

focus on guidelines specific to translating or adapting assessments in a technology-rich environment. 4219 

 4220 

There is a non-negligible difference between situations where test developers are designing a new 4221 

assessment and intend to make it applicable for two or more languages or cultures; and situations 4222 

where an existing assessment that is already deployed in one language needs to be translated/adapted 4223 

into other languages. For the first type of situation, it is essential to note good practice is to embed 4224 

translation/adaptation in the test design and development process from the outset rather than to view 4225 

it as a stand-alone component. This aspect has become even more salient in TBAs, where translatability, 4226 

cultural appropriateness, and portability should be dealt with before the authoring stage. For the second 4227 

type of situation, where an existing test needs to be translated, one must be prepared to consider 4228 

various revisions to the existing language version of the test to make it a suitable source version, or 4229 

starting point, for the translated forms of the test. The guidelines in this chapter endeavor to cover both 4230 

situations. 4231 

 4232 
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In the preliminary stages of test design, the test developer determines the purpose of the test and the 4233 

construct or domain being measured. That is also a good time to consider possible target populations, 4234 

languages in which the items might be translated, and to investigate cultural differences between 4235 

segments of the extended target population. It is recommended to seek advice both on portability of 4236 

the construct or domain and on possible adjustments to item formats. Early definition of a multistage 4237 

translation process and a pilot test of translated versions will significantly contribute to a controlled 4238 

progression towards fairness, validity, and reliability in the different target versions of the test. 4239 

 4240 

In case of a transition from one delivery mode to another, experience in international large-scale 4241 

assessments has shown that a computer-based environment is more than just a different medium in 4242 

which previously successful translation procedures can be applied. When setting up a new translation 4243 

design, it is recommended to take into account the limitations and requirements as well as the range of 4244 

opportunities offered by the technology used in the new testing ecosystem. 4245 

 4246 

In all cases, for translation and adaptation of a TBA, it is advisable to have: 4247 

– Documentation on the measurement characteristics of the measurement instruments. 4248 

– An agreed translation and quality assurance (QA) plan, including a format that translators can 4249 

use. 4250 

– Interoperability and translation data exchange standards. The most widely used translation data 4251 

exchange standards are XML vocabularies, which means the vocabularies can be validated by 4252 

means of other XML utilities (about XML standards in translation technology, see Roturier, 4253 

2019). 4254 

– A process to preview the source version and the target version of the assessment, preferably at 4255 

any stage in the process. 4256 

 4257 

Availability of Technology Resources 4258 

 4259 

Despite the advancements in TBA and remote assessment, some populations (e.g., developing nations, 4260 

rural communities in developed nations, etc.) may be inadvertently disadvantaged due to local 4261 

infrastructure. When this occurs, there are means to use TBAs to support test taker needs. The goal is to 4262 

offer a fair test for all test takers, and, as much as possible, the delivery of the test provides a 4263 

comparable testing environment for all candidates, regardless of modality. 4264 

There is a myriad of ways in which exams are delivered using technology outside of traditional brick-4265 

and-mortar test centers. For example, large-scale delivery vendors offer as-needed testing to targeted 4266 

populations to supplement capacity needs and to support rural markets of high need. Additionally, there 4267 

are models in which exams are administered at training facilities, conferences, and in kiosks in retail 4268 

locations. Each test delivery model may be problematic where technology resources are scarce. In the 4269 

models, there are several variables that can cause technical issues that impact test events, primarily 4270 

internet availability, connectivity, and stability. Depending on the testing modality and model, it may be 4271 
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important that there is a strong, uninterrupted internet connection available throughout the testing 4272 

event if the exam content is to be sent to the candidate's location in real time while they are testing.  4273 

While it is strongly recommended that a system check be conducted prior to the candidate receiving any 4274 

content to evaluate risks such as poor internet connections or outdated security patches, it is important 4275 

to remember any check will only provide a point-in-time snapshot. Internet strength can fluctuate 4276 

throughout the course of an exam session. To help ensure test takers can test through completion with 4277 

no or limited disruptions, some recommendations in addition to the systems check include having the 4278 

test taker clear their router before they sign-in to test and limit others from being on their network, in 4279 

particular heavy bandwidth usage like gaming or streaming. A wired connection is preferred to a 4280 

wireless one, and hotspots should generally be avoided as they are less likely to maintain a strong 4281 

connection throughout the test due to the means by which internet connect(s) are transmitted. 4282 

Firewalls can also create problems, especially if a test taker does not have administrator rights to their 4283 

computer. The more secure the internet connection with the exam delivery provider, the more likely a 4284 

test taker may encounter an issue with firewalls. Such problems are most common if a test taker is 4285 

testing on a machine provided by their employer. Many systems checks will not fully test for the 4286 

presence of firewalls and can create an issue when a test taker attempts to sign in to the test. 4287 

Supporting Locations Without Reliable Access to Resources. There are several ways to address 4288 

communities without reliable access to the resources that TBAs require. For example, while the world 4289 

continues to advance towards digitization, reverting to paper-based testing (PBT) feels like a step 4290 

backward. However, there are instances where PBT is the safest and most reliable means to deliver an 4291 

examination when the required resources for TBA are not accessible. Relative to other solutions, PBT is 4292 

often the most easily implemented and cost-effective solution for meeting the needs of some 4293 

communities. In such cases, the psychometric comparability of these exams should be examined 4294 

compared to their TBA counterparts when comparability is required by the testing purpose to ensure 4295 

the exams are fair, valid, and legally defensible. 4296 

There are also options for deploying TBAs in locations without reliable resources or where access to the 4297 

internet is prohibited, such as in prisons or highly secure institutions. Even when the challenges of 4298 

delivering a computer-based test can be overcome, the workload and costs may be substantial.   4299 

Disconnected delivery is one possible solution for these communities, where test content is downloaded 4300 

and housed locally on a machine and then delivered to test takers. This delivery can be accomplished in 4301 

either group settings or in a one-to-one setting. When used in a group setting, the investment in 4302 

computer equipment for a sponsoring organization may be significant, as well as the management of the 4303 

administration process, ensuring that all machines are working as expected and secured before and 4304 

after the administration. Like PBT, this model carries a security risk in that the machines could be stolen 4305 

or tampered with, creating a risk that test content could be compromised, which for some organizations 4306 

could mean a substantial financial loss. In this model, there should be rigor around protecting the 4307 

machines and for a means to destroy the content(s) of the machines remotely if there is concern that 4308 

machines have been compromised. 4309 
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The most expensive model for supporting communities with scant technology resources is using a one-4310 

to-one proctor to test-taker experience. In these models, a proctor would use a technology such as 4311 

disconnected delivery to deliver an exam one-on-one with a test taker. With these models, both the test 4312 

sponsor and vendor should be well informed of the laws and risks associated with such an event and 4313 

plan the venue and time of the event accordingly to minimize risk to all parties involved. Many times, 4314 

these one-to-one events are reserved for VIP test takers (such as CEOs of companies that must maintain 4315 

licenses/certifications) or individuals with unique accommodation requirements. 4316 

Benefits to candidates and test sponsors for having optional delivery modalities available when Internet 4317 

connectivity is not possible include: 4318 

– Fairness for candidates--Ideally, all candidates should be offered the same or similar 4319 

opportunity to demonstrate competency and should not be treated differently due to lack 4320 

of Internet service. 4321 

– Standardization of the candidate experience--All exams should be conducted with the same 4322 

“look and feel” exam features (e.g., randomization of test items, use of tools such as an 4323 

online calculator, etc. should be available to all test takers). 4324 

– Scoring--Even in situations where there may be delays in uploading results files until an 4325 

internet connection can be established, having all exam data in the same format speeds 4326 

analysis and processing. 4327 

 4328 

Candidate Preparation, Practice, and Orientation to the Technology 4329 

 4330 

The guidelines for test-taker preparation, practice, and orientation to the technology are designed to 4331 

help ensure test takers’ experiences are fair and test scores reflect the knowledge, skills, abilities, and 4332 

other characteristics of test takers (i.e., safeguarding accurate measurement while minimizing construct-4333 

irrelevant variance). The goal of preparation, practice, and orientation to technology in cognitive ability 4334 

testing is to prepare and motivate candidates so they can accurately demonstrate their performance 4335 

level. The goal of preparation, practice, and orientation to technology in behavioral testing is to prepare 4336 

and motivate candidates to respond with their most realistic and honest responses to the tasks. In all 4337 

cases, candidates thereby should be given adequate opportunities to prepare, practice, and understand 4338 

the testing technology prior to testing (Bishop & Davis-Becker, 2016; Zwick, 2006).  4339 

 4340 

For test takers to accurately represent their standing on the constructs in a TBA environment, they must 4341 

have a high level of comfort and familiarity with the technology (Llabre, Clements, Fitzhugh, & 4342 

Lancelotts, 1987; Parshall, Spray, Kalohn, & Davey, 2002; Russell, Goldberg, & O’Connor, 2003). Early 4343 

studies of computer-based assessments indicated test takers felt higher levels of anxiety when testing 4344 

on a computer as compared to paper and pencil testing (Llabre et al., 1987; Ward, Hooper, & Hannafin, 4345 

1989). Although test takers today generally have higher levels of comfort with computer technology, 4346 

they may experience high levels of anxiety when answering test questions using unique item formats or 4347 

computer interfaces (Bishop & Davis-Becker, 2016; Sireci & Zenisky, 2016). 4348 

 4349 
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Although educational and psychological measurement has broadened the spectrum of item tasks to 4350 

improve measurement, test takers may lack familiarity and comfort with many technology-enhanced 4351 

item formats. Consequently, it is incumbent on test developers who utilize innovative or technology-4352 

enhanced formats to provide test takers with explanatory descriptions and opportunities to practice. To 4353 

minimize construct-irrelevant variance attributable to differences in test preparation and practice 4354 

opportunities, test developers should provide all prospective test takers free practice opportunities 4355 

along with appropriate explanatory materials of the testing interface and item tasks. These materials 4356 

should also explain rules governing testing, such as time limitations and inappropriate responses. 4357 

Developers should provide for and encourage all prospective test takers to (a) read and understand the 4358 

rules of testing, (b) study explanations of item tasks, (c) use practice items and review feedback, and (d) 4359 

take a practice test form in the actual test interface. 4360 

 4361 

Appropriate Test Preparation. Questions arise regarding what constitutes appropriate test preparation 4362 

and practice activities. These questions have become more pressing as accounts of large-scale cheating 4363 

are reported in public schools (Chen, 2018), college admissions (Paris, 2020), and professional licensure 4364 

testing (Lubin, 2013; Prometric, 2020). Appropriate test preparation and practice activities enable test 4365 

takers to accurately demonstrate through testing their knowledge, skills, abilities, or other 4366 

characteristics (Crocker, 2006; Lai & Waltman, 2008; Popham, 1991, 2003). As Popham (1991) offered, 4367 

“No test preparation practice should increase the student’s test scores without simultaneously 4368 

increasing student mastery of the content domain tests” (p. 13). 4369 

 4370 

Applying this principle to the development of preparation and practice materials, test developers should 4371 

build preparatory materials and practice exercises that enhance candidates’ understanding and comfort 4372 

with the test technology, including the test interface, tools, and formats so that they can best 4373 

demonstrate their standing on the construct(s). 4374 

 4375 

Guidelines for Global Considerations in Technology-Based Assessments 4376 

 4377 

Guidelines for Translation and Adaptation of TBAs  4378 

 4379 

11.1 When needed, translation/adaptation should be planned as part of the test development 4380 

process and assessment design.  4381 

 4382 

Comments: Some testing programs involve assessing test takers who operate in different 4383 

languages. When tests are to be administered in different languages, the development of the 4384 

multiple language versions should be considered from the earliest stages of test development. It 4385 

may be helpful to set up a multidisciplinary task force of test developers, test platform engineers, 4386 

partners or experts from (a subset of) the target regions, and translation experts in planning the 4387 

development process. Attention should also be paid to different measurement systems (e.g., metric, 4388 

imperial) and currencies. 4389 
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 4390 

11.2 Testing programs should clearly define the constructs to be measured as well as the 4391 

generalizability of these constructs in terms of comparability across different language versions 4392 

of the assessment. 4393 

 4394 

11.3 A process should be established to standardize and centralize documentation of each step of the 4395 

translation/adaptation process, including all adaptation choices made for each item and for each 4396 

locale. 4397 

 4398 

Comments: Collect and retain item-per-item translation and adaptation notes based on the results 4399 

of qualitative and empirical studies to make item and test revisions and to inform future test 4400 

development and adaptation efforts. The translation and adaptation notes aim to give specific 4401 

guidance to accurately translate stems, stimuli, or expressions to maximize psychometric 4402 

equivalence to source versions. Such notes should specify when and how to adapt specific parts of 4403 

the text. If possible, these notes should be available to translators and reviewers in the computer-4404 

assisted translation tool or translation environment they work in. If applicable, retrieve or create 4405 

translation memories from previously existing translations of test items that are being recycled 4406 

from a previous test administration. Organize a centralized repository for all translation-related 4407 

resources. Consider using bilingual glossaries and style guides for each of the target locales. 4408 

 4409 

11.4 Translation/adaptation and linguistic QA design should be established in consideration of time 4410 

and budget constraints. 4411 

 4412 

Comments: In many cases, a multistage team translation model will be helpful. All required team 4413 

members should be identified, and provisions for hiring and training translators and reviewers 4414 

should be provided. Note that back translation will only give you very limited information about the 4415 

suitability of the target version for its data collection purpose. 4416 

 4417 

11.5 A detailed documentation plan and list of communication channels should be included for each 4418 

step of the translation, adaptation, and linguistic QA process. 4419 

 4420 

Comments: This plan should include a translation/adaptation timeline and contingency plan. 4421 

 4422 

11.6 Translation/adaptation processes should consider how to handle languages shared by different 4423 

target regions. 4424 

Comments: Include an approach to harmonize the differences among the shared language across 4425 

the versions within a target region.   4426 

 4427 
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11.7 Strategies to gather evidence to evaluate the translation/adaptation of test content should be 4428 

incorporated throughout the test development process. 4429 

 4430 

Comments: such studies can include cognitive pre-testing of a subset of translated items, 4431 

conducting focus groups to prepare protocols in the target languages, and conducting statistical 4432 

analyses (such as differential item functioning and other measurement invariance studies). Studies 4433 

should be planned to evaluate the comparability of scores across different versions. Performance of 4434 

items with features that pose challenges in translation/adaption should also be evaluated. 4435 

 4436 

11.8 Translated/adapted versions should be piloted when possible. 4437 

 4438 

Comments: Statistical analyses on pilot data can inform possible revisions to the source version. 4439 

Refrain from cosmetic or preferential edits after the pilot: they can affect psychometric properties 4440 

of items in unforeseeable ways. 4441 

 4442 

11.9 Training should be provided for linguists, reviewers, subject matter experts, and other players 4443 

involved in the translation process.  4444 

 4445 

Comments: If possible, the test developers should be involved in the training. Provide technical 4446 

support to linguists if they translate inside the platform and/or if they use the platform to preview 4447 

translated materials. The translation vendor should provide support to linguists if they translate 4448 

outside the platform; demand from the translation vendor that translation memories should be 4449 

part of the deliverables. Translators should also be trained on test security and issues. 4450 

 4451 

11.10 Suitability of the authoring platform should be investigated for the target languages envisaged 4452 

and related technical challenges identified.  4453 

 4454 

Comments: Consider exporting content from the platform and producing translations outside the 4455 

platform (see translation data exchange standards). If possible, avoid integrating the translation 4456 

process in the test authoring/delivery platform: it usually precludes harnessing the power of 4457 

mature translation technology. 4458 

 4459 

11.11 QA processes and translation quality control (QC) checks should be performed. 4460 

 4461 

Comments: These processes can include optimizing source content from a technical perspective, 4462 

ensuring segmentation rules are correctly applied in the authoring platform, testing the extraction 4463 

process in collaboration with a translation technologist, and testing the different translation 4464 

workflows (including the export and import process). The QA processes should be collaborative 4465 

across test developers and linguists. These checks can include both qualitative and quantitative 4466 

evaluations. Documentation of these evaluations can support the validity of the assessment. 4467 
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Consider a separate process for a final layout check once the verified translations are imported 4468 

back into the platform. Consider using an independent agency in the process.  4469 

 4470 

11.12 The translation/adaptation workflow should be implemented and monitored by using a 4471 

dashboard or similar tool to manage translation progress or require regular progress reports 4472 

from the translation vendor. 4473 

 4474 

Comments: It is recommended the test developer appoint an officer to examine requests for 4475 

intentional deviations from the source version rather than outsourcing decision-making about 4476 

(unforeseen) adaptations. Implement a selection of downstream linguistic QA processes. Gather 4477 

standardized feedback and detailed reports on reviewer interventions and factor in one or several 4478 

iterations to adjudicate controversial issues. 4479 

 4480 

Guidelines for Testing Where Technology Resources are Low 4481 

 4482 

11.13 When internet bandwidth may be limited, strategies should be used to optimize testing 4483 

conditions, such as clearing out the router before sign-in, limiting others from being on the 4484 

network, and using a wired connection instead of a wireless connection. 4485 

 4486 

Comments: Hotspots should generally be avoided as they are less likely to maintain a strong 4487 

connection throughout the test due to the means by which internet connect(s) are transmitted. 4488 

 4489 

11.14 Paper-based tests may be appropriate substitutes for TBAs when there are inadequate 4490 

technology resources for delivering the test. 4491 

 4492 

Comments: Evaluating technology resources is a necessary step not only for the initial 4493 

implementation of TBAs but also as part of the preparation for routine operational test 4494 

administration. In cases of test interruption due to inadequate technology support, consider using 4495 

PPTs as a replacement. In such situations, research will be needed to ensure the PPTs sufficiently 4496 

fulfill the same purposes as the TBA. If scores will be compared across paper-based and digitally 4497 

delivered assessments, validity evidence of score comparability will be needed. 4498 

 4499 

11.15 When digital test results are collected from remote servers, the data transfer should occur 4500 

immediately after the completion of a test or after the completion of each item for online (e.g., 4501 

internet-administered) tests. The data should be protected by strong access procedures while 4502 

residing on a remote server and strong encryption during transmission.  4503 

 4504 

Comments: When administrating TBAs in environments when results cannot be immediately 4505 

transmitted, processes should be in place to ensure the results are stored safely and in a manner 4506 

that allows for later retrieval.  4507 
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11.16 When test content is distributed, whether in booklets or digital file form, it should be protected 4508 

at every step of the distribution process and stored securely at testing locations. 4509 

 4510 

Comments: Regardless of the method used in providing TBAs in locations with limited or no 4511 

technology resources (i.e., no internet connectivity), test content needs to be secured and 4512 

protected at every stage of the process. During test administration and after authentication, tests 4513 

are at greatest risk. For example, during this time, displayed items can be stolen, and other forms 4514 

of cheating may occur. In addition to prior agreed-upon efforts during the planning and design 4515 

stages, additional effort may be needed to ensure, to the extent possible, test content cannot be 4516 

stolen, and the probability of cheating is minimized. Test administration in locations where 4517 

resources are limited or not available may inherently be riskier as security provisions used when 4518 

resources are available cannot be employed to protect test content. 4519 

Guidelines for Candidate Preparation, Practice, and Orientation to the Technology 4520 

 4521 

11.17 Information about the purpose of the test, test registration, test content, item formats, and 4522 

item scoring should be available to all test takers well in advance of testing in an easy-to-access 4523 

medium. 4524 

 4525 

Comments: All prospective test takers should have access to general information regarding the 4526 

test, including the description of the purpose of the test, description of test score use, privacy 4527 

protections (see Chapter 9), and test administration information. Such information should include 4528 

when and where testing occurs, registration requirements and restrictions, personal identification 4529 

requirements, instructions for taking the test (including how to respond to test items), materials 4530 

and aids that can and/or should be brought to testing, materials, aids, and behaviors prohibited 4531 

during testing, retest policies, and clear explanation of the consequences stemming from violation 4532 

of test administration rules. Score cancelation policies in place should also be clearly 4533 

communicated. Proctors and other actors involved in testing should also have access to these 4534 

materials.  4535 

 4536 

11.18 All prospective test takers should have access to general content information (i.e., what is 4537 

covered on the test), except in cases when such information obstructs measurement of the 4538 

intended constructs. 4539 

 4540 

Comments: Information should be provided to describe the content domain tested (behaviors, 4541 

knowledge, skills, abilities, attitudes, or other characteristics), content that is not measured on the 4542 

test, the item formats utilized, and how test items are scored (scoring rules and rubrics for each 4543 

item format). Examples of item formats, including providing samples of exemplary responses, 4544 

should be provided. 4545 

 4546 

11.19 Information regarding the test interface and hardware/software requirements for testing 4547 

should be available to all test takers in an easy-to-access medium. 4548 
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 4549 

Comments: All prospective test takers should have access to specific information regarding the test 4550 

interface, including clear descriptions of all features provided by the test interface, screen shots of 4551 

the test interface with its various features identified and described, examples of test takers using 4552 

the interface features to successfully navigate through the test, and information and tips for 4553 

successfully navigating and using the interface. 4554 

 4555 

11.20 All prospective test takers should have access to a list of minimal hardware and workspace 4556 

requirements for testing.  4557 

Comments: The program should require test takers to check the specific hardware feature (e.g., 4558 

camera, microphone) during registration. If software programs are required for testing, 4559 

prospective test takers prior to registering should be made aware of the requirements prior to 4560 

registering.  4561 

 4562 

 4563 

11.21 Preparation and practice opportunities should be conveyed to all test takers in an easy-to-4564 

access medium. 4565 

 4566 

Comments: If preparation or study materials have been developed, information on how test takers 4567 

can obtain/purchase these materials should be conveyed. Test takers should be encouraged within 4568 

either the general test information or in the registration materials to study and review the practice 4569 

items. Ideally, practice items should provide feedback to test takers. 4570 

 4571 

11.22 Prospective test takers should have the opportunity to take a full-length practice test. 4572 

 4573 

Comments: The full-length practice test should be presented in the test interface and should be 4574 

built to the same specifications as the actual test. Test takers should have the opportunity to 4575 

complete only some or all of the practice test. After completing the practice test, prospective test 4576 

takers should receive feedback regarding their performance. 4577 

 4578 

11.23 Information about score interpretations and reports should be provided to all test takers prior 4579 

to testing. 4580 

 4581 

Comments: Prospective test takers should have access to information regarding scores generated 4582 

through the test. Sample score reports should be available in an easy-to-access medium, including 4583 

descriptions of the information conveyed through the score report. The meaning and 4584 

interpretation of all scores and subscores should be explained, and clear information regarding 4585 

who receives the score reports should be provided.4586 
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PART IV. EMERGING APPLICATIONS IN TECHNOLOGY-4587 

BASED ASSESSMENT 4588 

 4589 

Emerging applications of technology and data science in assessments are rapidly evolving and have not 4590 

yet reached state of the art in practice at the time of this writing. Included in this section are brief 4591 

discussions of artificial intelligence (AI) and examples of emerging TBA applications used to assess and 4592 

make decisions about people, such as mining “big data” sets and social media data, facial recognition 4593 

and analysis, and automated generation of test items.  4594 

These innovative applications have begun to appear in assessments (Oswald, 2020; Weiner & Foster, 4595 

2018; Zickar, 2018); however, accepted best practices are not yet settled, so it is too early to form 4596 

consensus guidelines in this area. Instead, here we discuss some of the emerging issues and provide 4597 

references to other relevant documents. Considering the increasing pace at which these innovations are 4598 

being researched and applied, we anticipate that guidelines will be developed for these applications in 4599 

the not-too-distant future. The Association of Test Publishers released a white paper containing 4600 

additional discussion of issues pertaining to AI in assessment (ATP, 2021) and has published a set of 4601 

principles for testing organizations in the development and use of AI systems (ATP, 2022). 4602 

Artificial Intelligence 4603 

The availability of diverse, cross-referenced, and increasingly large data sets (big data) and the 4604 

continued scaling and availability of cost-effective computation cloud computing has made possible 4605 

have combined to increase the application of AI in assessment. This application has enabled advanced 4606 

statistical analysis practices (“advanced AI”), including machine learning systems, to identify novel 4607 

applications and predictions from once intensely manual, unanalyzable, or impractical assessment 4608 

scenarios. Examples include the use of automated test assembly (ATA) and adaptive testing (see Chapter 4609 

2) and the use of ML and NLP in modeling and scoring constructed response assessments (see Chapter 4610 

4).  4611 

Significantly, however, the definition of AI in legal and regulatory contexts has been limited to exclude 4612 

traditional software merely used to automate human actions rather than substitute for human decision-4613 

making.8 Examples of this non-AI approach include automated test scoring applying the same rubric 4614 

used by human scorers and automated item/test construction for test delivery. While such automated 4615 

decision-making requires privacy attention under the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), 4616 

the ATP has taken the position that automation software should not be classified as AI. 4617 

 
8 A “compromise text” to the draft AI Regulation in the Artificial Intelligence Act released by the European Council 
(November 2021) clarifies that traditional software that merely automates a manual task is not considered AI, in 
contrast to a system that requires data learning, reasoning, or modeling to reach outcomes. Thus, some testing 
software used today (e.g., scoring, item generation, test monitoring) should not be considered or treated as AI for 
regulatory purposes.      
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 4618 

An AI system is “a machine-based system that can, for a given set of human-defined objectives, make 4619 

predictions, recommendations, or decisions influencing real or virtual environments. AI systems are 4620 

designed to operate with varying levels of autonomy” (Organization for Economic Co-operation and 4621 

Development - OECD, 2019).9 During over 60 years of research and experimentation, AI has shifted from 4622 

an interesting field of study to a driver of global economic growth and a strategic priority for almost 4623 

every organization and industry. The assessment world is beginning to incorporate advanced AI, and it is 4624 

expected to become increasingly important in this arena, offering advantages such as scalability and 4625 

efficiency in assessing higher volumes of test takers, data-rich measurement models, and greater fidelity 4626 

through technology-based simulation of task performance. 4627 

AI may be characterized by five core principles (OECD, 2019). AI (1) generates a predicted output from 4628 

input, using historical “experience” data; (2) provides a measure of the confidence the system has in its 4629 

prediction and enables the determination of required for action; (3) requires significant computing 4630 

power to arrive at a prediction in a timely fashion; (4) requires a large corpus of material or an 4631 

environment for repeatable experiments to build experience, against which prediction can be made; and 4632 

(5) has a stronger “understanding” of probability than most people have.10 TBAs may leverage these AI 4633 

principles by using historical test-taker data to develop and “train” models to replicate and exceed the 4634 

capacity of humans; for example, in generating test items, analyzing test-taker responses to detect 4635 

potential bias, or scoring complex data, such as essays or trace data from a game-based assessment.  4636 

AI contains many fields of research including machine learning (ML), expert systems, natural language 4637 

processing (NLP), and other domains (Sparling 2016). The field of AI has evolved in three general waves: 4638 

(1) Symbolic AI, rules, logic, and data that are broken down into decision trees; (2) Boolean criteria and 4639 

outcomes, probabilistic expert systems, and weighted trees; and (3) most recently, learning systems, 4640 

including ML, deep learning and various offshoots using complex data algorithms. The latter types of AI 4641 

systems are the ones drawing serious attention and criticism because of concerns over the potential 4642 

existence of bias and discrimination in the AI system or the use of PI to make decisions. In the field of 4643 

assessment, there are many examples of early AI techniques being applied, now recognized not to 4644 

constitute advanced AI. Many of these techniques date back to the early symbolic period, for example, 4645 

with automated scoring.  4646 

For assessment providers and organizations, opportunities to explore and apply AI, big data, and social 4647 

media inputs abound (Oswald, 2020; Zickar, 2018). Some forms of adaptive scoring, dynamic baselining, 4648 

real-time behavior modification, and fraud detection are examples of delivery-oriented opportunities, 4649 

 
9  There are many current proposed definitions of AI, including some for legal purposes. However, until a formal 
definition is agreed upon, the testing industry believes the most appropriate definition is where the AI system 
engages in “learning, reasoning, or data modeling.”  
 
10 Of critical importance to this discussion, “prediction” by an AI system, and the need to evaluate whether bias 
exists in an AI system, are not the same concepts as used in psychometrics (e.g., validity, reliability, and fairness as 
those terms are used in the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing; AERA/APA/NCME 2014).  Thus, it 
is necessary to constantly distinguish between the role of psychometrics and AI in testing. The ATP comments on 
the European Commission’s draft AI Regulation emphasize the need for this distinction.  (cite).     
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while encryption, complex item authoring, normative calculations, and variance detection, as well as 4650 

novel new test types, exemplify design and development opportunities open to all types of assessment 4651 

providers. It is important that users of AI be responsible and accountable for the decisions to assure that 4652 

an AI system promotes fairness and trust by eliminating or minimizing bias/discrimination.  4653 

 4654 

Big Data and Social Media 4655 

 4656 

New sources of unstructured data, including PI, continue to increase in volume, variety, and velocity, 4657 

driving the incorporation of historical and real-time data into analysis, insight, and action in potential 4658 

assessment applications (Oswald, 2020). Big data applications are evolving. What was considered “big” 4659 

in the early years of the last several decades, which drove advances in data storage and accessibility 4660 

(e.g., Hadoop, DFS, NoSQL), has given way to even larger scale analysis of events and experiments that 4661 

continue to push the boundaries of storage and computing, including the use of neural networks and 4662 

quantum computing. 4663 

 4664 

Beyond being a significant source of big data, social media has two potential contributions to 4665 

assessment: visibility into the social graph of an individual and insights into behaviors, perspectives, and 4666 

opinions. Social media provides dynamic data for potential use in assessment, complete with feedback 4667 

loops and opportunities for individuals to adjust and modify their responses in real time. The exploration 4668 

and use of social media data for assessment is in its nascent stages at this time (Zickar, 2018). However, 4669 

it is important for testing organizations to consider how to balance these uses with applicable legal 4670 

privacy requirements (see Chapter 9). 4671 

 4672 

Facial Recognition and Analysis  4673 

 4674 

The use of facial recognition and analysis of digitized facial data is widespread in security applications 4675 

such as personal identification, video surveillance, and secure access to systems and devices (Klosowski, 4676 

2020). Digitized facial data have also been increasingly used in actual assessments, such as performance 4677 

in video interviews and exercises (Oswald, 2020). Facial analytics (FA) is the application of AI being 4678 

leveraged to replicate human vision, which incorporates recognition and machine vision capability. 11   4679 

FA may be used in video interviewing with recorded asynchronous interview scoring, while other 4680 

applications purport to derive information about communication skills, as well as sentiment, emotion, 4681 

and personality attributes. FA may also be used in test security to authenticate the identity of a test 4682 

 
11  Notably, FA is only one example of the use of biometric data for purposes of identification or in AI to enable 
profiling of individuals and/or individual behaviors.  Biometric data also may involve fingerprinting, iris scanning, 
vein/palm scanning, voice recognition, handwriting analysis, and other ways for AI to profile a person’s physical 
features.  Significantly, here again, the main legal issue is the privacy implications of using personal information to 
make automated decisions about the individual.         
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taker and to monitor test taker behavior during a test (e.g., use of gaze detection to identify the amount 4683 

of time a test taker is looking away from the computer monitor or has left the testing session).12 4684 

 4685 

FA as AI uses machine learning to detect a person’s face. The machine is trained to detect facial 4686 

landmarks, such as eyes, brows, and lips. By comparing these landmarks between sources, it can verify 4687 

the identity of a test taker. These landmarks and features are combined to create a simplified model of 4688 

the person’s face that can be used in training the machine for the final step – feature classification. 4689 

Here, machine learning algorithms are trained to classify feature groups based on images submitted 4690 

with a known emotion or facial expression. For example, thousands of pictures of people showing 4691 

positive sentiment (smiling) are submitted along with the defined set of features to create a deep 4692 

learning algorithm that is able to classify those feature combinations.  4693 

 4694 

The use of FA in assessment requires careful consideration of privacy laws and regulations (see Chapter 4695 

9), as some jurisdictions heavily restrict the use of biometric data. Fairness and bias issues have been 4696 

observed with AI algorithms (see Chapter 10), which is also a concern as certain applications of FA have 4697 

been shown to be unequally effective with all skin colors/tones. Thus, the use of FA in assessment 4698 

requires cautious design, monitoring, and evaluation in implementation (Tippins, Oswald & McPhail, 4699 

2021). 4700 

 4701 

Automated Item Generation 4702 

 4703 

Technology and AI-based methods are also being used to create content, especially for high-stakes high-4704 

volume testing programs that require large numbers of test items to mitigate security risks and avoid 4705 

overexposure of test content. Automated item generation (AIG) is a method that helps to address these 4706 

concerns. Traditional, generally non-AI AIG approaches generated items from a model or template by 4707 

substituting words and/ or numbers that are intended to change the question without affecting its 4708 

difficulty or the underlying construct measured. However, more recent models attempt to use AI to 4709 

generate items directly from a corpus of information. AIG is an evolving concept that has been the 4710 

subject of research among psychometricians (Gierl & Lai, 2013). Empirical research and cost-benefit 4711 

analyses continue to be explored in the psychometric community. A fundamental challenge in AIG is 4712 

determining which modifications can be made without affecting the psychometric properties of a test 4713 

item (Yaneva et al., 2020). 4714 

 4715 

 
12  However, if the use of facial recognition technology does not authenticate a person’s identity, but is limited to 
verify a test taker is the person who registered to take a test (i.e., matching a person’s face with a previous image 
provided by the test taker), there is some reasonable argument that this should not be deemed to constitute AI 
since the technology provides only a one-to-one match against a known subject, and does not involve the use of 
algorithmic software to determine who the person is from among a multitude of possible individuals.   
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Regulatory Considerations  4716 

 4717 

The capabilities of AI systems have grown through access to greater and more diverse data sets, 4718 

development of stronger heuristics, and the application of increased computational capacity to any 4719 

given use case. At the same time, societal, regulatory, and governmental interests and concerns over 4720 

individual privacy and data security have grown. As a result, Responsible AI and Trustful AI initiatives 4721 

have been introduced, and a myriad of data use and privacy policies and regulations have been enacted 4722 

or are in progress (see Chapter 9). AI regulations are evolving, particularly in Europe, Canada, and the 4723 

United States. At the time of this writing, issues have been brought to the forefront concerning 4724 

transparency, privacy, bias in data, predictions, and decisions based on automated systems and AI. (Hind 4725 

et al., 2018; Bender & Friedman, 2019; Gebru et al., 2020). Some preliminary regulatory proposals would 4726 

declare that virtually every assessment used in employment and education is a high-risk activity, which 4727 

would require both the developer and the user of an AI system to meet burdensome regulations to 4728 

prove the AI system is not biased and does not discriminate (Draft EC AI Regulation, 2021).   4729 

 4730 

The Association of Test Publishers (ATP) monitors and provides regular updates to the industry on laws 4731 

and regulations, and it is anticipated that ATP will provide separate documents pertaining to AI 4732 

regulations and principles (see, for example, ATP, 2022). ATP submitted comments on AI regulation to 4733 

the European Commission (ATP, 2021). An initial document setting forth AI principles for testing 4734 

organizations has been published (see ATP, 2022). 4735 

 4736 

Conclusion 4737 

 4738 

Technology has become an essential part of assessment throughout the testing lifecycle and holds 4739 

promise for its continued evolution to achieve greater capabilities. This is true in education, 4740 

employment, credentialing, and clinical assessment. As technology advances have transformed testing, 4741 

fundamental concerns remain the same with respect to ensuring assessments are valid, reliable, fair and 4742 

unbiased, accessible, and secure, without introducing irrelevant variance in scores or unintended 4743 

consequences. To this end, these Guidelines for Technology-based Assessment provide information 4744 

about key factors, issues, and best practices that should be considered when designing, delivering, and 4745 

scoring tests using digital platforms, with the aim of ensuring fair and valid assessment. 4746 

 4747 
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Glossary of Terms 4748 

 4749 
Accessibility Support: A modification to the standard manner in which an item is presented, interaction 4750 

with item content occurs, and/or a response is produced that is designed to improve an item’s ability to 4751 

collect evidence regarding the construct the item is intended to assess. 4752 

Adaptation: Intentional deviations from the source version, made to conform to local usage or context. 4753 

This term can apply to same-language versions of a test to be administered in different cultures or 4754 

regions; it can also apply to deviations from the source version when translation would potentially put 4755 

the respondents from the target group at an advantage or at a disadvantage. 4756 

Adaptive instructional system: Artificially intelligent, computer-based system that guides learning 4757 

experiences by tailoring instruction and recommendations based on the goals, needs, preferences, and 4758 

interests of each individual learner or team in the context of domain learning objectives (Sottilare, 2020) 4759 

Alternate Representation: A version of content that presents the same information in a different form, 4760 

such as a braille representation of text. 4761 

APIP: The Accessible Portable Item Protocol standard defines a standard format for tagging alternate 4762 

and supplemental item content designed to support specific accessibility needs. 4763 

ARIA: Accessible Rich Internet Applications are technical specifications that allow content developers to 4764 

associate verbal representations of content elements and specify the order through which users of 4765 

assistive communication devices navigate content. 4766 

Artificial intelligence (AI) or AI systems: Software and/or hardware systems designed by humans that, 4767 

given a complex goal, act in the physical or digital dimension by perceiving their environment through 4768 

data acquisition, interpreting the collected structured or unstructured data, reasoning on the 4769 

knowledge, or processing the information, derived from this data and deciding the best action(s) to take 4770 

to achieve the given goal. AI systems can be used in technology-based assessments to assist humans in 4771 

making test administration and scoring decisions or to make automated decisions in place of humans.  4772 

Assessment data: Data collected from learner or examinee interactions and aggregation of data 4773 

collected from learner or examine interactions that contribute to the evidence base required to make an 4774 

inference of attainment of knowledge, skills, and attributes of interest 4775 

Assessment without testing: Use of evidence from interactions that occur outside a formal test event to 4776 

make an inference of attainment of knowledge, skills, and attributes of interest 4777 

Assessment: Evidence aggregation across interactions to make an inference of attainment of 4778 

knowledge, skills, and attributes of interest 4779 

Assistive Technology/Assistive Communication Device: Software and hardware that provides access for 4780 

the special needs of some users that directly access application content and allow for user input. 4781 

Examples include screen readers, refreshable braille displays, sip-and-puff devices, switch buttons, etc. 4782 
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Automated item generation (AIG): Templating, cloning, applying a combinatorial algorithm, or applying 4783 

other cognitive modeling processes, to allow a software program to automatically generate a set of 4784 

items from a single input or scenario created by an item writer. Some forms of AIG do not incorporate 4785 

AI, while emerging methods have begun to explore AI. 4786 

Automated scoring: A technological method that involves text matching and natural language 4787 

processing to review and evaluate text responses in a reproducible way that matches defined scoring 4788 

rubrics and is in agreement with human raters.  4789 

Behavioral test: a test designed to measure an individual’s tendencies to respond in particular ways to 4790 

specific circumstances. In behavioral testing, items do not have right or wrong answers. An example of a 4791 

behavioral test would be one measuring the Big Five Personality Traits.    4792 

Big data. A volume, variety, veracity, and velocity of data that can be used by an AI algorithm to train on, 4793 

learn from, or reason against. 4794 

Coaching: Short-term instructional activities provided before test administration, designed specifically to 4795 

improve scores (AERA, APA, & NCME, 2014). 4796 

Cognitive-ability test: a test designed to measure an individual’s abilities to perform various mental 4797 

activities involving processing, acquisition, retention, conceptualization, and organization of sensory, 4798 

perceptual, verbal, spatial, and psychomotor information (AERA, APA, & NCME, 2014). 4799 

Comparability/Score comparability. The degree to which similar inferences can be made across 4800 

different variations of an assessment procedure, such as a parallel form, accommodated test 4801 

administrations, or test delivering platform. Test linking can be used to facilitate score comparability, 4802 

with the degree of comparability resulting from a linking procedure varying along a continuum that 4803 

depends on the type of linking conducted.  4804 

Complete part of the test. Refers to the set of items on which responses are available for an examinee 4805 

with an incomplete testing session 4806 

Computer-administered test: A test administered by computer; candidates respond using the keyboard, 4807 

mouse, and other technological devices (AERA, APA, & NCME, 2014). 4808 

Computer-adaptive test (CAT). A form of automated testing where the test taker receives successive 4809 

items, or sets of items, which are selected in relation to the test taker’s responses to previous items, in 4810 

consideration of psychometric and content information. 4811 

Computer-assisted translation tool (CAT tool): A broad term that can encompass any computer 4812 

software used by human translators during the translation process to improve their working conditions 4813 

and increase translation quality (Bowker, 2002). The term CAT tool refers to a computer environment 4814 

that (1) supports the translation of different file formats; and (2) allows the user to use and create 4815 

language assets (e.g., terminology databases, translation memories). 4816 
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Construct-irrelevant variance (CIV): Variance in candidate scores that is attributable to extraneous 4817 

factors that distort the meaning of the scores and decrease the validity of the proposed interpretations 4818 

(AERA, APA, & NCME, 2014). 4819 

Contextual Metadata: Metadata that allows for systems of systems to interpret what the data means on 4820 

the source side and how to interpret the results on the output side 4821 

Data breach: A confirmed breach of security leading to the accidental or unlawful destruction, loss, 4822 

alteration, unauthorized disclosure of, or access to, personal data. Note: What constitutes a data breach 4823 

may vary by law depending on the jurisdiction. 4824 

Data controller (or controller): An organization that, alone or jointly with others, determines the 4825 

purposes and means of the processing of personal data. Typical examples of data controllers might be 4826 

bodies that set certification exams, employers who test personnel or job candidates, or educational 4827 

institutions testing students to make admission decisions.  4828 

Data exhaust: Information or data that is a by-product of the online activities of internet users 4829 

Data fitness for purpose: How well data meets intended operational and decision-making goals, 4830 

including freedom from defects and possession of desired features (Juran & Godfrey, 1999). 4831 

Data Forensics: In the field of assessment, data forensics pertains to the application of statistical 4832 

methods to detect anomalies in test-taker response patterns and test data to identify potential 4833 

malpractice (e.g., cheating, proxy testing, content theft, and infringement of intellectual property rights. 4834 

Data Governance: The exercise of authority and control (planning, monitoring, and enforcement) over 4835 

the management of data assets (DAMA International, 2017). Policies and best practices that ensure data 4836 

is managed properly. 4837 

Data Lake: A system that acquires data from multiple sources in an enterprise in its original form and 4838 

may also have internal, modeled forms of this same data for various purposes. The data may be any type 4839 

of information, ranging from structured to completely unstructured data. A Data Lake is expected to be 4840 

able to derive relevant meanings and insights from sored information using various analysis and 4841 

machine learning algorithms. (John and Misra, 2017). 4842 

Data lineage: A description of data’s origin, movement, transformations, characteristics, and quality that 4843 

allows for an understanding of where data originated, how it is transformed, and how it moves into, 4844 

across, and outside an organization. 4845 

Data processor (or processor): An organization that processes personal data on behalf of the controller. 4846 

Typical examples of processors might be services companies who provide assessment or analytic 4847 

services, test publishers that provide tests for an employer to use, or proctoring companies.  4848 

Data Stream. A data stream is a continuously fed exchange channel that is part of a streaming data 4849 

system: “a non-hard real-time system that makes its data available at the moment a client application 4850 

needs it. It’s neither soft nor near--it is streaming.” (Psaltis, 2017). 4851 
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Delivery modality: The means by which n assessment will be delivered. Delivery modalities may include 4852 

standard computer monitors and handheld devices, such as a cell phone. 4853 

Design thinking: A design methodology that seeks to understand users and develop innovative solutions 4854 

to problems. 4855 

Digital badge. Electronic symbols used as micro-credentials to document achievement or skills mastered 4856 

such as course completion, professional development participation, or training completion (Parker, 4857 

2015). 4858 

Disconnected: Test content is cached a number of items up front, e.g., a section at a time to mitigate 4859 

temporary disconnects. 4860 

Distributed Data Solutions: Systems where large collections of data are physically “distributed on a 4861 

number of machines (execution contexts, JVMs) … is transparent to its users … to facilitate parallel 4862 

operations ... in a straightforward manner, abstracting away their distributed nature and inherent fault 4863 

tolerance.” (Zečević & Bonaći, 2016). 4864 

Distributional equivalence: Similar score distributions across modes, devices, and technologies. 4865 

Downstream linguistic quality assurance: Components of the linguistic QA design that take place after 4866 

the actual translation, e.g., translation verification, final layout check, etc. 4867 

Drag-and-drop: A technology-enhanced item format in which graphic tokens are dragged and dropped 4868 

onto targets. 4869 

Elastic Computing Cluster: The dynamic provisioning of computing resources (e.g., virtual servers) using 4870 

a system that allocates and reclaims CPUs and RAM in immediate response to the fluctuating processing 4871 

requirements of hosted IT resources (Erl et al., 2013). This allows a cluster to automatically scale up or 4872 

scale down based on load/computing needs. 4873 

Equating: A process for relating scores on alternative forms of tests onto a common scale so they have 4874 

essentially the same meaning and facilitate comparable test score interpretations. The equated scores 4875 

are typically reported on a common score scale.  4876 

Evidence aggregation: The summarization of discrete pieces of information related to the knowledge, 4877 

skills, and attributes of interest 4878 

Evidence identification: The selection of observable pieces of data which provide information allowing 4879 

inferences regarding the knowledge, skills, and attributes of interest 4880 

Extensible Data Models: Data models designed to allow the addition of new capabilities and 4881 

functionality. 4882 

Extraction: The process of deciding which parts of the document are translatable and which parts are 4883 

not. Ideally, all elements that should not be translated should be protected or hidden.  4884 
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Game: “A system in which players engage in an artificial conflict, defined by rules, that results in a 4885 

quantifiable outcome” (Salen & Zimmerman, 2004, p. 80) 4886 

Game loop: A repeatable sequence of actions that players engage in to advance in a game 4887 

Game mechanic: The actions players take in the game world, how they do them, and the game response 4888 

that results in progression through the game 4889 

Gamification: The application of game elements to non-game situations. Notably, this does not have to 4890 

mean just points and leaderboards but can also include a variety of game elements, including narrative, 4891 

quests, social features like guilds, levels, and boss battles. 4892 

Historically marginalized: A term referring to groups of people who have been consistently, repeatedly, 4893 

and deliberately excluded by the wider society. Although the term is often used in relation to economic 4894 

or political opportunities, or lack thereof, this marginalization occurs across multiple sectors (e.g., 4895 

education, health; see von Braun & Gatzweiler, 2014).  4896 

Homomorphic encryption: A body of cryptographic research that develops techniques for computing on 4897 

encrypted data, producing encrypted results. 4898 

Hotspot: A technology-enhanced item format in which the test taker responds by clicking directly on an 4899 

image. 4900 

Incomplete part of the test: The set of items on which responses are not available for an examinee with 4901 

an incomplete testing session 4902 

Incomplete testing session: An item-response pattern with some missing item scores for an examinee 4903 

due to technological disruptions 4904 

Informational and interpretive materials to support results reporting: Materials that typically 4905 

encompass text-based resources to support the use of results accessible in a reporting portal of some 4906 

kind such as (but not limited to) plain-language interpretive guides, technical documentation for scores 4907 

and testing programs, and perhaps a frequently asked questions document. 4908 

Interaction: Observable piece of data which provides information about a user’s interaction with a 4909 

system. 4910 

Interactive reporting: A high degree of user choice in determining what results and/or analyses are 4911 

called up to be displayed on a web page or included in a report on the fly. Such efforts typically involve 4912 

group-level reporting (at a scale and grain size at the discretion of the user). 4913 

Interoperability: The ability of systems or software to exchange and make use of information. 4914 

Interpret ML: A technique for explaining an AI model in an interpretable manner. 4915 

Item bank: An electronic data file containing test questions, item content, attributes, and metadata. See 4916 

item pool. 4917 
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Item format: The way in which the task or question for test takers is presented and the way in which the 4918 

test taker provides a response. 4919 

Item pool: An electronic database of test item content, associated attributes (e.g., scoring key, content 4920 

classification, cognitive level, enemy items), and meta-data (e.g., item statistics, historical use), from 4921 

which test forms may be drawn manually or automatically (in the case of linear-on-the fly testing (LOFT); 4922 

or items many be selected individually for test delivery (in the case of computer-adaptive testing (CAT).  4923 

Item Response Theory (IRT): A theory of testing based on a mathematical model of the relationship 4924 

between performance on a test item, the test item’s characteristics, and the test takers' levels of 4925 

performance on the construct being measured. Different statistical models may be used to represent 4926 

item and test-taker characteristics 4927 

Linking scores: A process used to relate scores across different tests.  4928 

Locale: Language-country combination, e.g., Spanish for Mexico or English for Singapore. 4929 

LOFT (Linear-on-the-fly testing: An automated test assembly method that is used to assemble a unique 4930 

equivalent form of a test to each test taker, drawing from a pool of items representing content domains 4931 

and calibrated with respect to psychometric properties and other item attributes that are used to guide 4932 

assembly. 4933 

Machine Learning (ML): A form of artificial intelligence that makes predictions from data. ML entails the 4934 

use and development of computer systems that are able to learn and adapt without following explicit 4935 

instructions by using algorithms and statistical models to analyze and draw inferences from patterns in 4936 

data.  4937 

Masking: A technique often employed for individuals with information processing needs that reduces 4938 

the amount of content presented on a screen or paper-based page by temporarily blocking select 4939 

elements of content in order to support an increased focus on content that is visible.  4940 

Metadata: Data about data. More formally, characterization of the structure, content, and quality of 4941 

data, including source and lineage and the definition and intended uses of entities and data elements 4942 

(DAMA International, 2017)  4943 

Minoritized: A term different from the noun minority, referring to populations/communities of people 4944 

who have less power or representation compared to other groups as a result of social constructs 4945 

(Benitez, 2010). The verb minoritized more accurately describes the oppressive context in which these 4946 

populations of people must exist; and recognizes that systemic inequalities – such as racism, ableism, 4947 

sexism, nationalism, etc.- have placed them into “minority” status through no control of their own.   4948 

Multimedia: Any visual enhancement to an item, including static images, video clips, audio clips, live 4949 

video responses, and so on. 4950 

Multistage test: A form of adaptive testing, similar to CAT, wherein sets of items are delivered to the 4951 

test taker on the basis of their preceding responses to a set of items. 4952 
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Natural Language Processing:  A branch of artificial intelligence, linguistics and computer science in 4953 

which computer software is used to analyze and “understand” written and spoken human language. 4954 

Offline: When the full test content is downloaded up front to allow for the test to be completed without 4955 

an internet connection. 4956 

Online: When test content is loaded in real time, one item at a time, (technically) limiting exposure of 4957 

content. 4958 

Opportunity to learn: The extent to which candidates have been exposed to the test constructs, test 4959 

tasks, and test interface through educational programs and/or preparatory experiences so that they are 4960 

able to demonstrate their knowledge, skills, and abilities on the intended construct(s) (AERA, APA, & 4961 

NCME, 2014). 4962 

Parallel test forms: Alternate forms of a test that are exactly equivalent, i.e., measure the same 4963 

construct(s) and have the same means and standard deviations. 4964 

Personal data (or Personal Information, or PI): Any information relating to an identified or identifiable 4965 

natural person (also sometimes referred to as a data subject or test taker).  4966 

Personal Needs Profile (PNP): An extension of the APIP standard that allows users to specify the 4967 

accessibility supports required by a given test taker. PNPs are used in APIP using Access for All (AfA) v2.0 4968 

and in QTI 3 using AfA v3.0. 4969 

Processing: Any operation performed on personal data, including but not limited to collection, 4970 

recording, organization, structuring, storage, retrieval, using, transmitting, disseminating, or making the 4971 

data available, as well as restricting, erasing, or destroying the data. 4972 

Pseudonymization: The processing of personal data in such a manner that the personal data can no 4973 

longer be attributed to a specific data subject without the use of additional information, provided that 4974 

such additional information is kept separately and is subject to technical and organizational measures to 4975 

ensure that the personal data are not attributed to an identified or identifiable natural person. 4976 

QTI 3: A recently (at the time of this writing) developed specification that integrates APIP into the QTI 4977 

specification. It includes updated accessibility supports (HTML 5, WAI-ARIA, Access for All 3.0), web-4978 

component friendly markup, and integration with Portable Custom Interaction (PCI) and the standard on 4979 

Computer Adaptive Testing (CAT). 4980 

QTI: The Question and Test Interoperability specification, which defines a standard format for tagging 4981 

item content and specifying the manner in which responses are collected and processed.  4982 

Refreshable Braille Display: An electronic device connected to a computer that contains multiple cells, 4983 

each with six pins that elevate or are depressed to produce braille characters. The characters displayed 4984 

on the device are relayed from a test delivery system to present text content in a braille form.  4985 

Recommender system: A type of machine learning system designed to leverage content and person-4986 

specific metadata to predict or provide personalized recommendations. In a consumer-oriented context, 4987 
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recommendations can be products or services, often relevant to online search-related behaviors. In a 4988 

technology-based assessment context, the recommendations can be of items and learning content. The 4989 

purpose is to leverage far more metadata than traditional computer-adaptive assessments, leading to 4990 

greater depth and diversity of reported information, ultimately extending performance results to 4991 

instruction and learning.   4992 

 4993 

Score equivalence or interchangeability: Scores regarded as equivalent in terms of construct and 4994 

precision and that have the same meaning for the population.  4995 

Secure MPC: A body of work developing a method for sharing encrypted data while preserving the 4996 

privacy of each party. 4997 

Segmentation: The process of splitting a text into small, manageable parts--usually sentences. 4998 

Simulation: A system or sub-system that emulates or offers in a controlled fashion a recreation of a 4999 

reality. 5000 

Social media: A very large source of data and a real-time source of data that an AI algorithm can be 5001 

trained on, can learn from or can reason over. 5002 

Source version: The version of an assessment that serves as the starting point for the translation or 5003 

adaptation. The source language is the language in which the source version has been developed.  5004 

Speededness: The situation in which the time limits on a standardized test do not allow substantial 5005 

numbers of test takers to fully consider all test items 5006 

Static reporting: Reporting that includes results in tables, charts, and/or text formats generated by the 5007 

test developer or other reporting agency that website users cannot manipulate. These may be available, 5008 

for example, as downloadable PDFs that package pre-specified information in easy-to-print formats for 5009 

user review. 5010 

Sub-processor: A processor that works on behalf of a processor rather than directly for the controller. A 5011 

typical example of a sub-processor might be a data center company providing services to a processor. 5012 

Sub-processors can have their own sub-processors and so on. 5013 

Target version: A translated or adapted version of an assessment produced to measure the same 5014 

construct or domain in a given target population. A target language is the language into which a target 5015 

version has been translated or adapted. In case of adaptation, the source and target languages can be 5016 

the same. 5017 

Technological disruption: An event that disrupts examinees’ testing experiences and is caused by the 5018 

malfunctioning of hardware or software through which data are captured or transmitted, including 5019 

hardware and software with which students interact directly, hardware and software owned and 5020 

operated by the assessment provider, and hardware and software owned and operated by third parties 5021 

that transport data between assessment provider and student. Examples of some common types of 5022 

technology-related disruptions include delayed log-in, slowing down of the online system in the middle 5023 
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of the test, not receiving a second-stage test upon submission of answers to the first-stage test during a 5024 

two-stage testing, being unexpectedly logged out, and losing some or all answers. 5025 

Technology-enhanced item (TEI): A test item that incorporates media or additional functionality that is 5026 

only available through electronic means. TEIs are computer-delivered and require test takers to interact 5027 

with the content in ways beyond selecting a correct response and provide a more authentic and 5028 

engaging experience than traditional multiple-choice items. 5029 

Test content or content domain: The set of behaviors, knowledge, skills, abilities, attitude, or other 5030 

characteristics to be measured by a test (AERA, APA, & NCME, 2014).  5031 

Test developers: Those contributing to test content or designing and maintaining the test platform and 5032 

delivery system, who are responsible for test creation and delivery. 5033 

Test orientation: Test preparation activities that specifically include information about the structure of 5034 

the test, test interface, time limits, item formats; preparation and practice with test-allowed tools (e.g., 5035 

calculators, rulers, notes) (Allalouf & Ben-Shakhar, 1998). 5036 

Test practice: Activities that provide test takers with the opportunity to respond to tasks that are similar 5037 

to the tasks that are on the actual test in terms of content and difficulty level; for cognitive-ability tests, 5038 

practice activities should provide feedback to the test taker. 5039 

Test preparation: Activities specifically undertaken to (a) review content likely to be covered on the test 5040 

and (b) practice skills necessary to demonstrate knowledge in the anticipated format of the test (Bishop 5041 

& Davis-Becker, 2016; Crocker, 2006). 5042 

Test taker: The person taking an assessment. Also known as an “examinee,” or in the context of 5043 

credentialing exams, the “candidate.” 5044 

 5045 

Test user: An individual who employs an assessment for a particular purpose. May also include a test 5046 

administrator or proctor. 5047 

Testing agency: An entity, individual, organization, or agency that produces or distributes a test. 5048 

Testing Disruption: A testing disruption refers to any incident that occurs during the test administration, 5049 

from the point of view of the examinee, results in significant time delays, inability to enter or complete 5050 

an assessment, or loss of examinee response data for one or more test items or tasks.  5051 

Testing interruption: An event that disrupts a test taker’s experience, caused by the computers, online 5052 

systems, or other technological devices through which the test is delivered (Martineau, Domaleski, Egan, 5053 

Patelis & Dadey, 2015). 5054 

Test-taking strategies: Strategies that test takers may use while testing to improve performance. These 5055 

activities include time management or the elimination of incorrect options before responding to a 5056 

multiple-choice item (AERA et al., 2014). 5057 
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The AI Effect: When technology once considered artificial intelligence loses its AI label. When a problem 5058 

becomes computationally possible, it becomes “less AI” and more “regular practice.” An airliner’s 5059 

autopilot system remains an implementation of AI regardless of its origins in the early days of aviation. 5060 

An automobile airbag is dependent on Symbolic AI to determine its state, and regardless of the 5061 

proliferation of websites with cheap flight booking offers, airline and freight logistics remains an active 5062 

field of research in AI. 5063 

Upstream linguistic quality assurance: Components of the linguistic QA design that take place before 5064 

the actual translation process begins, e.g., translatability assessment; item-by-item translation and 5065 

adaptation notes; production of glossaries and style guides; etc. 5066 

Validity: The degree to which the use of a test for a particular purpose is supported by theory and 5067 

empirical evidence. 5068 

 5069 

Web-based, internet, internet-based, or online testing: Testing in which the internet is the dominant 5070 

technology for test administration. Through a continuous internet connection, items are streamed as 5071 

needed to a digital device used by the test taker. Each student’s response is also returned immediately 5072 

through the internet to a server (Foster, p. 236).  5073 

Whiteness: A “quality derived from and against those ‘Others’ whom it sets apart as political, anti-5074 

individual and always raced (Barnett, 2000). Whiteness (like all notions of race) is fundamentally a 5075 

relational concept rather than something residing in an individual or group” (p. 10). Whiteness--by virtue 5076 

of being white alone--holds social, legal, economic, and political rights unavailable to others. Whiteness 5077 

can maintain its power by declaring itself normal and good; and, consequently, solely worthy of its 5078 

benefits. It is important to note that whiteness, as used here, is not about individual white people but 5079 

about a political and economic social order (Sensoy & DiAngelo, 2012).  5080 

Wireframe: A layout of a screen used in the design and development of new games that demonstrates 5081 

the elements that will be built into the game  5082 
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Appendix: Locked-down Browser Checklist 5641 

 5642 

Test sponsors may use this checklist to verify functionality of a testing vendor’s locked-down browser.   5643 

Prevent access to non-authorized tools 

 Display test full screen 

 Block virtual machines 

 Block remote desktop 

 Block applications 

 Block unauthorized websites 

 Provide secure method to verify locked-down browser is running 

 Block multi-monitors and lock screens from being used to cheat 
Support remote proctoring 

 Detect virtual video, virtual microphones, and duplicate input devices 

 Prevent a test from being delivered if external remote proctoring software ceases to run 
Prevent content from being stolen or exposed 

 Block screen captures 

 Clear cut, copy, and paste buffers 

 Support clearing cache before and after testing 

 Block proxy server attacks that bypass HTTPS protections 

 Block printing 
Required Features 

 Block assistive technologies not related to accessibility 

 Block content on additional monitors  

 Block using lock screens to show custom images 

 Block gestures that allow access to content 

 Upload security issues such as blocked processes or invalid key attempts 

 Support automatic software updates 

 Support automatic configuration updates before each test 
Optional Features 

 Support suppressing authorization requests for microphones 
Platforms 

 Support all major platforms 

 Configurable rendering engines 
Privacy 

 Support uninstall 

 Limit tracking 

 Disclosure of all information captured accessibility 

 Compatibility with assistive software for accessibility 
 5644 


